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Abstract1
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to improve predictive capabilities of geotech-2
nical seismic site response analyses by incorporating additional salient physical phenomena3
that influence site effects. Specifically, multidimensional wave-propagation effects that are ne-4
glected in conventional 1D site response analyses are incorporated by: (1) combining results of5
3D regional-scale simulations with 1D nonlinear wave-propagation site response analysis, and6
(2) modelling soil heterogeneity in 2D site response analyses using spatially-correlated random7
fields to perturb soil properties.8
A method to combine results from 3D hybrid physics-based ground motion simulations9
with site-specific nonlinear site response analyses was developed. The 3D simulations cap-10
ture 3D ground motion phenomena on a regional scale, while the 1D nonlinear site response,11
which is informed by detailed site-specific soil characterization data, can capture site effects12
more rigorously. Simulations of 11 moderate-to-large earthquakes from the 2010-2011 Can-13
terbury Earthquake Sequence (CES) at 20 strong motion stations (SMS) were used to validate14
simulations with observed ground motions. The predictions were compared to those from an15
empirically-based ground motion model (GMM), and from 3D simulations with simplified VS30-16
based site effects modelling. By comparing all predictions to observations at seismic record-17
ing stations, it was found that the 3D physics-based simulations can predict ground motions18
with comparable bias and uncertainty as the GMM, albeit, with significantly lower bias at long19
periods. Additionally, the explicit modelling of nonlinear site-response improves predictions20
significantly compared to the simplified VS30-based approach for soft-soil or atypical sites that21
exhibit exceptionally strong site effects.22
A method to account for the spatial variability of soils and wave scattering in 2D site23
response analyses was developed and validated against a database of vertical array sites in Cal-24
ifornia. The inputs required to run the 2D analyses are nominally the same as those required25
for 1D analyses (except for spatial correlation parameters), enabling easier adoption in practice.26
The first step was to create the platform and workflow, and to perform a sensitivity study involv-27
ing 5,400 2D model realizations to investigate the influence of random field input parameters on28
wave scattering and site response. Boundary conditions were carefully assessed to understand29
their effect on the modelled response and select appropriate assumptions for use on a 2D model30
i
with lateral heterogeneities. Multiple ground-motion intensity measures (IMs) were analyzed31
to quantify the influence from random field input parameters and boundary conditions. It was32
found that this method is capable of scattering seismic waves and creating spatially-varying33
ground motions at the ground surface. The redistribution of ground-motion energy across wider34
frequency bands, and the scattering attenuation of high-frequency waves in 2D analyses, resem-35
ble features observed in empirical transfer functions (ETFs) computed in other studies.36
The developed 2D method was subsequently extended to more complicated multi-layer soil37
profiles and applied to a database of 21 vertical array sites in California to test its appropriate-38
ness for future predictions. Again, different boundary condition and input motion assumptions39
were explored to extend the method to the in-situ conditions of a vertical array (with a sen-40
sor embedded in the soil). ETFs were compared to theoretical transfer functions (TTFs) from41
conventional 1D analyses and 2D analyses with heterogeneity. Residuals of transfer-function-42
based IMs, and IMs of surface ground motions, were also used as validation metrics. The43
spatial variability of transfer-function-based IMs was estimated from 2D models and compared44
to the event-to-event variability from ETFs. This method was found capable of significantly45
improving predictions of median ETF amplification factors, especially for sites that display46
higher event-to-event variability. For sites that are well represented by 1D methods, the 2D47
approach can underpredict amplification factors at higher modes, suggesting that the level of48
heterogeneity may be over-represented by the 2D random field models used in this study.49
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Chapter 1588
Introduction589
1.1 Motivation590
Seismic site response, also colloquially known as ‘site effects’, is a complex phenomenon591
that refers to the modification of seismic waves as they propagate through near-surface soils.592
Seismic waves can be significantly amplified or deamplified as they pass through the near-593
surface soil layers before reaching the ground surface. These effects are dependent on the594
geometry and characteristics of the soil/rock layers below a particular site (hence the name “site595
response”). The significance of such effects has been clearly observed in past events globally596
(e.g., Bolton Seed et al., 1987; Idris, 1993; Brando et al., 2020), but also in recent earthquakes of597
New Zealand, such as in Wellington from the 2016 Kaikōura Earthquake (Bradley et al., 2017b)598
and in Heathcote Valley, Christchurch from the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence599
(Jeong and Bradley, 2017a; Bradley and Cubrinovski, 2011), among others.600
It is the job of a geotechnical engineer to predict how the soil characteristics and basin601
geometry at their site of interest will modify the ground shaking using a site response analysis.602
While these analyses are commonplace, the uncertainty in them is high and many researchers603
have highlighted the shortcomings and limitations of these analyses when executed using con-604
vention assumptions (e.g., Thompson et al., 2012; Kaklamanos et al., 2015; Kokusho, 2017;605
Afshari and Stewart, 2019; Tao and Rathje, 2019). There is uncertainty associated with the606
input ground motion, the geometry, characteristics and constitutive response of the soil, and the607
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fundamental assumptions/simplifications of the methods used for these analyses. This disserta-608
tion focuses on addressing several of these limitations by incorporating more of the mechanisms609
that control the problem into these analyses.610
The 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence (CES) produced strong shaking and sig-611
nificant damage across the city of Christchurch (Cubrinovski et al., 2011; Bradley, 2012; Bradley612
et al., 2014; Quigley et al., 2016). These ground motions are greatly influenced by the complex613
3D geologic structure of the Canterbury basin (Browne et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2017b). By far614
the most common method for predicting shaking intensities from such earthquakes is using em-615
pirical ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs; e.g., Chiou and Youngs, 2008; Bradley,616
2013; Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2014). While these models are on average globally unbiased,617
they represent the source, path, and site effects of an earthquake using average empirical cor-618
relations with simplified source parameters or site indices. Given these simplifications, which619
are inherent to an ergodic approach (Anderson and Brune, 1999), these equations cannot cap-620
ture some of the salient complexities specific to every site/basin. As an alternative, the field of621
ground motion prediction using 3D physics-based simulations is rapidly evolving to be able to622
accurately represent event and location specific physical phenomena that contribute to ground623
motion characteristics (e.g., Graves and Pitarka, 2010; Bradley et al., 2017a). These simulations624
can account for the actual geometry and complexities of the subsurface geology for the region625
using 3D seismic wave velocity models (e.g., Thomson et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2017a).626
The source and path components of 3D ground motion simulations are often complex627
and physics-based in nature, however, the conventional way to account for near-surface site628
effects is generally via empirical site amplification models (e.g., Graves and Pitarka, 2010).629
This empirical treatment of site effects is simple relative to the source and path modeling of630
simulations, and the state-of-the-art in geotechnical seismic ground response analysis (Stewart631
Annie On-Lei Kwok et al., 2008; Régnier et al., 2016; Stewart et al., 2017), suggesting that there632
is room for improvement in how site effects are modelled in the context of simulations. A few633
studies have investigated different ways to explicitly account for site response in 3D simulations634
(Hartzell et al., 2002; Bielak et al., 2003; Taborda et al., 2012; Roten et al., 2012) but never with635
a large database of recorded earthquakes with which to validate the approaches. By combining636
3D simulations with wave-propagation site response analyses, complexities in the source, path,637
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and site effects can be modelled in a more rigorous and event/site-specific context.638
While advancements in the field of physics-based ground motion simulation allow for639
extraordinary complexity to be captured in the prediction of earthquake ground motions, the640
conventional methods used for site response analyses that are commonly adopted still rely on641
fundamental assumptions that were developed more than 70 years ago. The overwhelming642
majority of site response analyses use a 1D assumption to predict how the ground motion is643
modified as it passes through near-surface soil layers. Since the early days of site response644
analyses in the 1960s, this assumption of 1D wave propagation has been widely used and ac-645
cepted (Schnabel et al., 1972; Idris, 1993; Hashash and Park, 2001). In conventional 1D seismic646
site-response analysis, soils are modelled as horizontal, homogeneous, laterally infinite layers647
that are limited to shear deformation with only vertically propagating shear waves. These fun-648
damental assumptions neglect important physical aspects of wave propagation through a soil649
deposit, which is a multi-dimensional phenomenon. It is well known that discrete soil layers650
are not perfectly homogeneous, but their properties vary spatially (Holzer et al., 2005; Wills651
and Clahan, 2006). While several studies have investigated incorporating soil heterogeneities652
into multi-dimensional site response analyses (e.g., Popescu, 1995; Nour et al., 2003; Assimaki,653
2004; Thompson et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2019; El Haber et al., 2019), significantly more work654
is required to refine these methods, develop simplified workflows for practical applications of655
these approaches, and validate the methodology against site response observations.656
Vertical arrays of seismic recording stations have been employed over the years to test the657
predictive capabilities of site response methods. A vertical array has instruments embedded658
in the soil at depth and also at the ground surface which allows for direct observation of site659
effects. Many of these studies have demonstrated the inability of 1D site response procedures660
to appropriately capture the site response at a large percentage of sites (Thompson et al., 2012;661
Kaklamanos et al., 2015; Zalachoris and Rathje, 2015; Afshari and Stewart, 2019; Pilz and662
Cotton, 2019; Tao and Rathje, 2020a). Specifically, the amplification at modal frequencies663
of the soil column are often strongly overpredicted when laboratory-based estimates of small-664
strain damping are used for elastic analyses. Some have attributed this overprediction, and665
overall inability to capture the observed response, to the fact that 1D analyses are incapable of666
representing soil heterogeneity and its effects such as wave scattering attenuation (Thompson667
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et al., 2009, 2012; Zalachoris and Rathje, 2015; Kokusho, 2017). Given this sentiment, an668
important research question is whether these phenomena can be appropriately captured using669
multi-dimensional site response analyses with soil heterogeneity.670
1.2 Objectives671
The objectives of this dissertation, which seek to improve predictive capabilities of site672
response models are the following:673
(i) Combine 3D regional-scale physics-based ground motion simulations with 1D wave-674
propagation nonlinear site response analyses and validate the approach with a database675
of 11 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence events recorded at 20 Christchurch strong motion676
stations.677
(ii) Develop a 2D site response platform that incorporates soil heterogeneity using spatially-678
correlated random fields, and rigorously assess the influence of these heterogeneities on679
the predicted site response with an extensive parametric analysis.680
(iii) Validate the 2D site response method against a database of small-strain (i.e., weak) ground681
motions at 21 vertical array sites in California.682
1.3 Organization683
Chapter 2 presents the implementation and validation of an approach to incorporate non-684
linear site response in the context of 3D regional ground motion simulations using a physics-685
based 1D wave-propagation site response approach. A database of 11 observed earthquakes686
from the CES at 20 strong motion stations is used to validate the methodology and compute687
statistically significant site- and event-specific bias and uncertainty. The more advanced site688
response approach was compared to a simplified VS30-based approach for modelling the site ef-689
fects of these simulated ground motions. The systematic performance of simulations with both690
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site response methods was compared to predictions from a conventional GMPE. Supplemen-691
tary tables, figures and analysis interpretation are included in Appendix A, and are referenced692
throughout the main body of the paper accordingly.693
Chapter 3 presents the development of a 2D site response approach for modelling soil694
heterogeneity in site response analyses via spatially-correlated random field. It describes fea-695
tures of the site-response models including model geometry, boundary conditions, and other696
modeling assumptions. The objective is to assess the influence of these heterogeneities, on site697
response and investigate the theoretical behavior of wave scattering in site response using an698
idealized viscoelastic single-layer soil profile. A comprehensive parametric analysis involving699
5,400 2D model realizations was performed to determine the effects of random field parame-700
ters on the seismic ground response. For every 2D realization, randomized 1D VS profiles are701
generated by extracting 1D vertical ‘slices’ from the 2D model at the location of ground sur-702
face recorder nodes. The influence of soil heterogeneities on IMs in a 1D and 2D context are703
compared to differentiate the effects from vertical heterogeneities on a 1D wave field, and 2D704
ground-motion phenomena such as wave scattering and surface wave generation. The results are705
normalized by, and compared to, those from a traditional deterministic 1D VS analysis. Addi-706
tional figures and discussion for this chapter, including the development of boundary conditions707
for 2D models, are in Appendix B708
Chapter 4 extends the method developed in Chapter 3 to multi-layer soil profiles and ver-709
tical array boundary conditions. The method is applied to a database of 21 vertical array sites710
in California, developed by Afshari et al. (2019). The database is for small-strain (i.e., weak)711
ground motions and is intended for validation of the elastic behaviour of site response. This712
chapter tests the hypothesis that the overprediction of ground motion at the site modal frequen-713
cies is caused by the disregard of soil heterogeneity and 2D/3D wave propagation effects, and714
that these effects can be appropriately captured in a 2D analysis using spatially-correlated ran-715
dom fields to perturb soil properties. This is the most extensive application of a 2D site response716
method with spatially varying soil properties to multi-layered profiles and vertical array sites717
which can be used for direct validation of the approach. The implications of using different718
coupled input motion and base boundary condition assumptions are investigated due to the sig-719
nificant influence on results and the long-standing issues related to the downgoing wave effects720
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and pseudo-resonances in vertical arrays. ETFs from vertical arrays are compared to TTFs721
from 2D and 1D deterministic analyses, and residuals of various intensity measures (IMs) for722
the surface motion are computed. Estimates of uncertainty in surface IMs are analysed to iden-723
tify frequency-dependent trends with respect to impedance ratio (RV ), 30-meter time-averaged724
shear wave velocity (VS30), fundamental frequency of the soil column ( f0) and higher mode725
frequencies ( f1 to f3), and depth to the downhole instrument (zDH). Additional figures and726
metadata to supplement the discussion in this chapter are available in Appendix C.727
Chapter 5 summarizes the key contributions from this dissertation to the fields of geotech-728
nical site response analysis and physics-based ground motion simulation. Limitations of each729
study and possible avenues to continue improving these methods via future research are dis-730
cussed.731
This dissertation is a collection of chapters which were developed as stand-alone publi-732
cations. Each chapter is self-contained and includes its own literature review, description of733
the method, and detailed conclusions. For more details on the motivation, methodology and734
conclusions of each study, the individual chapters should be referenced.735
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Modeling Nonlinear Site Effects in737
Physics-Based Ground Motion738
Simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury739
Earthquake Sequence740
C. A. de la Torre, B. A. Bradley, R. L. Lee (2020). Modeling Nonlinear Site Effects in Physics-741
Based Ground Motion Simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence. Earth-742
quake Spectra, 36(2): 856-879.743
Abstract744
This study examines the performance of nonlinear total stress 1D wave propagation site745
response analysis for modeling site effects in physics-based ground motion simulations of the746
2010-2011 Canterbury, New Zealand earthquake sequence. This approach explicitly models 3D747
ground motion phenomena at the regional scale, and detailed site effects at the local scale. The748
approach is compared to a more commonly used empirical VS30-based method of computing749
site amplification for simulated ground motions, as well as prediction via an empirical ground750
motion model. Site-specific response analysis is performed at 20 strong motion stations in751
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Christchurch for 11 earthquakes with 4.7 ≤ MW ≤ 7.1. When compared to the VS30-based752
approach, the wave propagation analysis reduces both overall model bias and uncertainty in753
site-to-site residuals at the fundamental period, and significantly reduces systematic residuals754
for soft or “atypical” sites that exhibit strong site amplification. The comparable performance in755
ground motion prediction between the physics-based simulation method and empirical ground756
motion models suggests the former is a viable approach for generating site-specific ground757
motions for geotechnical and structural response history analyses.758
2.1 Introduction759
3D physics-based ground motion simulation methods are being increasingly used to predict760
ground motion intensity, with accuracy and precision that rivals conventional empirical models761
(e.g., Taborda and Bielak, 2013; Bradley et al., 2017a). Limitations associated with compu-762
tation, modeled physics, and data availability often result in the use of “hybrid” simulations763
which involve a comprehensive solution of the 3D wave equation for low frequencies (LF), and764
a simplified-physics approach for high frequencies (HF). The transition between the low and765
high frequency approaches varies across research efforts, but is commonly f = 1 Hz (Graves766
and Pitarka, 2010; Razafindrakoto et al., 2016), which implies a spatial discretization in the767
velocity model on the order of 100 m, with additional factors being the minimum shear wave768
velocity, and specific numerical method adopted. In addition, the comprehensive 3D solution769
commonly models the 3D medium as viscoelastic, although recent attempts have also explicitly770
considered plasticity (Taborda et al., 2012; Roten et al., 2016), albeit without direct validation771
against observations and only at low frequencies (i.e., coarse spatial scales).772
Given the sentiments above, near-surface nonlinear site effects in broadband ground mo-773
tion simulations must therefore, at present, be computed separately from the regional 3D simu-774
lation. Four methods have been used or proposed to incorporate nonlinear soil response into 3D775
ground motion simulations: (1) fully-coupled low-frequency (i.e., coarse grid) 3D simulation776
models that explicitly consider soil nonlinearity in surficial soils (e.g., Taborda et al., 2012; Re-777
strepo et al., 2012), (2) the domain reduction method for decomposing the physical domain into778
multiple subdomains for separate simulation (e.g., Bielak et al., 2003; Yoshimura et al., 2003),779
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(3) conventional 1D wave propagation site response analysis uncoupled from the simulations780
(e.g., Hartzell et al., 2002; Roten et al., 2012), and finally, (4) the use of simple empirically-781
based site amplification factors (e.g., Graves and Pitarka 2010, 2015). The most common way782
to do so is via empirical VS30-based site effects models (i.e., Method 4. e.g., Graves and Pitarka,783
2010; Razafindrakoto et al., 2018). This empirical treatment of site effects in ground motion784
simulations is simple relative to the physics-based source and path modeling of simulations,785
and the state-of-the-art in geotechnical seismic ground response analysis (Stewart Annie On-786
Lei Kwok et al., 2008; Régnier et al., 2016; Stewart et al., 2017), suggesting that there is room787
for improvement in how site effects are modeled in the context of simulations.788
Hartzell et al. (2002) and Roten et al. (2012) are examples of where the more comprehen-789
sive physics-based 1D nonlinear wave propagation site response analysis was used for model-790
ing site effects in ground motion simulations. These studies performed simulations of potential791
future earthquakes on the Seattle and Wasatch Faults, respectively, and therefore lack direct792
validation against observed ground motions. The nonlinear ground response was computed at793
hundreds of sites across the region using generalized regional subsurface data primarily based794
on geology, and hence soil stratification, shear wave velocity profiles, and constitutive model795
inputs were idealized. The results of these studies were not benchmarked against empirical site796
amplification functions or ground motion models.797
As in Hartzell et al. (2002) and Roten et al. (2012), this study also explicitly models non-798
linear site response in the context of 3D regional ground motion simulations using a physics-799
based 1D wave propagation site response approach. It is distinct in that it analyzes 11 observed800
earthquakes at 20 strong motion stations to validate the methodology and compute statistically801
significant site- and event-specific bias and uncertainty. The events and sites considered are802
described in Section 2.2. The strong motion stations are well-characterized geotechnically and803
geophysically, and therefore, detailed and representative soil profiles are used for each site. The804
methodology for the alternative site response approaches is given in Section 2.3. Sections 2.4805
and 2.5 present results in terms of intensity measures and systematic prediction residuals. Fi-806
nally, in Section 2.6, the systematic performance of simulations with both site response methods807
is compared to prediction from a conventional empirical ground motion model (GMM). Sup-808
plementary tables, figures and analysis interpretation are included in Appendices A.2 - A.6, and809
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are referenced throughout the main body of the paper accordingly.810
2.2 Earthquakes and Sites Considered811
2.2.1 Events from the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence812
Figure 2.1 illustrates the eleven moderate-to-large magnitude (i.e., 4.7 ≤ MW ≤ 7.1) earth-813
quakes and 20 strong motion stations considered for this study, with additional date and MW814
information in Table A.1 of Appendix A.2. Ten of the events occurred during the 2010-2011815
Canterbury, New Zealand earthquake sequence and were simulated by Razafindrakoto et al.816
(2016). The eleventh event was the MW 5.8 Valentine’s day earthquake from 2016 and was sim-817
ulated by Razafindrakoto and Bradley (2016). These 11 events generated ground motions of en-818
gineering significance that may have been influenced by nonlinear soil response in Christchurch819
(Bradley, 2015). The largest magnitude, and most economically and environmentally destruc-820
tive events were the 4 September, 2010 MW 7.1 Darfield earthquake and the 22 February, 2011821
MW 6.2 Christchurch earthquake (Cubrinovski et al., 2011; van Ballegooy et al., 2014; Cubri-822
novski et al., 2014; Quigley et al., 2016).823
In the context of kinematic rupture descritption, as elaborated in Razafindrakoto et al.824
(2016), for the four largest magnitude events (i.e., Events 1, 4, 7, and 10 in Table A.1), the ge-825
ometry of the finite fault source models from Beavan et al. (2011) and Beavan et al. (2012) was826
used. The two MW 5.8 earthquakes (i.e., Events 9 and 11) used finite faults generated as a plane827
of appropriate along-strike length and down-dip width centered about the earthquake centroid.828
The remaining 5 events were modeled as point sources because of their small magnitudes (and829
therefore rupture area).830
2.2.2 Christchurch strong motion stations considered831
In order to compare and validate simulated ground motions with observations, the site re-832
sponse analysis was performed at 20 strong motion stations (SMS) that recorded the sequence833
of events. Figure 2.2 shows the location of sites, grouped for analysis interpretation by geo-834
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of simulated rupture models for 11 events, listed in Table A.1 labeled
by Event ID, and location of 20 strong motion stations considered. Events 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8
were modeled as a point source and therefore no rupture plane is shown. The inset shows New
Zealand with the vicinity of the region of this study marked by a black rectangle.
graphic region, site conditions, and site response characteristics into Central Business District835
(CBD), Eastern suburbs, Western stiff gravel, and ‘other sites’, which do not conform to these836
classifications, as annotated in the figure legend. Also included in Figure 2.2 is surface geology837
by Brown et al. (1995) which is discussed in the last paragraph of this section with regards to838
the shear wave velocity profiles in Figure A.1 of Appendix A.2.839
Table A.2 in Appendix A.2 presents the observed geometric mean peak ground accelera-840
tions (PGAs) for the considered stations and events. The PGA values range from from 0.01 to841
1.36 g, with a mean PGA of 0.17 g.842
Figure A.1 illustrates shear wave velocity (VS) profiles of the 20 sites based on site investi-843
gation results from Wotherspoon et al. (2014), Deschenes et al. (2018), and Jeong and Bradley844
(2017a). Wotherspoon et al. (2014) also performed detailed site investigations at most of the845
sites, including surface wave testing (using active and passive methods), cone penetration tests846
(CPTs), standard penetration tests (SPTs), and laboratory index tests. The velocity profiles847
in these studies were obtained from surface wave inversions with constant VS values within848
each layer. Pressure dependence (i.e., depth dependence) was subsequently applied to the shear849
wave velocity of each layer in such a way as to maintain equal travel time between the pub-850
lished pressure-independent and pressure-dependent profiles used in this analysis. The pressure851
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Figure 2.2: Location of the 20 strong motion stations analyzed in this study relative to the
Christchurch urban area. Sites are grouped by geographic region and site response character-
istics. Surface geology following Brown et al. (1995) is also included in the map. The darker
shades of each color in the geologic descriptions indicate that gravel deposits are present at
depths greater than 3 m.
dependence is applied using the formulation of the constitutive model which is described in852
Section 2.3.4. The corresponding “profile periods” (T ∗1 ) of the sites in Figure A.1 and the VS30853
values used to compute empirical site amplification are given in Table A.2. T ∗1 is computed as854
the fundamental period of the pressure independent VS profiles above the halfspace used in the855
analyses (i.e., the same profiles in Figure A.1 albeit without pressure dependence). Importantly,856
it differs from the site period which is typically defined as the period of the entire soil profile857
above bedrock, which is not reached in these analyses due to the great depth of the Canterbury858
basin (the Methodology section should be referenced for more details on site response analysis).859
In examining Figure A.1, while the near surface velocities are similar between CBD and860
Eastern Suburbs (about 150-200 m/s), the Eastern Suburbs profiles generally have thicker soil861
deposits above the stiff gravels that were used as the half space (i.e., total depths of 29 - 46862
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m compared to 20 - 25 m in CBD). From surface geology on Figure 2.2, the CBD sites are863
primarily fluvial sands and silts except for REHS which is a peat swamp deposit. As indi-864
cated by the darker shades of the respective colors in these geologic regions, some gravels are865
present at depths greater than 3 m at these sites. The Eastern Suburbs sites are dune and beach866
sands with no gravels present at shallow depths, except for SHLC which sits on fluvial sand867
and silt. The Western Stiff Gravel sites all have gravel up to or near the ground surface with868
higher velocities, and are therefore shallower profiles (i.e., 14-20 m deep). Many of the profiles869
have velocity inversions (i.e., layers of lower velocity below layers of higher velocity) due to870
interbedded sand/gravel and silt/clay layers. This is consistent with the interbedded nature of871
the geology in the Canterbury basin which generally alternates between terrestrial gravel and872
marine sediment deposits (Lee et al., 2017b).873
2.3 Methodology874
Two common methods for modeling site response are adopted for the context of ground875
motion simulations: an empirical VS30-based site amplification function, and physics-based 1D876
wave propagation. These two simulations that account for site effects are also compared to877
a reference viscoelastic simulation that neglects near-surface site effects and soil nonlinearity.878
The specific methodologies for all analyses are provided in the following subsections.879
2.3.1 Reference viscoelastic condition without site response880
Simulated ground motions that do not account for shallow site response are used as a881
reference result. As presented in Razafindrakoto et al. (2016), these are simulations performed882
using the Graves and Pitarka (2010) methodology without modification for site response. To883
resolve the comprehensive low frequency component of the ground motion simulations at 1884
Hz, a velocity model grid spacing of 100 m was used with a minimum shear wave velocity885
of 500 m/s in the simulations (Razafindrakoto et al., 2016), despite the near-surface shear wave886
velocities at deep sedimentary sites being lower than 500 m/s in reality. Because the simulations887
are viscoelastic, soil nonlinearity is not considered. In addition to these simulations being used888
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as a reference result, they are also the ‘input’ motions for site response analysis methods as889
described in the next two subsections. In figures throughout the paper, this analysis is referred890
to as “No Site Response” to highlight the fact that no site effects analysis was performed.891
2.3.2 Site effects via empirical VS30-based site amplification892
VS30-based site amplification functions from published empirical GMMs are commonly893
used to compute site amplification factors that can be applied to the reference simulated ground894
motions (e.g., Graves and Pitarka, 2010). Figure 2.3a shows an example of frequency (i.e.,895
vibration period)-dependent nonlinear site amplification factors from the empirical GMM used896
in this study (Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2014). This function is then truncated at short and897
long periods, as in Figure 2.3a, following recommendations by Graves and Pitarka (2010), for898
two different reasons. Long period (i.e., low frequency) site amplification is truncated because899
the 3D LF component of the simulation should, to some extent, account for deep site response900
which would influence long period ground motion amplitudes. Short periods (i.e., high frequen-901
cies) are truncated because empirical GMM amplification functions are developed to be applied902
to response spectra, but in this context they are applied to Fourier spectra in the frequency do-903
main (Graves and Pitarka, 2010). The short period truncation is applied to partially resolve this904
inconsistency. Bora et al. (2016) discuss the relationship between Fourier and response spectra905
in the context of ground motion amplification.906
2.3.3 Site effects via physics-based 1D wave propagation analysis907
1D wave propagation ground response analysis enables explicit modeling of the soil stratig-908
raphy and dynamic response at each site. As shown schematically in Figure 2.3b, reference909
viscoelastic simulated ground motions are extracted at each site considered, deconvolved, and910
then used as input to a nonlinear 1D site response analysis. Ground motions are extracted from911
the simulation at the ground surface, rather than at depth, so that 3D ground motion phenomena,912
such as basin effects and surface waves, are present given the subsequent use of 1D analyses to913
model surficial site response.914
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Because the regional ground motion simulations are viscoelastic, they are deconvolved in915
the frequency domain using a transfer function for damped soil over an elastic halfspace (e.g.,916
Kramer, 1996) with a 1D VS profile representative of the velocity model used for the simula-917
tion. Ground motions are deconvolved to a depth where nonlinear soil behavior is considered918
practically negligible. In Christchurch, this typically corresponds to the depth of the Riccarton919
gravels formation, with a VS of approximately 400 m/s at depths ranging from 20 to 40 meters920
(deepening to the east; Wotherspoon et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2017b; McGann et al., 2017). In921
this particular application, because the simulation grid is coarse (i.e., 100 m spacing), and the922
depth of deconvolution is relatively shallow (i.e., 20-40 m), the VS profile for deconvolution is923
simply a single uniform layer (with VS = VS,min [i.e., typically 500 m/s in Christchurch]) over924
a halfspace. The methodology for the nonlinear convolution (i.e., site response analysis) is925
described in the next subsection.926
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Figure 2.3: Two methods considered in this study for modeling nonlinear site effects in simu-
lated ground motions: (a) Empirical VS30-based nonlinear site amplification factors from Camp-
bell and Bozorgnia (2014) (i.e., CB14) GMM truncated following Graves and Pitarka (2010)
(i.e., GP10), applied to simulated ground motions in the frequency domain, and (b) 1D wave
propagation site response in which simulated ground motions are extracted from 3D simulation
model, deconvolved, and convolved via nonlinear wave propagation site response analysis.
2.3.4 Methodology for nonlinear wave propagation site response analysis927
Site response analyses were performed with the nonlinear finite element software OpenSees928
(Mazzoni et al., 2007). One-dimensional (i.e., vertical) shear wave propagation for a single929
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horizontal component of ground motion was used with two-dimensional nine-noded quadratic930
elements constrained to deform in horizontal shear. Geometric mean intensity measures were931
computed from the two simulations with each horizontal component. Elements were sized for932
each layer to resolve a maximum frequency of 25 Hz based on linear stiffness. The model uses933
a single-element-wide soil column with periodic boundary conditions on the lateral boundaries934
of the model, and a compliant base. The pressure-dependent multi-yield (PDMY02) constitu-935
tive model (Yang et al., 2003) was used to represent nonlinear soil behavior. 1D site response936
analysis was used because of its widespread adoption in practice and research although we937
acknowledge the commonly stated limitations of this methodology as demonstrated through938
validation studies (e.g., Thompson et al., 2009; Kaklamanos et al., 2013).939
CPTs in the vicinity of each site (Wotherspoon et al., 2014) were used for determining940
detailed stratigraphy, and the strength and relative density of each soil layer. Parameters esti-941
mated using CPT data were unit weight, friction angle, relative density, and undrained shear942
strength. In cases where geotechnical investigations showed the presence of interbedded softer943
silt layers that were not identified in the VS profiles from surface wave inversions, a CPT-VS cor-944
relation (McGann et al., 2017) was used to estimate the velocity of these layers. Friction angle945
and undrained shear strength estimates from SPT data were also used to verify and supplement946
CPT-based estimates.947
Wotherspoon et al. (2014) performed CPT-based liquefaction triggering analysis (Robert-948
son and Wride, 1998), and we additionally performed SPT-based liquefaction analysis (Idriss949
and Boulanger, 2008) to identify soils susceptible to liquefaction (for the purpose of examining950
subsequent analysis results). While liquefiable soils are present at some sites, the large majority951
of the events were not severe enough to trigger liquefaction. In this study, the hydraulic conduc-952
tivity of each soil layer is set artificially high to prevent generation of pore pressure, therefore,953
the contraction and dilation parameters of the constitutive model have a negligible impact on954
the response. Future work is intended to directly examine the differences between total and955
effective stress analyses956
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2.3.5 Decomposition of prediction residuals957
One of the novelties of this work is the validation of simulation results against observed958
ground motions from multiple earthquake events and stations, enabling repeatable prediction959
effects to be estimated. Using similar notation as Al Atik et al. (2010) and Bradley (2015), the960
total prediction residual, ∆, for a given intensity measure can be expressed as:961
∆es = ln(IMObs)es − ln(IMSim)es (2.1)
where ln(IMObs)es is the natural logarithm of the observed intensity measure for earthquake e at962
site s, and ln(IMSim)es is the logarithm of the respective simulated intensity measure. The inten-963
sity measures considered in this study are 5%-damped geometric mean (from both horizontal964
components) response spectral accelerations at 200 vibration periods logarithmically spaced965
between 0.01 and 10 s.966
To identify systematic trends in prediction bias for a given earthquake e, and specific site967
s, the prediction residual in Equation 2.1 can be partitioned as:968
∆es = a+δS2Ss +δBe +δW 0es (2.2)
where a is the constant systematic model bias for all earthquakes and sites considered, δS2Ss is969
the systematic site-to-site residual for site s, δBe is the between-event residual for earthquake e,970
and δW 0es is the “remaining” within-event residual for earthquake e at site s, that is apparently971
random. The sum (a+ δS2Ss) is the systematic portion of the residual for a given site and is972
herein referred to as the systematic residual.973
The between-event (δBe), site-to-site (δS2Ss), and “remaining” within-event (δW 0es) resid-974
uals are assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and variances of τ2, φ 2S2S, and φ
2
SS ,975
respectively. The total variance is then expressed as:976
σ
2 = τ2 +φ 2S2S +φ
2
SS (2.3)
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For an individual site, s, the variance in the within-event residuals (i.e., δWes = δS2Ss +977
δW 0es) at that site is represented by φ
2
SS,s. The evaluation of Equation 2.2 for all events and978
sites considered is performed using linear mixed-effects regression with the lme4 package in R979
(Bates et al., 2015).980
2.4 Qualitative comparison of observed and simulated ground981
motions982
In order to illustrate the salient features of the analyses undertaken, this section provides983
a qualitative summary for a subset of results, while the subsequent section (Section 2.5) pro-984
vides statistical analysis of results from all sites and events. Figure 2.4 plots response spectra985
of observed and simulated ground motions from all three methods for the 4 September 2010986
MW 7.1 earthquake at the HVSC site, and the 13 June 2011 MW 5.3 earthquake at the RHSC site.987
Also included in the figure are acceleration time series for observed ground motions and the two988
simulations that model nonlinear soil response. These two examples are intended to illustrate989
relative differences between the various methods of modeling site effects.990
Comparing the simulated response spectra in Figure 2.4 it is evident that for T > 5 s all991
three analyses are essentially the same, suggesting the site response methods have little in-992
fluence on the ground motion at long periods. Trends in response spectral accelerations seen993
in Figure 2.4, that are also generally visible across most of the data, are: (1) the empirical994
VS30-based site amplification function results in greater amplification of long periods, (2) the995
wave propagation analysis results in greater amplification at short periods, and (3) the reference996
viscoleastic simulations that neglect shallow site effects greatly under-predict spectral accelera-997
tions near the profile period (0.39 and 0.29 seconds for HVSC and RHSC, respectively). These998
trends are discussed further with respect to observed-to-simulated residuals in subsequent sec-999
tions.1000
Comparing the simulations with the observations, in both of these examples, the physics-1001
based wave propagation method of modeling site response yields closer agreement to observa-1002
tions than the empirical VS30-based method. Figure 2.4b is a good example of how there can be1003
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imprecisions in the reference or input simulations used for subsequent site response analyses as1004
seen by the large overprediction in the reference viscoelastic simulation without site response1005
for T > 1 s. Such imprecisions in the input motion will manifest as imprecisions in downstream1006
analyses as shown in Figure 2.4b.1007
In general, the simulated acceleration time series for the 4 September 2010 event (Fig 2.4c)1008
are consistent with observations in terms of frequency content and duration. However, the ar-1009
rival time of the strongest shaking is different, which may be caused by the complex multi-fault1010
rupture of this event. As also seen in the response spectra, there is significant underprediction1011
in the amplitudes of simulations which is much more prominent for the empirical VS30-based1012
method. HVSC is a site that exhibits abnormally large ground amplification, as discussed in1013
Section 2.5.3. For the 13 June 2011 event (Fig 2.4d) the simulated acceleration time series are1014
relatively consistent with observations in amplitude and frequency content. The duration of1015
shaking is clearly underestimated, which is consistent with results from Lee et al. (2018) who1016
found that the HF path duration model was too short, resulting in underestimation of significant1017
duration for small-to-moderate magnitude events. Also, simulations of this event show late,1018
very low frequency arrivals not visible in observations. These late arrivals may be the cause of1019
the large over estimation of long period energy seen in response spectra (Fig 2.4b).1020
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of 5%-damped geometric mean response spectra and acceleration time
series for observed and simulated ground motions from (a and c) 4 September 2010 MW 7.1
earthquake at HVSC, and (b and d) 13 June 2011 MW 5.3 earthquake at RHSC. Note different
y-axis scales between the left and right figures.
2.5 Systematic Prediction Residuals1021
Response spectra are computed for observed ground motions and all three simulation ap-1022
proaches discussed in Section 2.3. The partitioned residuals are then computed from the re-1023
sponse spectra of all events at every site via Equations 2.1 and 2.2. The following subsections1024
compare and contrast the computed residuals from the three simulation types.1025
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2.5.1 Model systematic bias and total uncertainty for all events and sites1026
considered1027
Figure 2.5 illustrates the systematic model bias, a (Fig 2.5a), and the total standard devi-1028
ation, σ (Fig 2.5b), for all 20 sites and 11 earthquakes considered as a function of response1029
spectral vibration period for all three analysis methods. Results from prediction via empirical1030
GMM are not discussed until Section 2.6. Three average trends are identified in the results1031
shown in Figure 2.5a: (1) For periods between approximately T = 0.2− 2 s, consideration of1032
site effects using both the empirical and wave propagation methods results in reduced bias (i.e.,1033
residuals closer to zero) relative to the reference viscoelastic simulations which ignore site ef-1034
fects and grossly under-predict spectral accelerations. (2) The empirical (VS30-based) approach1035
significantly over-amplifies the long periods (i.e., approximately 1-5 s) and the wave propaga-1036
tion method performs better in this period range, and (3) the empirical (VS30-based) method1037
results in slightly lower bias than the wave propagation approach at T < 0.2 s for which the1038
wave propagation method over-predicts the ground motion. The subsequent three paragraphs1039
discuss these trends in greater detail.1040
The first trend noted above is relatively self-evident. The significant underprediction by1041
reference viscoelastic simulations without site response occurs near the range of profile periods1042
for the sites (i.e., T ∗1 = 0.15− 0.77 s), at which large amplification occurs from near-surface1043
soil response. The reference viscoelastic simulation neglects site effects and therefore fails to1044
model this large amplification at the profile period.1045
The second trend noted above, over amplification by the empirical VS30-based approach at1046
T = 1−5 s, suggests that long period site effects are already being explicitly captured in the low1047
frequency component of the ground motion simulations such that the empirical modification is,1048
to some extent, effectively “double counting” the amplification. This result was also observed1049
by Lee et al. (2018) using the same simulation methodology, albeit without wave propagation1050
site response, on a dataset of 145 MW 3.5− 5 earthquakes in the same region. As previously1051
noted, site amplification factors with truncation of long period amplification, as recommended1052
by Graves and Pitarka (2010) (see Fig 2.3a), are intended to account for long period site effects1053
when low-resolution velocity models are used that do not explicitly model these effects. How-1054
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ever, the simulations used in this study are derived from a high-resolution Canterbury velocity1055
model (Lee et al., 2017a) which explicitly models the basin, hence suggesting that the period1056
range over which the site amplification function is heuristically truncated needs to be revised.1057
In addition, the site amplification model from Campbell and Bozorgnia (2014) was developed1058
primarily from California data, and therefore may not be appropriate for use in Christchurch.1059
Finally, regarding the third trend of overprediction of short period ground motion ampli-1060
tudes, it is evident that the reference viscoelastic simulation (i.e., blue line in Fig 2.5a), which1061
was used as an input motion for the wave propagation analysis, already overpredicts the ob-1062
served ground motion at T ≈ 0.1 s (relative to observed ground motions at VS30 < 500 m/s1063
sites). This implies that periods close to 0.1 seconds would likely be further over-predicted for1064
sites with near-surface shear wave velocities of less than 500 m/s when site effects are con-1065
sidered. Additionally, the 1D wave propagation based site response analysis may not properly1066
attenuate high frequencies which leads to excessive site amplification. Other studies have found1067
that 1D wave propagation analysis, which typically lacks heterogeneities present in natural soil1068
deposits that scatter and attenuate high frequency waves, can ‘underdamp’ these frequencies1069
(e.g., Afshari and Stewart, 2017).1070
Figure 2.5b shows that considering site effects via both the wave propagation and empir-1071
ical methods reduces total uncertainty, σ , for T < 2 s relative to ignoring site effects in the1072
case of viscoelastic simulations. As discussed in Appendix A.3, the reduction in uncertainty1073
for T < 1 is attributed primarily to a reduction in between-event uncertainty, τ . Both site re-1074
sponse methods have comparable uncertainty across the full period range. Reasons for this are1075
discussed with regard to event- and site-specific uncertainty in Appendix A.3 and Section 2.5.2,1076
respectively.1077
2.5.2 Site-to-site, δS2Ss, and within-event, δWes, residuals1078
The site-to-site residual, δS2Ss (Equation 2.2), represents the average difference between1079
observed and predicted site amplification at a given site. Figure 2.6 plots the site-to-site residu-1080
als for the wave propagation analysis, and the site-to-site and within-event single-station stan-1081
dard deviations, φS2S and φSS, respectively, for all three methods. The residuals for the vis-1082
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Figure 2.5: (a) Systematic model bias, a, and (b) total uncertainty, σ , for all events and sites
considered.
coelastic reference simulations and simulations with empirical site response are plotted in Fig-1083
ure A.8 of Appendix A.6. The site-to-site residuals (Fig 2.6a) are color-coded by the site VS30,1084
which illustrates a dependence in the residual on VS30 at approximately T = 0.5− 3 s. Gener-1085
ally, the stiffest sites are the most overpredicted, the softest sites are the most underpredicted,1086
and intermediately stiff sites fall close to zero residual in this period range. This trend is even1087
more notable for the δS2Ss residuals of viscoelastic reference simulations that neglect shallow1088
site response, which is reasonable as one would expect the softest sites, with the strongest site1089
amplification, to be even more under-predicted when site effects are neglected. Two conclu-1090
sions can be drawn from the fact that this trend is still visible in the wave propagation site1091
response results: (1) Although the wave propagation site response analysis greatly reduces the1092
large under-prediction at soft sites by modeling site response, the modeling assumptions mean1093
the analysis does not fully capture the actual site amplification, resulting generally in a slight1094
under-prediction (Fig 2.6a), or (2) the large majority of stiffer sites lie in the same region to the1095
west of Christchurch in the Canterbury plains (Fig 2.2). This overprediction at moderate to long1096
periods could alternatively be a regional effect caused by the 3D velocity model (i.e., path) for1097
this region. Because the mean of all δS2Ss must be zero, this regional over-prediction would1098
cause an apparent under-prediction in the remaining sites, particularly for softer sites at which1099
the observed site amplification is greater.1100
Theoretically, by perfectly modeling the site response, each individual site-to-site residual1101
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(δS2Ss) could be reduced to zero. The departure of δS2Ss from zero is therefore indicative of1102
both physics that is not adequately modeled in the site response analysis, and uncertainty in the1103
geotechnical and geophysical site characterization. Additionally, because δS2Ss represents the1104
observed-to-simulated differences in site amplification, it is highly dependent on the input mo-1105
tion obtained from the regional ground motion simulation as nonlinear site response is greatly1106
influenced by the amplitude and frequency content of the ground motion. Therefore, impre-1107
cision in the input motion will inevitably manifest as non-zero δS2Ss residuals. While δS2Ss1108
is non-zero for the simulations with site effects modeling, it is evident from Figure 2.6b that a1109
reduction in uncertainty is realized when site effects are considered.1110
Figure 2.6b shows that consideration of site effects via both the empirical and the wave1111
propagation methods substantially decreases the site-to-site uncertainty, φS2S, for T ≈ 0.3−1112
5.0 s. This implies that the site amplification is predicted with less uncertainty when near-1113
surface site effects are considered in physics-based ground motion simulation. Explicitly mod-1114
eling site response via wave propagation reduces site-to-site uncertainty compared to the VS30-1115
based empirical method at T = 0.2−1 s, which is approximately the range of profile periods for1116
the SMS considered (i.e., T ∗1 = 0.15−0.77s; as defined in Table A.2). For T = 1−5 s, where1117
the 1D wave propagation site response analysis has little influence on spectral accelerations for1118
these sites, the VS30-based empirical site amplification has slightly lower site-to-site standard1119
deviation than the wave propagation method. One would expect that the site response approach1120
which uses both significantly more information on soil type and stratigraphy, and also more1121
comprehensive physics (i.e., the wave propagation analysis), would potentially result in less un-1122
certainty in the site amplification. The fact that there is no appreciable difference in uncertainty1123
for much of the period range between the two site response approaches suggests that, as alluded1124
to previously, there is both uncertainty in the input motion, and potentially the assumptions in1125
the 1D total stress site response analysis (including the determination of modeling parameters)1126
is leading to significant imprecision. The total uncertainty is contributed to by both of these1127
factors and further work is needed to untangle them, and thus isolate their relative contributions1128
(this is discussed further in Appendix A.4).1129
As shown in Figure 2.6c, the within-event single station standard deviation (φSS) is prac-1130
tically the same for all three analyses over the entire period range. φSS represents the apparent1131
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aleatory variability that is not systematically modeled by the physics used in these models, and1132
includes effects from the source, path, and site. A reduction in φS2S with no change in φSS1133
suggests that the mean site amplification is predicted with more accuracy when site response is1134
explicitly modeled, however, at any given station, the uncertainty in the modeled site amplifica-1135
tion is the same for all methods or is masked by apparently random uncertainties in the source,1136
path, and site. Single station uncertainty is discussed further in Section A.4.0.1 of Appendix1137
A.4.1138
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Figure 2.6: (a) Site-to-site residuals from wave propagation site response analysis for all 20
sites with lines colored by VS30, and (b) site-to-site standard deviation, φS2S, and (c) within-
event single-station standard deviation, φSS, respectively, for wave propagation, empirical, and
reference viscoelastic (i.e., no site response) simulated ground motions.
2.5.3 Systematic residuals for individual sites1139
Figure 2.7 plots the average 1D wave propagation-based spectral acceleration amplification1140
across the 11 events as a function of vibration period for each of the 20 profiles in Figure A.1.1141
The amplification for an individual event is the ratio of the output motion at the ground surface1142
to the input motion at the halfspace. It is apparent that sites REHS, HVSC, and CMHS have1143
the largest average amplification, with amplification factors exceeding 2.5 at the profile period,1144
while the western stiff sites profiles generate little amplification. The diamond on each curve1145
indicates the profile period (i.e., T ∗1 ) as defined in Section 2.2.2.1146
To illustrate how the level of site amplification is manifested in the systematic residuals1147
of each site, Figure 2.8 plots the systematic residual (i.e., a+ δS2S) from all three analysis1148
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Figure 2.7: Spectral acceleration amplification functions (i.e., the ratio of computed ground
surface motion over the input motion) from wave propagation site response analyses. The small
diamonds indicate the small-strain, pressure-independent profile period (T ∗1 ) for each site.
methods for four sites. Figure 2.8a shows the results for HVSC, which consistently produced1149
exceptionally strong ground shaking throughout the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence (Bradley,1150
2015; Jeong and Bradley, 2017a). This is evident from the large underprediction at T < 1 s when1151
site effects are not considered (i.e., the reference viscoelastic simulations). The empirical VS30-1152
based amplification does not capture the strong site response and still severely underpredicts at1153
short periods. The wave propagation site response analysis performs significantly better in this1154
period range as a result of significant amplification being predicted (as shown in spectral ampli-1155
fication function of Fig 2.7d). Jeong and Bradley (2017a) found that this strong amplification1156
can be attributed to 1D site effects from a large near-surface impedance contrast, and 2D/3D1157
shallow basin response (Jeong and Bradley, 2017b). Since non-1D site response is not modeled1158
in this study, further reduction in the systematic residual in Figure 2.8a would be possible using1159
more comprehensive site effects modeling. It is also important to note that the 1D wave propa-1160
gation method actually results in a slight overprediction due to the large amplification at T ∗1 and1161
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that this could be improved by a more complex site response model that yields amplification1162
over a broader period range.1163
Figure 2.7a shows that REHS (a soft peat soil site; Fig 2.2) systematically produces large1164
site amplification and strong ground motions. The systematic residual for REHS in Figure 2.8b1165
illustrates that the reference viscoelastic simulation greatly underpredicts spectral accelerations1166
at the profile period (T ∗1 ∼ 0.6s). The VS30-based method does not fully capture the level of site1167
amplification, and still results in substantial under-prediction at T ∗1 . The wave propagation ap-1168
proach is better able to capture the strong amplification at the profile period and greatly reduces1169
the systematic residual for this site.1170
As shown in Figure 2.8c, RHSC is yet another site at which the wave propagation site1171
response analysis better predicts site amplification at the profile period. This site also demon-1172
strates the overpredicting bias at short periods from the wave propagation analysis that is shown1173
Figure 2.5 and discussed in Section 2.5.1 [i.e., trend (3)], which is likely a result of overpredic-1174
tion in the HF component of the reference simulations.1175
Finally, Figure 2.8d illustrates that at SWNC (a Western Stiff Gravel site; see Fig A.1) site1176
response is negligible and therefore, all three analysis methods result in similar residuals. This1177
trend is typical of all the Western Stiff Gravel sites. The large overprediction at T = 0.5−3.0 s,1178
which is discussed in detail in Section 2.5.2, is also typical of these stiff gravel sites.1179
While the 1D wave propagation site response analysis is better able capture the large site1180
amplification at the profile period for these sites, accurately predicting the precise amount of am-1181
plification at the profile period and at other periods is more challenging. The features presented1182
in Figure 2.8 are further discussed with respect to all sites in Appendix A.4. The systematic1183
residual from all three analysis methods are plotted for every site in Figure A.9 of Appendix1184
A.6.1185
Figure A.3 in Appendix A.4 plots the systematic residual for all sites divided into groups1186
(as in Fig 2.2) for both wave propagation and empirical methods. It highlights the trends in1187
bias that are discussed in Section 2.5.1. Figure A.4 directly compares the systematic residual1188
at the profile period from empirical and wave propagation methods. The results indicate that1189
for approximately 15% of sites, the wave propagation method greatly reduces the systematic1190
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of systematic effect (i.e., a+ δS2S) from three analysis methods for
four sites: (a) HVSC, (b) RHSC, (c) REHS, and (d) SWNC.
residual. These sites are generally softer soil sites or sites with a large impedance contrast near1191
the ground surface.1192
2.5.3.1 Comparison of observed and simulated response at nearby sites1193
This section compares the ground surface response of nearby sites within a group from1194
both observed and simulated ground motions to examine whether the site response methods can1195
capture local variability in ground motion that is presumably attributed only to near-surface site1196
effects. Because the sites in the region considered here (i.e., CBD sites) are spatially close,1197
this depiction of the data assumes that the incident ground motion below near-surface soils are1198
practically similar. Spectral ratios are computed at every site and for every event as the ratio of1199
the surface response spectrum for each site (i.e., SAe,s) to the geometric mean response spectrum1200
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for the full group of sites (i.e., SAe,mean). At every site, the geometric mean spectral ratio is then1201
computed across all 11 events. This computation is expressed in equation form in Equations1202
2.4 and 2.5. The average spectral acceleration for an event, e, across all four sites in the CBD1203
group (i.e., Nsites = 4) is computed as:1204
SAe,mean = exp
[
1
Nsites
Nsites
∑
s=1
ln(SAe,s)
]
(2.4)
At each site, s, the ratio of spectral acceleration at that site to the average spectral accel-1205
eration for the group is computed for all events. The average ratio across all 11 events (i.e.,1206
Nevents = 11) is expressed as:1207
SAs
SAmean
= exp
[
1
Nevents
Nevents
∑
e=1
ln
(
SAe,s
SAe,mean
)]
(2.5)
The advantage of using this type of metric versus others examined thus far is that it does1208
not require assuming that the simulated incident ground motion below sites is consistent with1209
observed ground motions. Figure 2.9 plots these spectral ratios for the CBD group from (a)1210
observed ground motions, (b) simulated ground motions that neglect site effects, and those1211
that model site effects via (c) wave propagation and (d) empirical VS30-based site response.1212
The observed ground motion ratios clearly illustrate strong amplification in the REHS ground1213
motion relative to the other sites at periods T = 0.5−2 s, as well as weaker shaking in this period1214
range for CBGS. REHS is the softest of all 20 sites with the lowest VS30 (i.e., 155 m/s), as it1215
has approximately 9 meters of peat and soft silt below the ground surface (Wotherspoon et al.,1216
2014). Other studies have also identified REHS as a site of exceptionally large site amplification1217
(Bradley, 2015, and Bradley et al., 2015).1218
As expected, because the distance between the sites is less than 2.5 km, the reference vis-1219
coelastic simulations with no site effects are similar across all CBD sites (Fig 2.9b). On the1220
contrary, the wave propagation site response analysis does a reasonably good job of capturing1221
many of the relative differences in observed ground motions between sites (Fig 2.9c). Most no-1222
tably, the wave propagation method captures the strong amplification near the profile period of1223
REHS, although not to the full extent across the entire period range (i.e., T = 0.5−2 s). At short1224
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periods, the below average and above average amplitudes at CCCC and REHS, respectively, are1225
also captured by the models. Additionally, the below average amplitudes at T ≈ 0.2− 3 s at1226
CBGS are also seen in the wave propagation analysis. Some of the features that are inconsistent1227
between the observed ratios and the wave propagation ratios can be attributed to the reference1228
viscoelastic simulation (i.e., imprecision in the input motion) such as the strong relative deam-1229
plification in CCCC at about T = 0.6 s, again illustrating that imprecision in the input motion1230
will manifest as unfavorable bias in the computation of residuals.1231
Unlike the wave propagation method, the empirical VS30-based method (Fig 2.9d) fails to1232
capture all of the aforementioned trends in ground motions at nearby sites. This is most evident1233
in the REHS ratios at which the relative amplification from this method is not nearly as large or1234
broad as the observations. This exercise reiterates the significance of explicitly modeling site1235
response for sites that are soft and/or exhibit strong site amplification as is discussed further in1236
Appendix A.4, but elucidates the difficulty in accurately predicting the precise amplitudes and1237
frequency-dependence of ground amplification.1238
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Figure 2.9: Response spectral ratios for sites within the Christchurch CBD from (a) observed
ground motions, (b) reference viscoelastic simulations without site effects, (c) simulations with
wave propagation site response and (d) simulations with empirical VS30-based site response. The
spectral ratio corresponds to the mean ratio for all 11 events where the ratio for an individual
ground motion is the spectral acceleration for a given site over the mean spectral acceleration
from all sites in the group.
2.6 Comparison with prediction from empirical ground mo-1239
tion model1240
Until now, focus has been on the use of simulated viscoelastic ‘input’ and alternative rep-1241
resentations of surficial site response. In order to highlight the merit in this work presented1242
to date, it is critical to benchmark results from these alternative physics-based ground motion1243
simulations to conventional empirical ground motion models (GMM), which are the current1244
standard of practice for ground motion prediction. For the purpose of illustrative compari-1245
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son, predicted response spectra were computed for all events and sites considered using the1246
Bradley (2013) New Zealand-specific GMM, and residuals computed and partitioned according1247
to Equations 2.1-2.3. Figure 2.5 plots the systematic model bias and total standard deviation for1248
all events and sites from the three physics-based ground motion simulation methodologies, and1249
the empirical GMM which also utilizes VS30-based site amplification (from Chiou and Youngs,1250
2008).1251
In examining Figure 2.5a, no notable differences in the magnitude of bias are observed for1252
T < 1 s. For T > 1 s, the bias in the GMM prediction increases substantially with increasing1253
period, such that the GMM greatly underpredicts the long period intensity and the bias is sig-1254
nificantly greater than that from physics-based simulations for T > 5 s. Such long period bias1255
has also been noted by Van Houtte (2017). Even for T > 1 s, the wave propagation method has1256
substantially lower bias than the GMM.1257
Figure 2.5b illustrates that the total standard deviations show slightly less uncertainty for1258
the GMM at T < 1 s, and moderately less uncertainty for T = 1−5 s. For T > 5 s, the empirical1259
GMM predicts ground motion with similar uncertainty as the physics-based approaches. Figure1260
A.6 in the Appendix A.5 compares the components of standard deviation from all analysis1261
methods. Figure A.6 demonstrates that it is the between-event uncertainty, τ , that results in1262
lower σ for T = 1−5 s, and the site-to-site uncertainty, φS2S that results in higher σ for T > 5 s1263
from the GMM compared to the physics-based methods. Considering both the magnitude of1264
bias and uncertainty, it can be concluded that for T < 5 s the physics-based simulation and1265
empirical GMM methods predict ground motion with comparable performance while for T >1266
5 s the physics-based methods performs significantly better.1267
All components of standard deviation from this study are also compared to previously1268
published values from empirical prediction models in Appendix A.5. Figure A.7 again shows1269
that these physics-based simulation methods can predict ground motion with comparable un-1270
certainty as empirical ground motion models.1271
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2.7 Conclusions1272
This study compares and contrasts alternative approaches to modeling site response in1273
physics-based ground motion simulations, and specifically highlights the benefits and hin-1274
drances of using a physics-based wave propagation site response methodology as opposed to the1275
standard-of-practice empirical VS30-based approach. In terms of the overall model bias across all1276
events and sites considered, three notable observations are made: (1) Over a wide period range,1277
consideration of site effects using both the empirical and wave propagation methods results1278
in reduced bias (i.e., residuals closer to zero) relative to the reference viscoelastic simulations1279
which ignore site effects and grossly under-predict spectral accelerations, (2) the VS30-based1280
approach significantly over-amplifies long period ground motions and the wave propagation1281
method performs better in this period range, suggesting that the low frequency component of1282
the ground motion simulation is capturing deep site effects reasonably well already, leading to a1283
“double counting” of amplification, and (3) the empirical VS30-based method performs slightly1284
better than the wave propagation approach at short periods for which the wave propagation1285
method overpredicts ground motions; This is also exacerbated by an over-prediction from the1286
high frequency component of the simulation, as seen from the viscoelastic reference prediction1287
for a reference shear wave velocity of 500 m/s. The total standard deviation is reduced for1288
T < 2 s when site effects are considered, however, there is no notable difference in σ between1289
the wave propagation and empirical site response methods. The site-to-site uncertainty, which1290
reflects uncertainty in site amplification, is also greatly reduced at approximately T = 0.3−5 s1291
by modeling nonlinear site effects. Explicit modeling of site response via wave propagation1292
results in even greater reduction in site-to-site uncertainty near the profile periods of the SMSs1293
considered (i.e., T = 0.2−1 s).1294
While the systematic residual in ground motion prediction at the profile periods from the1295
physics-based wave propagation and empirical VS30-based methods are comparable for the ma-1296
jority of sites, significant improvements are realized in some instances with the wave propa-1297
gation method for very soft sites or sites that exhibit exceptionally large site response. For1298
these sites, the empirical VS30-based site amplification fails to capture the large amplification1299
and greatly under-predicts. Comparisons of average amplifications from nearby sites indicates1300
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that the wave propagation method is better able to model relative trends in site specific shallow1301
ground response.1302
Investigation into systematic residuals and within-event single-station standard deviations1303
for stiff gravel sites that have negligible impedance-based site response suggests that there is1304
imprecision in the reference viscoelastic simulated motions which are used as input to the site1305
response analyses. This likely limits the amount of improvement that can be realized by explic-1306
itly modeling nonlinear site effects.1307
Perhaps of utmost importance, these physics-based ground motion simulations with non-1308
linear site effects (especially the wave propagation method), can generally predict spectral ac-1309
celerations with comparable bias and uncertainty, and with significantly lower bias at T > 5 s1310
relative to empirical ground motion models. This suggests that these simulated ground motions1311
are equally as appropriate as conventional empirical ground motion models for use in geotech-1312
nical and structural response history analysis. Additionally, because of the physics-based nature1313
of wave propagation site response coupled with physics-based ground motion simulations, there1314
is significant room for improvement. This could be via improvement of the simulations them-1315
selves (i.e., refinement of regional velocity models, and development and adoption of improved1316
methodologies), or the site characterization and site response analysis.1317
2.8 Data and resources1318
Observed ground motions used for computing prediction residuals were downloaded from1319
the GeoNet file transfer protocol (ftp://ftp.geonet.org.nz/strong/). The physics-based1320
ground motion simulations were obtained from Hoby Razafindrakoto (Razafindrakoto et al.,1321
2016). The simulations for the 2010 Darfield and 2011 Christchurch earthquakes are available1322
on SeisFinder (https://quakecoresoft.canterbury.ac.nz/seisfinder/).1323
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 were generated using Generic Mapping Tools (http://gmt.soest.1324
hawaii.edu/), and the remaining figures were generated in Python (https://www.python.1325
org/) and Matplotlib (https://matplotlib.org/).1326
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2D Geotechnical Site-Response Analysis1336
including Soil Heterogeneity and Wave1337
Scattering1338
C. A. de la Torre, B. A. Bradley, C. R. McGann (2021). 2D Geotechnical Site-Response Anal-1339
ysis including Soil Heterogeneity and Wave Scattering. Earthquake Spectra (Submitted).1340
Abstract1341
This study describes an approach for modeling wave scattering and the spatial variability1342
of ground motion in geotechnical site-response analysis by modeling soil heterogeneity through1343
2D correlated random fields. Importantly, the required site-specific inputs to apply the proposed1344
approach in a practical setting are the same as those associated with conventional 1D site-1345
response analysis. The results, which are affected by wave scattering attenuation, are compared1346
to those from conventional laterally homogeneous 1D site-response analyses and 1D analyses1347
with randomized velocity profiles extracted from heterogeneous 2D velocity model realizations.1348
A sensitivity study involving 5,400 2D model realizations investigates the influence of random1349
field input parameters on wave scattering and site response. The computed ground surface ac-1350
celeration waveforms and transfer functions show that this method is capable of scattering seis-1351
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mic waves. Multiple ground-motion intensity measures are analyzed to quantify this influence,1352
and distinguish between the effects of 1D vertical heterogeneities and averaging across many1353
nodes and realizations, from the effects of wave scattering and 2D ground-motion phenom-1354
ena. The redistribution of ground-motion energy across wider frequency bands and scattering1355
attenuation of high-frequency waves in the 2D analyses resemble features observed in empiri-1356
cal transfer functions computed in other studies. While analyses with 1D randomized velocity1357
profiles are able to replicate median results from 2D analyses for some low-frequency intensity1358
measures (e.g., transfer functions at f < 10 Hz, and spectral acceleration at the fundamental1359
period), medians and standard deviations of high-frequency intensity measures (e.g., transfer1360
function at f > 10 Hz, PGA, and Arias intensity), which are influenced by wave scattering,1361
are not appropriately captured. Given the equivalent input information requirements as conven-1362
tional 1D analysis, and the availability of large computational resources, we advocate that the1363
proposed 2D (and eventually 3D) approach is a fruitful path forward to improve the modeling1364
of site-response physics and realize improved predictive capabilities.1365
3.1 Introduction1366
In conventional 1D seismic site-response analysis (SH1D), soils are modelled as horizon-1367
tal, homogeneous, infinite layers and are limited to shear deformation with vertically propagat-1368
ing shear waves as the ground-motion excitation (Schnabel et al., 1972; Idris, 1993; Hashash and1369
Park, 2001; Stewart Annie On-Lei Kwok et al., 2008). These basic assumptions, which were1370
adopted in the late 1960s to early 1970s (e.g., Schnabel et al., 1972) for practical simplicity1371
and computational efficiency, neglect important physical aspects of wave propagation through1372
a soil deposit. In reality, the seismic wavefield and soil response is three-dimensional (3D), and1373
heterogeneities are present within geologic deposits. While the use of these simplifications was1374
required to perform site-response analyses 50 years ago, advancements in computational and1375
modeling capabilities allow for extension to multi-dimensional analyses. This study focuses on1376
the development of a practical approach for modeling soil heterogeneity and wave scattering1377
in a 2D site-response analysis framework (which is conceptually extensible to 3D), based on1378
nominally 1D site investigation information.1379
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Numerous studies have compared 1D theoretical transfer functions (TTF) to empirical1380
transfer functions (ETF) from vertical arrays and found that typical small-strain minimum1381
damping ratios (Dmin) from laboratory data underestimate the observed attenuation in ETFs,1382
resulting in excessive amplification at modal frequencies in TTFs (e.g., Thompson et al., 2012;1383
Kokusho, 2017; Afshari and Stewart, 2019; Afshari et al., 2019; Tao and Rathje, 2019). By1384
increasing Dmin, such studies have attempted to model the additional attenuation present from1385
wave scattering, which is not present in dynamic soil laboratory tests nor SH1D analyses, via1386
equivalent viscous damping.1387
Recent studies have shown the importance of accounting for uncertainty in shear wave1388
velocity (VS), and propagating this uncertainty through geotechnical site-response analysis and1389
hazard analysis (Teague and Cox, 2016; Thompson et al., 2012; Griffiths et al., 2016a). Two1390
approaches are typically used in practice to account for uncertainty in VS for 1D site-response1391
analysis: (1) developing a lower and upper bound profile by multiplying the median or “best1392
estimate” profile by a constant factor (e.g., ± 20%), and (2) generating randomized VS profiles1393
that are probabilistically consistent with the “best estimate” profile using a statistical method1394
such as that proposed by Toro (1995). These methods may produce VS profiles that are inconsis-1395
tent with the seismic site signature, producing site amplification significantly different than that1396
observed at well-characterized and instrumented sites (Teague and Cox, 2016; Griffiths et al.,1397
2016a). More recently, surface wave VS testing methods have been applied to obtain an ensem-1398
ble of VS profiles that are all consistent with the site signature and produce more realistic site1399
response (Griffiths et al., 2016b; Teague et al., 2018).1400
In contrast to SH1D site-response approaches that include VS uncertainty (which still re-1401
quire the assumption of lateral homogeneity), modeling seismic site response in 2D or 3D with1402
soil properties defined via spatially-correlated random fields can be used to explicitly account1403
for spatial variability in the soil deposits, and appropriately model the scattering of seismic1404
waves. Both of these aspects affect the seismic ground response, but are neglected in con-1405
ventional 1D site-response analysis. Much of the work on wave scattering to date has been1406
done in a seismological context, using heterogeneity length scales much larger (ranging from1407
tens to thousands of kilometers) than those relevant to near-surface site response (Wu and Aki,1408
1988; Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Toksöz et al., 1988; Sato et al., 2012). Multiple studies1409
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have evaluated the influence of 2D soil heterogeneity on site response in a viscoelastic or total-1410
stress nonlinear context (Nour et al., 2003; Assimaki et al., 2003; Assimaki, 2004), while oth-1411
ers have done so for liquefiable deposits including the effects of excess pore pressure genera-1412
tion (Popescu, 1995; Popescu et al., 1997; Lopez-Caballero and Modaressi-Farahmand-Razavi,1413
2010). Thompson et al. (2009) used 3D isotropic spatially-correlated random fields to predict1414
site response at two downhole vertical array sites from the Kiban-Hyoshin network in Japan, and1415
found better agreement between the TTF and ETF when soil heterogeneity was modelled. Most1416
recently, El Haber et al. (2019) and Huang et al. (2019) performed parametric analyses to study1417
the influence on ground-motion intensity measures (IMs), and their spatial distributions, from1418
random field input parameters used in 2D site response of heterogeneous viscoelastic media.1419
This study expands on previous work by analyzing a larger dataset of random field model1420
parameters, considering more IMs, and performing a statistically robust comparison between1421
1D and 2D heterogeneous VS profiles. The objective is to assess the influence of soil hetero-1422
geneity, modelled via anisotropic spatially-correlated random fields, on site response and inves-1423
tigate the theoretical behavior of wave scattering in site response using an idealized viscoelastic1424
single-layer soil profile. A comprehensive parametric analysis involving 5,400 2D model re-1425
alizations was performed to determine the effects of random field parameters on the seismic1426
ground response. For every 2D realization, randomized 1D (1DRand) VS profiles are generated1427
by extracting 1D vertical ‘slices’ from the 2D model at the location of ground surface recorder1428
nodes. The influence of soil heterogeneities on IMs in a 1D and 2D context are compared to1429
differentiate the effects from vertical heterogeneities on a 1D wave field, and 2D ground-motion1430
phenomena such as wave scattering and surface wave generation. The results are normalized1431
by, and compared to, those from a traditional deterministic 1D VS analysis (1DDet).1432
The organization of this paper is as follows. First, the Methods section describes features of1433
the site-response models including model geometry, boundary conditions, and other modeling1434
assumptions. The methodology for generating VS perturbations using spatially correlated ran-1435
dom fields, an explanation of the input excitation, and the definitions for IMs used to scrutinize1436
results are also included in the Methods sections. The Results and Discussion section provides1437
illustrative examples for individual realizations/permutations, an assessment of trends in me-1438
dian results for all parameter permutations, and a comparison between results of 1DRand and1439
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2D analyses. As described in Section 3.5 section, four sub-appendices, that include additional1440
results and discussion, are in Appendix B.1441
3.2 Methods1442
3.2.1 Site-Response Model1443
For the purpose of the sensitivity analysis, a simple model with a single viscoelastic soil1444
layer over bedrock is considered. The upper layer has a constant median VS, which is varied as1445
part of the sensitivity study, and a compliant base is used to model a halfspace representative of1446
soft rock (i.e., VS, halfspace = 760 m/s). These simplifications are adopted so that the theoretical1447
behavior is well understood before proceeding to more complex stratigraphy and constitutive1448
response in future work.1449
Figure 3.1 schematically illustrates many of the features of the site-response model in-1450
cluding boundary conditions, the Subdomain of Interest (SOI), location of surface recorder1451
nodes, and an example of a 2D velocity model with anisotropic spatially correlated VS pertur-1452
bations. The soil layer above the halfspace is 50 m thick, and the total model width is 1,0001453
m (1,000 1-m-wide elements). To enforce the free-field 1D deterministic (1DDet) response on1454
the lateral boundaries of the model, a massive free-field column is included on each side. The1455
columns are 10 elements (10 m) wide and 10,000 m thick in the out-of-plane direction (i.e., in1456
OpenSees the mass of the elements is automatically scaled proportionally to the defined out-of-1457
plane thickness). Each column is supported using periodic boundaries on the lateral extents of1458
each column. As shown in Figure 3.1, the base is fully complaint in the horizontal and vertical1459
directions by connecting each base node to two dashpots. Additionally, each base node has1460
the appropriate vertical reaction force applied to it so that the model is freely suspended. This1461
vertical compliance is required to prevent spurious reflection of vertical motion generated by1462
wave scattering. These boundary conditions were selected based on a rigorous examination of1463
different boundary conditions (for lateral boundaries and the base of the model). The results of1464
this study and a thorough description of the adopted boundaries are in Appendix B.2.1465
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Spatial variability in local VS values in the 2D domain is applied to the upper soil layer1466
based on a spatial random field model, as discussed in further detail in a subsequent subsection.1467
The SOI is taken as the center 30% of the model domain (i.e., 300 m) to minimize boundary1468
effects. Within the SOI, 10 equally spaced nodes at the ground surface are used to record results1469
and compute site amplification relative to the base excitation. To further reduce the effects of the1470
lateral boundaries: (i) a 100 m-wide zone of homogeneous soil is included at both lateral extents1471
of the model (i.e., the zero-variance zone); and (ii) the soil VS variability near the zero-variance1472
zones exponentially reduces to zero.1473
2D viscoelastic site response can be performed in a number of wave propagation codes.1474
OpenSees (McKenna, 2011) was chosen in this study so that complex nonlinear constitutive1475
models can be used in future applications with ease. For computational efficiency, single-1476
integration-point, 4-noded quadratic SSPquad elements (McGann et al., 2012) were used. Ele-1477
ments are sized in the vertical direction such that there are 8 nodes per wavelength at f = 25 Hz1478
(based on the median VS, i.e., VS,0), however, a maximum element height of 1 m was prescribed1479
so that when the vertical correlation length of the spatially correlated random field is as low1480
as 3 m there is still sufficient discretization. It is acknowledged that the applied velocity per-1481
turbations may result in localized zones with VS significantly lower than VS,0. However, given1482
that only 5 nodes are required to resolve a frequency, and that the highest frequency used for1483
interpretation is 20 Hz (generally lower for the IMs considered) the mesh should be discretized1484
enough to provide robust results within the frequency range considered.1485
With the large number of models generated for this study, parallelization of OpenSees and1486
high-performance computing resources were instrumental in executing the analyses. To reduce1487
computation time, each model realization was parallelized over 8 CPUs using OpenSeesSP.1488
The initial goal was to perform the analyses in 3D, however, the presently poor scalability of1489
OpenSees made it unfeasible to run so many models in 3D (de la Torre et al., 2019). Nonethe-1490
less, the sentiments offered in this paper are equally applicable to 3D implementations, which1491
are seemingly inevitable for improving site-response predictive capability, and increasingly1492
practiced as computational resources continue to increase exponentially.1493
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of site-response model illustrating a 2D shear wave velocity model with
heterogeneity, boundary conditions, surface recorder node locations, the Subdomain of Interest
(SOI), and zero variance zones. This example uses VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50 m,
and aH/V = 10. All variables in figure are defined in Table 3.1. Note that the vertical scale is
stretched by a factor of 2.
3.2.1.1 Extraction of 1DRand Profiles and 1D Site-Response Method1494
To differentiate between the effects of vertical heterogeneities in a 1D profile and 2D het-1495
erogeneities which have the ability to scatter waves, 1D randomized (1DRand) profiles are ex-1496
tracted from the 2D model. This is done by taking vertical ‘slices’ through the 2D model at the1497
X-positions corresponding to the 10 SOI recorder nodes. The thickness of each ‘layer’ for the1498
1DRand profiles corresponds to the height of each element along the vertical slice. Because VS1499
is assigned to elements and not to the nodes, the VS of each layer for the 1DRand profiles is taken1500
as the average of the VS from two adjacent elements that straddle a column of nodes directly1501
beneath an SOI node.1502
For all 1D analyses (i.e., 1DDet and 1DRand) OpenSees is also used with the same modeling1503
assumptions described for 2D analyses. Standard SH1D boundary conditions are implemented1504
using periodic boundary conditions (i.e., equalDOF in OpenSees) on lateral boundary nodes,1505
and base nodes are fixed in the vertical direction (e.g., McGann and Arduino, 2011).1506
3.2.2 Modeling Soil Heterogeneity via Spatially-Correlated Random Fields1507
Soil heterogeneity is modelled using anisotropic spatially-correlated random fields to per-1508
turb the model based on its mean VS at a given location. The marginal distribution of VS at1509
a point is considered as lognormal, with a lognormal mean µlnVS,0 (or, equivalently, a median1510
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VS,0), and standard deviation σlnV s. The spatial correlation for random field generation is rep-1511
resented with an Exponential correlation function, which is a special case of the Matérn model1512
(with shape parameter exponent, ν = 0.5). Appendix B presents results considering Gaussian1513
and Matérn (with ν = 0.2) correlation functions (Figures B.9 and B.10). It was found that the1514
Gaussian model was not as effective in scattering high-frequency waves, resulting in less at-1515
tenuation of high frequencies and less generation of vertical motion. This is consistent with1516
findings of Frankel and Clayton (1986) and Sato et al. (2012), who state that the Matérn model1517
can more realistically model heterogeneities in natural deposits and scatter seismic waves. In1518
this application, a negligible difference in IMs was observed between the Exponential model1519
and the Matérn model with ν = 0.2 (Figures B.11 and B.12).1520
Other input parameters of this model include the horizontal correlation length (rH), and the1521
anisotropy factor (aH/V ) to compute the vertical correlation length (rV ). The values of random1522
field parameters used for the sensitivity study are based on previously published empirical val-1523
ues (Popescu, 1995; Toro, 1995; Fenton, 1999; Assimaki et al., 2003; Assimaki, 2004; Holzer1524
et al., 2005; Wills and Clahan, 2006; Thompson et al., 2009; Bombasaro and Kasper, 2016) and1525
listed in Table 3.1. Wills and Clahan (2006) computed σlnV s values for many soil deposits in the1526
San Francisco Bay Area and found a range of 0.135 – 0.357 (excluding values proposed for rock1527
deposits), while Holzer et al. (2005) propose average values of 0.16 for the entire geologic unit1528
and up to 0.22 for a 2-m interval. Toro (1995) computed values of σlnV s ranging from 0.27 to1529
0.37 depedending on mean velocity of the profile (i.e., site class). An rV of 5 m was calculated1530
by Thompson et al. (2009) from suspension log VS measurements at one site, and they assumed1531
anisotropy factors of 10 – 20 to compute rH . Popescu (1995) and Assimaki et al. (2003) used rH1532
and rV ranges of approximately 12 – 16 m and 0.5 – 2.5 m, respectively, for generating hetero-1533
geneous VS models for dynamic analysis based on CPT soundings at two sites (one with medium1534
dense hydraulic fill and the other with a dense natural sand deposit). Also using CPT sound-1535
ings, Fenton (1999) calculated vertical scales of fluctuation ranging from 0.22 – 13.8 m with an1536
average of 2.3 m from 143 soundings in highly variable glacifluvial deltaic sands, gravels and1537
silty-sands, and Lloret-Cabot et al. (2014) found vertical and horizontal fluctuation scales rang-1538
ing from 0.4 – 0.44 m and 1.69 – 15.86 m, respectively, for three cross-sections of soundings in1539
a sand fill. Bombasaro and Kasper (2016) compare their computed correlation lengths to those1540
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from seven other studies and report values ranging from about 0.1 – 4 m vertically and 3 – 801541
m horizontally in the literature for sedimentary soils. The selected values in Table 3.1 generally1542
encompass these values. The rH and aH/V values in Table 3.1 imply a range of rV from 0.25 to1543
100 m. Given the height of the model considered (50 m) and the maximum element height (11544
m), only permutations with 1 ≤ rV ≤ 25 m were analyzed. In total, 180 different analysis model1545
permutations were considered from the Table 3.1 combinations.1546
The range of VS,0 values was selected to represent a range of soft to very stiff soils. The1547
fundamental frequencies, f0, for the three median VS profiles are 0.75, 1.25, and 2 Hz for VS,0 =1548
150, 250 and 400 m/s, respectively. With a Poisson’s ratio set to 0.25 for both the soil layer and1549
underlying soft rock halfspace, the corresponding P-wave velocities are approximately 260,1550
433, and 693 m/s for VS,0 = 150, 250 and 400 m/s, respectively, and 1,316 m/s for the halfspace1551
with VS, halfspace = 760 m/s. Mass densities of 1.8 and 2.2 Mg/m3 were assigned to the soil layer1552
and halfspace, respectively.1553
Table 3.1: Random field parameters considered in parametric sensitivity study.
Parameter Name Symbol Values Used in Sensitivity Analysis
Median Shear Wave Velocity VS,0 150, 250, 400 m/s*
Standard Deviation of ln(VS) σlnV s 0.1, 0.175, 0.25, 0.325
Horizontal Correlation Length rH 5, 25, 50, 75, 100 m
Anisotropy Factor aH/V 1, 5, 10, 20
Vertical Correlation Lenth rV 1 – 25 m†
* These velocities result in nominal fundamental frequencies of f0 = 0.75, 1.25, and 2 Hz, respectively.
† The implied range of rV is 0.25–100 m, however, only permutations with 1≤ rV ≤ 25 m were analyzed.
3.2.3 Input Excitation1554
A simple Ricker wavelet (Ricker, 1943; Wang, 2015) with SV polarization is used as the1555
input excitation, with velocity time series and acceleration Fourier amplitudes shown in Figure1556
3.2. The wavelet is a velocity pulse with t0 = 0.15 s and f0 = 10 Hz, and is applied as a force1557
at every node of the model base simultaneously to simulate a vertically incident excitation.1558
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The velocity pulse in Figure 3.2 is treated as an outcrop motion and is divided by 2 to obtain1559
an equivalent incident motion. To fully capture the scattered wavefield, allow coda waves to1560
attenuate, and enable accurate computation of Fourier Spectra and resulting transfer functions1561
for frequencies as low as 0.5 Hz, the total duration of the input signal was extended to 15 s.1562
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Figure 3.2: (a) Velocity time series (for t = 0 – 1.0 s) and (b) acceleration Fourier amplitudes
of Ricker wavelet input excitation with t0 = 0.15 s and f0 = 10 Hz.
3.2.4 Intensity Measures (IMs)1563
To scrutinize results, assess the influence of random field input parameters on site response,1564
and compare between 1D randomized (1DRand) and 2D methods for modeling soil heterogene-1565
ity, many ground-motion intensity measures (IMs) are computed from the acceleration time1566
series extracted at ground surface recorder nodes. The following IMs are presented and dis-1567
cussed throughout this paper:1568
• T F : Outcrop transfer function, equal to the ratio of the Fourier Amplitude Spectrum1569
(FAS) of surface motion to the FAS of the input excitation (Figure 3.2);1570
• f0, f1, f2, and f3: The first to the fourth modal frequencies of the soil column (i.e., the1571
first four peaks in the transfer function). For 2D and 1DRand analyses these are computed1572
as the local maxima between corresponding troughs of the 1DDet TF;1573
• AF( f0): the amplification factor (i.e., the value of T F) at f0;1574
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• SA(T0): spectral acceleration at a vibration period of T0 = 1/ f0;1575
• PGA: Peak ground acceleration;1576
• Ia,hor: Arias intensity of the horizontal component;1577
• Ia,vert : Arias intensity of the vertical component;1578
• IMN : Any IM with superscript N implies normalization by the respective quantity from1579
the 1D deterministic (1DDet) analysis.1580
3.2.4.1 Differentiation Between Nodal, Realization Median, and Permutation Median1581
IMs1582
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the results and differentiate between nodal, real-1583
ization and permutation median IMs, the following notation is defined. The quantity computed1584
at an individual node i (i.e., a “nodal IM”) from VS realization j is given the subscript i, j (e.g.,1585
T Fi, j or PGAi, j). The geometric mean of all 10 nodes for realization j is referred to as a “real-1586
ization IM” and given the subscript j (e.g., T Fj or PGA j; Eq. 3.1). Finally, the geometric mean1587
of all 300 nodes (i.e., 10 nodes from 30 realizations) is referred to as a permutation median, or1588
simply the median IM and is written with an overline (e.g., T F or PGA; Eq. 3.2). For any IM,1589
IM j and IM can be expressed mathematically as:1590
IM j = exp
[
1
Nnodes
Nnodes
∑
i=1
ln(IMi, j)
]
(3.1)
IM = exp
[
1
Nrealiz
Nrealiz
∑
j=1
ln(IM j)
]
= exp
[
1
NrealizNnodes
Nrealiz
∑
j=1
Nnodes
∑
i=1
ln(IMi, j)
]
(3.2)
where Nnodes is the number of recorder nodes for a given realization (i.e., 10 nodes), and Nrealiz1591
is the number of realizations for a given parameter permutation (i.e., 30 realizations).1592
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3.2.4.2 Standard Deviations of IMs1593
In addition to the median quantities described above, three standard deviations are defined1594
for each IM. The within-realization standard deviation, σW, j (Eq. 3.3), is the natural log standard1595
deviation of the 10 nodal IMs (i.e, IMi, j) for realization j and reflects the variation in IM due to1596
spatial variability (i.e., σW, j = 0 for a 1D model). The between-realization standard deviation,1597
σB (Eq. 3.4), is the natural log standard deviation of the 30 realization IMs (i.e., IM j) for a given1598
parameter permutation. The total standard deviation, σT (Eq. 3.5), is the natural log standard1599
deviation of all 300 IMi, j for a given permutation. These can be expressed mathematically as1600
follows:1601
σW, j =
√√√√ 1
Nnodes
Nnodes
∑
i=1
(ln IMi, j − ln IM j)2 (3.3)
σB =
√√√√ 1
Nrealiz
Nrealiz.
∑
j=1
(ln IM j − ln IM)2 (3.4)
σT =
√√√√ 1
NrealizNnodes
Nrealiz.
∑
j=1
Nnodes
∑
i=1
(ln IMi, j − ln IM)2 (3.5)
Additionally, the mean within-realization standard deviation, σW , is the mean of all realization1602
σW, j computed as:1603
σW =
1
Nrealiz
Nrealiz
∑
j=1
σW, j (3.6)
The standard error in the mean transfer function is proportional to σT/
√
N. With N = 3001604
(i.e., 10 nodes and 30 realizations), the standard error in the resulting mean is ≈ σT/17 which1605
is considered sufficiently small to enable robust inferences from the results presented here.1606
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3.2.4.3 Convergence of IMs1607
In order to generate perturbed VS models and site-response IMs that are statistically rep-1608
resentative of the distributional properties, the model domain must not only be large relative1609
to the correlation lengths of the random field, but many realizations of the VS model must be1610
generated. A convergence study using bootstrap sampling was performed to test how many re-1611
alizations are required for site-response IMs to converge. It was found that with 30 realizations1612
of the random field, mean and standard deviation values of IMs had sufficiently converged to1613
reduce the sample-size error to an acceptably low value. The results of this convergence study1614
are summarized in Appendix B.4. Given the 180 parameter combinations from Table 1, and 301615
realizations for each parameter combination, a total of 5,400 simulations were performed in the1616
results presented herein.1617
3.3 Results and Discussion1618
The results in this section are based on the acceleration time series extracted at ground sur-1619
face nodes. In the first subsection (Section 3.3.1), an initial assessment is carried out on results1620
for individual realizations to build an intuition for how intensity measures (IMs) are computed1621
at individual nodes and illustrate the influence of spatial variability and wave scattering on1622
ground surface accelerations. Next, in Section 3.3.2, all nodal and realization transfer func-1623
tions for selected permutations are shown, and trends in the medians and standard deviations1624
are discussed. Then, in Section 3.3.3, permutation median IMs (i.e., IM) from all 2D models1625
are analyzed using a dimensionless parameter k0rV (the wave number of the fundamental mode1626
frequency times the vertical correlation length) to assess the influence of various random field1627
input parameters on site-response. This dimensionless parameter allows for all permutations to1628
be compared directly independent of VS,0 and rV . Finally, in Section 3.3.4, median IMs from1629
2D and 1DRand are directly compared to distinguish between the effects of 1D vertical hetero-1630
geneities and averaging across many nodes and realizations, and those from wave scattering and1631
2D ground-motion phenomena.1632
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3.3.1 Illustrative Examples for Individual Realizations1633
To provide intuition for how the ground motion is influenced by local heterogeneity and1634
to further illustrate the utilized numerical model configuration, Figure 3.3 plots acceleration1635
time series at ground surface nodes normalized by peak acceleration of the input excitation1636
(i.e., normalized acceleration) for VS,0 = 150 (left) and 400 m/s (right). The top panels are1637
for σlnV s = 0.175 and the bottom panels for σlnV s = 0.325. This figure illustrates the local1638
variations in VS and their subsequent effect on the wavefield, particularly scattered body waves1639
and surface waves. Areas in which VS is locally lower have later arrivals of the wave packet,1640
and conversely areas with higher VS have earlier arrivals. This causes lateral variations in stress1641
and strain between nearby nodes leading to scattering of the original wavelet. As identified in1642
the top right panel, surface waves can be seen travelling across the surface of the model which1643
are generated from the refraction of waves to non-vertical incidence at the ground surface, and1644
the presence of localized areas of lower or higher stiffness (i.e., VS).1645
The effects of increasing σlnV s are also visible in Figure 3.3. Increasing σlnV s results in1646
stronger soil heterogeneity, and therefore more wave scattering, such that in the σlnV s = 0.3251647
cases (i.e., bottom subplots) the second pulse arrival (i.e., the first reflection) is practically1648
impossible to observe visibly amongst the scattered waves from the first arrivals.1649
As shown in Figure 3.3, spatial variation leads to different ground-motion outputs across1650
the ground surface of the model. While this illustration is useful to gain an overall understand-1651
ing/intuition of the problem and its mechanisms, all subsequent analyses in this paper use only1652
the results from 10 surface nodes within the SOI. Figure 3.4 demonstrates how results are ex-1653
tracted at 10 surface nodes for calculating transfer functions. It plots accelerations and transfer1654
functions at SOI nodes from one of the models in Figure 3.3 for 2D and 1DRand results. VS1655
profiles that are directly extracted from the 2D model at the location of surface recorder nodes1656
are also provided as an example of how these 1DRand profiles are generated. It is evident that the1657
soil heterogeneity causes spatial variability in acceleration time series, and therefore, in nodal1658
transfer functions at the recorder nodes.1659
In the time domain (top panel of Figure 3.4), it is possible to see differences in arrival times1660
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Figure 3.3: Acceleration time series at surface nodes normalized by peak acceleration of the
input excitation for Realization 1 of permutations with VS,0 = 150 (left) and 400 m/s (right).
The top and bottom panels are for σlnV s = 0.175 and 0.325, respectively. For all cases, rH = 50
m and aH/V = 10. The insets show respective VS models that are stretched by a factor of 3 in the
vertical direction for visual illustration. Note that VS color scales are different between models
with VS,0 = 150 and 400 m/s . Acceleration time series are extracted at 1 in every 4 surface
nodes.
of the original and reflected wavelets between different nodes and the 1DDet results. The time1661
series from the 2D and 1DRand analyses, with the presence heterogeneities, are significantly1662
more complex than those from the 1DDet analysis. While the first arrivals of 2D and 1DRand1663
generally display equal arrival times and similar amplitude, there are clear differences between1664
the two methods, particularly in the phase and amplitude of later arrivals and coda waves. From1665
the first-arrival times and 1DRand VS profiles it is evident that the VS profiles at the locations of1666
Nodes 7–9 are, on average, slower than the 1DDet profile. This lower average VS is also visible1667
in 1DRand transfer functions with a notable shift in the fundamental frequency ( f0) to lower1668
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frequencies. Interestingly, this shift does not occur in 2D analyses suggesting the the system1669
“responds as a whole” and the fundamental frequency is less influenced by local heterogeneities,1670
which primarily affect high-frequency response.1671
Looking at nodal transfer functions in Figure 3.4, it is evident that the frequency-to-1672
frequency correlation is much higher for the 1DDet and 1DRand cases than the 2D. The ground-1673
motion amplification is spread over wider frequency bands, particularly at high frequencies,1674
unlike 1DDet TFs with very discrete and narrow-banded amplification peaks. The smoothing of1675
peaks and troughs from averaging of the transfer functions results in an even broader distribu-1676
tion of amplification across frequencies (T Fj; grey lines in Figure 3.4).1677
Figure 3.5 plots normalized nodal IMs for the VS,0 = 150 m/s realizations in Figure 3.3.1678
These figures show the variability in IMi, j across the width of the model and realization medians1679
for both 2D and 1DRand analyses. Within-realization standard deviations for individual realiza-1680
tions (σW, j) are given in the top right corner of each panel. While some trends are maintained1681
between 2D and 1DRand (i.e., the above average values of PGAN , SA(T0)N , INa,hor at Node 5)1682
it is clear that there are differences between the two methods which may be attributed to 2D1683
wave propagation phenomena. Conclusions cannot be drawn from a single realization, how-1684
ever, one interesting feature that is visible in these results, and is true on average across all1685
results, is that the within-realization standard deviation of f0 is lower for the 2D analyses, as1686
was discussed above in regards to Figure 3.4. As the strength of the heterogeneity increase, the1687
variability in IMi, j across the ground surface increases, as indicated by the higher σW, j values1688
for σlnV s = 0.325 (right panels).1689
The nodal IMs in Figure 3.5 show that high variability in VS results in the potential for1690
significant localized reductions and increases in certain intensity measures relative to a conven-1691
tional 1DDet analyses. For the given σlnV s = 0.325 example, SA(T0) and Ia,hor are more than 21692
times greater than the 1DDet case at node 5 (i.e., SA(T0)N and INa,hor > 2) and less than half of1693
the 1DDet value at Node 10.1694
As indicated in Equation 3.2, all nodes are treated equally, and results are averaged across1695
all nodes and realizations, rather than treating each SOI node independently. This approach is1696
reasonable because, as shown in Figure B.14 of Appendix B.5, no systematic bias was observed1697
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85 155 295225
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of nodal normalized acceleration time series and transfer functions
between 2D and 1DRand models for Realization 1 of the permutation with VS,0 = 150 m/s,
σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10. The 2D velocity model and 1DRand velocity profiles
extracted at the location of recorder nodes are also provided as reference.
at different nodes across all realizations. This figure compares, for two permutations, permuta-1698
tion median IMs to median IMs of individual nodes and shows that the median value of each1699
IM is not dependent on the node position.1700
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VS (m/s) 
50 200 500350
Figure 3.5: Comparison of normalized nodal IMs for 2D and 1DRand analyses for two realiza-
tions with σlnV s = 0.175 (left) and 0.325 (right). As in Figure 3.3, VS,0 = 150 m/s, rH = 50 m
and aH/V = 10. The bottom inserts show the SOI of VS models for these realizations.
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3.3.2 Transfer Functions1701
Extending from previous illustrative examples, Figure 3.6 illustrates the computation of1702
realization and permutation medians, and standard deviations of transfer functions represented1703
by Equations 3.1–3.5. The top panels show all nodal transfer functions (T Fi, j) and within-1704
realization stardard deviation (σW, j) for realization 5 with σlnV s increasing from 0.175 (left)1705
to 0.325 (right). The middle panels show all 300 T Fi, j from the 30 realizations and the total1706
standard deviation (σT ), and the bottom panels show all 30 realization median transfer functions1707
(T Fj) with the between-realization standard deviation (σB). Clearly, as σlnV s increases, σW, j,1708
σB and σT increase, which is expected based on prior discussion.1709
Median T Fj and T F for 1DRand are also plotted over 2D results. The 1DRand analysis is1710
able to replicate median transfer functions for frequencies up to about 10 Hz. At higher frequen-1711
cies, the 2D analysis experiences higher effective damping due to scattering attenuation which1712
is not present in 1DRand . This effect is especially pronounced when σlnV s = 0.325 because more1713
scattering occurs as was shown previously in Figure 3.3. The frequency dependent values of1714
σW, j, σB, and σT corresponding to the transfer functions in Figure 3.6 are explicitly plotted in1715
Figure 3.7. Here, is it evident that at f > 10 Hz there is more variability in T Fi, j (i.e., higher1716
σW, j and σT ) for 2D analyses which results in the decrease of the median observed in Figure1717
3.6.1718
Of the three different standard deviations in Figure 3.6, σB is the smallest because it is a1719
standard deviation of realization medians which are already smoothed due to averaging, while1720
σW and σT are standard deviations of nodal transfer functions. The total standard deviation1721
is larger than the median within-realization standard deviation suggesting that there is more1722
correlation in the transfer functions between nodes of the same realization than between nodes1723
of different realizations. While σB is fairly constant as a function of frequency, σW and σT1724
increase up to about the fourth mode of vibration (∼ 5 Hz for VS,0 = 150 m/s) and then begin to1725
drop slightly. This decrease in standard deviation with increasing frequency is more pronounced1726
for the 1DRand case than for the 2D case, especially for higher values of σlnV s.1727
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Figure 3.6: Nodal, realization median, and permutation median transfer functions with cor-
responding standard deviations for permutations with σlnV s = 0.175 (left) and 0.325 (right).
Individual results are for 2D analysis but median 1DRand results are provided for comparison.
As in Figures 3.3–3.5, VS,0 = 150 m/s, rH = 50 m, and aH/V = 10.
3.3.3 Evaluation of Median IMs for All Permutations1728
Results from all permutations are now aggregated and evaluated using a dimensionless pa-1729
rameter krV (often referred to as ka in seismological literature) to assess the influence of random1730
field input parameters on median site-response IMs. First, an example for a suite of permutation1731
median transfer functions (T F) and total standard deviations (σT ) in Figure 3.8 shows general1732
trends with increasing σlnV s. As σlnV s increases, from 0.1 to 0.325, there is greater reduction in1733
peak-to-trough ratios. This occurs for two reasons: (1) the models with higher variance in the VS1734
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of mean within-realization, between realization and total standard de-
viations between 2D and 1DRand analyses for transfer functions in Figure 3.6. VS,0 = 150 m/s,
rH = 50 m, and aH/V = 10. Dashed vertical lines reflect the first four modal frequencies from
the 1DDet profile (i.e, f0 – f3).
random field (i.e., stronger heterogeneity) experience stronger scattering of waves, resulting in1735
more redistribution of energy across wider frequency bands at an individual node, and (2) there1736
is greater node-to-node (within-realization) and realization-to-realization (between-realization)1737
variability resulting in more averaging or smoothing of the computed T F . The effects of (1)1738
are seen in ground surface acceleration time series of Figure 3.3 and in nodal transfer func-1739
tions of Figure 3.6. The effects of (2) are visible in Figure 3.6 in which nodal and realization1740
transfer functions are much more variable for a higher value of σlnV s. Figure 3.8 quantifies this1741
effect showing greater values of σT with increasing σlnV s. It is also evident that there is greater1742
variability in the transfer functions at 1DDet fundamental modes (peaks), and less variability at1743
troughs.1744
In addition to greater reductions in peak-to-trough ratios, as σlnV s increases there is a net1745
reduction in T F (i.e., higher equivalent damping that results in reduced amplification factors) at1746
high frequencies relative to the 1DDet analysis. It is worth noting that while σlnV s = 0.1 causes1747
significant reduction in the peak-to-trough ratios, there is negligible reduction in the median1748
amplification at high frequencies relative to the 1DDet TF. On the contrary, for higher values of1749
σlnV s the median amplification at high frequencies decreases with increasing σlnV s. As shown1750
in Figure B.15 and discussed previously with regards to Figure 3.8, this effect is much more1751
prominent for 2D analyses that are influenced by scattering attenuation unlike 1DRand .1752
The corresponding medians and standard deviations of transfer functions for VS,0 = 2501753
and 400 m/s are in Appendix B.5 Figure B.15. These results show similar trends as VS,0 =1754
150 m/s, however, they occur at relatively higher frequencies as a result of the increase in1755
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fundamental frequency of the deposit. This illustrates that the effects of soil heterogeneities are1756
dependent not only on the characteristics of the random field but on the relationship between the1757
wavelength and the length scales of the heterogeneities. For this reason it is useful to evaluate1758
results in terms of the dimensionless quantity k0rV so that results can be directly compared1759
independently of the median velocity. This assessment in the frequency domain, as in Figure1760
B.15, does however highlight that within the frequency range of interest for most engineering1761
applications, lower velocity soil profiles will be influenced most significantly by the presence1762
of heterogeneities.1763
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of median transfer functions and total standard deviations for various
σlnV s values for all permutations with VS,0 = 150 m/s, rH = 50 m, and aH/V = 10. Each curve
represents the median and standard deviation, respectively, of 300 transfer functions (i.e., 10
nodal transfer functions from 30 realizations).
As it is not feasible to concisely present transfer functions of all 180 permutations in this1764
paper, other IMs are thus used to summarize the results and assess the influence of soil hetero-1765
geneity on site-response. Figure 3.9 plots normalized (by 1DDet) median IMs as a function of1766
k0rV with corresponding total standard deviations in Figure 3.10. The advantages of plotting1767
IMN as a function of k0rV is that results for all VS,0 collapse on top of each other as the effect1768
of wavelength is removed, and that the influence of the vertical correlation length is explicitly1769
shown. The normalized IMs and σT in Figure 3.9 and 3.10 are color-coded by σlnV s, which1770
clearly show a dependence on the strength of the heterogeneity for all IMs.1771
The stronger scattering and increased ground-motion variability with increasing σlnV s leads1772
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to a significant decrease in median PGA, SA(T0), and Ia,hor. From Figure 3.9 it is evident that1773
these three IMN reduce from approximately 1 (i.e., equal to the respective 1DDet value) at a1774
low value of σlnV s = 0.1, to 0.6 – 0.8 at a high value of σlnV s = 0.325. This reduction of 20 –1775
40% in the median values from 2D analyses comes with a significant increase in the standard1776
deviations (Figure 3.10). With the decrease in PGA and Ia of the horizontal component as the1777
strength of heterogeneity increases, comes an increase in Ia,vert . Higher σlnV s causes waves to1778
be more refracted from vertical incidence resulting in higher energy in the vertical component;1779
This phenomenon, along with the scattering in time of the wave packet’s arrival at the ground1780
surface, contribute to the reduction in intensity measures of the horizontal component. f0 and1781
AF( f0) are less influenced by the heterogeneities and therefore less sensitive to σlnV s. f0 is1782
generally within 5% of the 1DDet value, however f N0 is as low as 0.9 for σlnV s = 0.325 at1783
low values of rV . A slight increase, up to about 1.2 is observed in AF( f0)N for the highest1784
value of σlnV s. It should be noted that the median AF( f0) is not necessarily representative of1785
the amplification factor of the median T F as it is computed as the median of all individual1786
AF( f0)i, j which will likely be higher than that of T F . The minimal influence to f0 and AF( f0)1787
is likely because the length scales of the heterogeneities are relatively small compared to the1788
fundamental wavelength of these shallow profiles (i.e., k0rV << 1). On the contrary, PGA, and1789
Ia,hor are controlled by higher frequencies with wavelengths closer to rV . The fact that SA(T0)1790
responds similarly to PGA and Ia,hor suggests that it is controlled by a wide range of frequencies,1791
and not just f = f0, which is consistent with findings in Bora et al. (2016). It is well understood1792
that the strongest scattering occurs at wavelengths equal to the length scale of heterogeneities1793
(i.e., krV [or ka] = 1; Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Sato et al., 2012). The effect of wavelength1794
(which is also discussed above with reference to transfer functions in Figure B.15) is visible1795
in Figure B.16, in which permutations with lower VS,0, on average, have a greater reductions1796
in PGA, SA(T0), and Ia,hor because the corresponding wavelength of high frequencies will be1797
shorter.1798
The standard deviations for all IMs (Figure 3.10) generally increase with increasing length1799
scale of the heterogeneities (i.e., increasing k0rV ). This trend is particularly pronounced for1800
SA(T0), f0, and AF( f0). As discussed above, these are IMs that are influenced or controlled1801
by lower frequencies (longer wavelengths) and therefore more variability would be expected1802
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as the rV increases. The higher frequency IMs, such as PGA and Ia, are less sensitive to rV1803
as they already experience significant variability even at the smallest length scales analyzed1804
(k0rV < 0.01). σT for f0 and AF( f0) increases from about 0 (for all σlnV s) at small length scales1805
to 0.25 and 0.4, respectively, at larger length scales, while the maximum values at the largest rV1806
and σlnV s for SA(T0), PGA, Ia,hor, and Ia,vert are 0.71, 0.49, 0.75, and 0.78, respectively.1807
The interested reader is directed to Figures B.17 and B.18 in Appendix B.5, which directly1808
compare the within-realization standard deviation to the between-realization and total standard1809
deviations to analyze how some of the IMs are correlated within and between realizations.1810
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Figure 3.9: Normalized median IMs for all permutations plotted as a function of k0rV and color-
coded by σlnV s. Note that Ia,vert is not normalized as there is no vertical component to 1DDet
analysis.
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Figure 3.10: Total standard deviations of IMs for all permutations plotted as a function of k0rV
and color-coded by σlnV s.
3.3.4 Comparison of 1DRand and 2D results for All Permutations1811
It was previously shown in Figure 3.6 that, for two example permutations, 1DRand could1812
generally match the median TF up to about 10 Hz, where the 2D T F began to decrease more1813
rapidly due to higher scattering attenuation not present in a 1D analysis. In order to fully1814
evaluate the performance of the 1DRand models it is important to look at other IMs and their1815
standard deviations. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 plot median IMs and total standard deviations, re-1816
spectively, for 2D analyses versus the corresponding value for 1DRand . The same comparison1817
for within-realization standard deviations is in Figure B.19. Unsurprisingly, given the match of1818
T F observed previously, f N0 , f
N
3 , and AF( f0)
N are comparable between 2D and 1DRand anal-1819
yses and plot near the 1:1 line, although, on average, AF( f0) is approximately 5% higher for1820
1DRand analyses. SA(T0) also falls on the 1:1 line. For both PGA and Ia,hor, the 1DRand analy-1821
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sis is consistently higher, which is likely due to the refraction of horizontal energy to generate1822
vertical motion and the scattering in time of the wave packet as was discussed in the previous1823
subsection in reference to Figure 3.9.1824
The total standard deviation in f0 and f3 is generally higher in the 1DRand cases, and can1825
be as high as 2–3 times higher than that of the 2D analysis for some permutations (Figure1826
3.12). This is especially pronounced for within-realization standard deviation of f0 in Figure1827
B.19 in which many of the permutations fall on or above the 2:1. This effect was observed1828
previously in Figure 3.4, in which a much higher correlation in f0 was observed between nodes1829
of the same realization from the 2D model than from individual randomized 1D VS profiles1830
which resulted in a significant shift of f0 at certain locations. On the contrary, the standard1831
deviation in the amplification at f0 (σT,AF( f0)) is significantly lower for 1DRand which is also1832
visible in nodal T Fi, j of Figure 3.4. In 1DRand models, AF( f0) is much more constant across1833
different 1D realizations, whereas 2D ground-motion phenomena cause greater amplification1834
or deamplification at f0 relative to 1DDet . For σT,SA(T0) the results are similar and plot near the1835
1:1 line, however for σT,PGA and σT,Ia,hor the 1DRand values are significantly lower with most1836
of the permutations falling between the 1:1 and 2:1 lines, and some even lower. As discussed1837
previously, PGA and Ia,hor are controlled by high frequencies which are most influenced by1838
the length scales of heterogeneities considered. The refraction and scattering of these higher1839
frequencies creates more variability in these IM.1840
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3.4 Conclusions1841
A comprehensive parametric study was performed to investigate the effects of soil hetero-1842
geneity and wave scattering on geotechnical site response. The results demonstrate the ability1843
of 2D site-response models with soil heterogeneity, modelled as anisotropic spatially correlated1844
random fields, to cause scattering of seismic waves and impact several intensity measures (IMs)1845
used to quantify the effects of site response. Relative to the conventional 1D site response with1846
a deterministic VS profile (1DDet), acceleration time series and transfer functions from 2D anal-1847
yses are significantly more complex. The frequency-to-frequency correlation in the transfer1848
function reduces substantially, and ground-motion amplification is spread over wider frequency1849
bands, particularly at high frequencies, unlike 1DDet TFs with very discrete and narrow-banded1850
amplification peaks.1851
The effectiveness of heterogeneities in scattering waves is highly dependent on the rela-1852
tionship between heterogeneity length scales and wavelength. For lower median VS values and1853
high frequencies (i.e., shorter wavelengths), and larger values of rV (i.e., larger heterogeneity1854
length scales) the influence of wave scattering becomes more pronounced and the variability1855
in surface ground-motion increases. For this reason, wave scattering has more practical impact1856
within the frequency range of engineering interest for softer soil deposits with lower VS, and1857
IMs that are influenced or controlled by higher frequencies such as TF for f > 10 Hz, PGA,1858
SA(T0), and Ia,hor are the most affected by heterogeneous deposits. For example, median val-1859
ues of PGA, SA(T0), and Ia,hor experienced reductions of up to 20–40% relative to the 1DDet1860
results, while the effect on f0 and AF( f0) was generally less than 10%. The maximum natural1861
log total standard deviations observed (corresponding to the highest σlnV s and largest rV ) for1862
f0 and AF( f0) were 0.25 and 0.4, respectively, but were significantly higher for SA(T0), PGA,1863
Ia,hor, and Ia,vert with values of 0.71, 0.49, 0.75, and 0.78, respectively. The variability in ground1864
motion and other effects of randomizing VS also become more pronounced as the strength of1865
heterogeneity increases (i.e., increasing σlnV s). The large decrease in PGA, SA(T0), and Ia,hor1866
can be partly explained by looking at trends in the vertical motion. Higher σlnV s values cause1867
waves to be more refracted from vertical incidence resulting in higher energy in the vertical1868
component (i.e., higher Ia,vert).1869
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While 1D randomized analyses (1DRand) are able to replicate median results from 2D1870
analyses for some lower frequency IMs (e.g., median transfer functions at f < 10 Hz, f0,1871
and SA(T0)), medians and standard deviations of high-frequency IMs (e.g., transfer function at1872
f > 10 Hz, PGA, and Arias intensity) which are influenced by 2D ground-motion phenomena1873
are not appropriately captured. In 2D results, for frequencies > 10 Hz, there is more variability1874
in the transfer function and a reduction in the amplification factors (i.e., higher damping) due to1875
scattering attenuation. Compared to the 2D analyses, the 1DRand models overestimate median1876
PGA and Ia,hor and underestimate their total standard deviations. The standard deviation of f01877
is larger for 1DRand cases, especially within a given realization, in which significantly greater1878
correlation between adjacent recorder nodes is observed in a 2D model.1879
A detailed study to examine the influence of various boundary conditions was performed1880
and is summarized in Appendix B.2. The results reveal that in order to prevent spurious reflec-1881
tions from the base, a vertically and horizontally compliant base must be used, and each node1882
along the base must be allowed to respond independently with its own dashpot (i.e., base nodes1883
cannot be tied to each other to respond in unison). Failure to implement such compliance and1884
independence in the base nodes will result in overestimation of IMs (i.e., inefficient absorption1885
of energy) because of the generation of vertical motion from refraction and wave scattering, and1886
the lateral variation in arrival times of down-going waves at the base. The influence of different1887
covariance models for random field generation on IMs was also investigated. Consistent with1888
previous work by others, the Gaussian covariance model is not as efficient at scattering high1889
frequencies and generating vertical motion. The difference between the Exponential model and1890
Matérn model (with shape parameter exponent = 0.2) was insignificant for this application.1891
3.5 Appendices and Supplemental Material1892
Additional discussion and figures to supplement the content within the main body of the1893
chapter, are included as appendices in Appendix B. Appendix B.2 provides the results of a thor-1894
ough study to assess various boundary conditions for 2D site-response analysis. Appendix B.31895
examines the influence of different commonly used covariance models for random field gen-1896
eration on site response. Appendix B.4 shows the results of a convergence study to determine1897
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the number of random field realizations required for IMs to converge. Finally, Appendix B.51898
provides additional figures to supplement the discussion throughout the text.1899
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Chapter 41910
Can Modelling Soil Heterogeneity in 2D1911
Site Response Analyses Improve1912
Predictions at Vertical Array Sites?1913
C. A. de la Torre, B. A. Bradley, C. R. McGann, J. P. Stewart (2022). Can Modelling Soil1914
Heterogeneity in 2D Site Response Analyses Improve Predictions at Vertical Array Sites? in1915
preparation.1916
Abstract1917
This study uses a database of 21 vertical borehole arrays in California to examine whether a1918
2D site response analysis framework that accounts for soil heterogeneity via spatially-correlated1919
random fields can explain misfits observed from prior 1D ground response modelling. The main1920
hypothesis is that the overprediction of ground motion at site modal frequencies, consistently1921
observed in many site response validation studies, is caused by soil heterogeneity and 2D/3D1922
wave propagation effects that cannot be captured by 1D analyses. We apply classical ‘within’1923
boundary conditions for borehole input motion along with equivalent incident wave motions1924
derived using a framework developed here to help elucidate effects of the down-going wave1925
on observed first-model resonances. Results from 2D and 1D analyses are compared to ob-1926
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servations using a transfer-function-based taxonomy and residuals of various other intensity1927
measures (IMs) including response spectra. The uncertainty in predicted IMs is estimated from1928
the many realizations of 2D models. We assess trends in median and standard deviations of IMs1929
with respect to various site parameters (e.g., impedance ratios, shear wave velocities, frequen-1930
cies of fundamental modes, and depth to the downhole seismic instrument). This 2D approach1931
was found capable of scattering seismic waves and producing transfer function variability re-1932
sembling the observed event-to-event variability in empirical transfer functions (ETF). For sev-1933
eral sites that exhibit less down-going wave effects in ETFs (i.e., flatter peaks) and/or higher1934
variability in ETFs, median transfer functions from 2D analyses provide a significantly better1935
estimate of the median ETF than conventional 1D deterministic analyses, especially at funda-1936
mental modes. In contrast, for some of the sites that are well represented by 1D methods (e.g.,1937
Wildlife Liquefaction Array and Treasure Island), 2D methods with generic levels of spatial1938
variability may over-represent the heterogeneity and consequently underpredict amplifications1939
at higher mode frequencies.1940
4.1 Introduction1941
Vertical or borehole arrays of seismic recording stations, with instruments embedded at1942
depth (often at, or near, the bedrock-soil interface) and at the ground surface, have been used to1943
evaluate the performance of and estimate the uncertainty associated with site response methods.1944
Most of these studies have used vertical arrays operated by KiK-net in Japan (e.g., Thompson1945
et al., 2012; Pilz and Cotton, 2019; Tao and Rathje, 2020a), which mainly consist of firm soil1946
or bedrock sites (the arrays were installed for source detection, and site response has been an1947
ancillary benefit). As such, the findings from those studies are specific to those geological1948
conditions. One recent study has used vertical arrays in California (Afshari and Stewart, 2019;1949
Stewart and Afshari, 2021), primarily from bridge sites, and for which site conditions are on1950
average softer.1951
The interpretation of data from the Japanese KiK-net and California arrays has focused1952
on assessing the validity of the 1D assumption that is commonly used in site response analy-1953
sis (e.g., Thompson et al., 2009, 2012; Afshari and Stewart, 2019; Pilz and Cotton, 2019; Tao1954
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and Rathje, 2020a), determining the most influential parameters to site response, assessing the1955
aleatory variability of site response given variability of soil properties and input motions (e.g.,1956
Rathje et al., 2010; Kaklamanos et al., 2013, 2015; Zalachoris and Rathje, 2015; Griffiths et al.,1957
2016a; Li et al., 2018; Teague et al., 2018; Tao and Rathje, 2019; Hallal and Cox, 2021a) and1958
estimating epistemic uncertainty associated with uncertain input parameters (e.g., Rodriguez-1959
Marek et al., 2021; Ulmer et al., 2021) and modelling uncertainty (e.g., Stewart and Afshari,1960
2021). Two common themes were identified in the 1D ground response validation components1961
of these studies: (1) the ground motion intensity at frequencies corresponding to fundamental1962
modes of the modelled soil column is often overpredicted when using laboratory-based mini-1963
mum damping ratios (Dmin), and (2) a significant percentage of sites cannot be appropriately1964
represented with the 1D assumption. However, these results are quite different for KiK-net and1965
California sites such that relatively general patterns of behavior remain elusive.1966
By comparing 1D theoretical transfer functions (TTF) to empirical transfer functions (ETF)1967
from vertical arrays for weak motions (e.g., PGA < 0.1g), it is possible to evaluate whether the1968
attenuation characteristics of a particular damping model are in accord with the data. One of1969
the first investigations identifying ground motion over-prediction (attenuation under-prediction)1970
from geotechnical damping models was for the Service Hall Array in Japan (Yee et al., 2011,1971
2013), which was later confirmed for a larger series of KiK-net arrays by Thompson et al.1972
(2012) and Cabas et al. (2017). Thompson et al. (2012) used a grid search for Dmin to minimize1973
misfit between TTF and median ETF, resulting in Dmin values ranging from 1.4 to 10% with a1974
median of 4% for 100 KiK-net sites (note that these values are provided as intrinsic attenuation1975
of S waves (iQ−1s ) in Thompson et al., 2012). Recently, Tao and Rathje (2019) identified that1976
a factor of 3-6 increase in Dmin is required to directly match 1D site response predictions to1977
median ETFs at 4 sites. Afshari and Stewart (2019) and Afshari et al. (2019) developed site-1978
specific κ0 values to adjust Dmin, which also resulted in an increase in Dmin for California1979
vertical array sites. Also using California vertical arrays, Boore et al. (2020) estimated effective1980
hysteretic soil damping ranging from 1 to 10 % with a method developed by Gibbs et al. (1994).1981
The need for increased Dmin values and variable input parameters, in conflict with the1982
values directly obtained in lab experiments, to match empirical data suggests that important1983
physics that influence site response and the attenuation of seismic waves are being omitted in the1984
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conventional 1D site response framework. Several of these studies have concluded that one of1985
the reasons for this underestimation of damping may be that the effects of soil heterogeneity and1986
wave scattering are not accounted for in 1D site response analyses or laboratory tests to estimate1987
soil damping (e.g., Rodrı́guez-Castellanos et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2009; Kokusho, 2017),1988
in addition to non-vertically incident ground motions and an incoherent wavefield.1989
A 1D site response analysis assumes that soil layers are laterally homogeneous, the mode of1990
deformation is simple shear, and that the incidence angle and direction of propagation of shear1991
waves is vertical. In recent years, taxonomies have been developed to distinguish sites that are1992
empirically seen to be well represented by 1D site response analyses from those that cannot,1993
and to identify contributing factors for this distinction to aid with interpretation of forward1994
predictions. Typical criteria for a “well-behaved” 1D site have been defined as: (1) low event-1995
to-event variability in borehole ETFs, and (2) high goodness-of-fit between ETFs and TTFs.1996
One of the first such taxonomies was Thompson et al. (2012), finding that only 16/100 Japanese1997
KiK-net sites fit their best classification for a good 1D site (i.e., LG site with Low event-to-1998
event variability and Good fit to the 1D TTF), despite adjusting Dmin to optimize the fit between1999
TTF and ETF. Similarly, Pilz and Cotton (2019) found that 158/354 KiK-net sites (i.e., 45 %)2000
show influence of 2D and 3D effects on site response and were not well represented by a 1D2001
analysis. Tao and Rathje (2020a) were able to increase the percentage of good 1D sites to 692002
% (for 34 mostly KiK-net sites), by neglecting pseudo-resonant frequencies in the comparison2003
between TTFs and ETFs. Various studies (e.g., Kawase and Matsuo, 2004; Kaklamanos et al.,2004
2015; Wu et al., 2017; Pilz and Cotton, 2019) have suggested that the uncertainty and/or lack2005
of discretization in VS profiles of KiK-net sites is a possible reason for the high degree of misfit2006
for many sites. Afshari et al. (2019) and Afshari and Stewart (2019) developed a database of 212007
vertical arrays in California, and determined that five sites were exceptionally well represented2008
by 1D site response, however, approximately 50 % of sites had a good fit between ETF and2009
TTF. This more favorable performance of 1D methods for California sites relative to findings2010
from the various KiK-net studies may well be an outcome of the distinct geological conditions2011
at the two sets of arrays.2012
One important issue highlighted by Thompson et al. (2012) is that the spatial variability2013
in local shear wave velocity (VS) of a site can significantly influence the appropriateness of a2014
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1D site response approach. For two sites, one with a very high goodness-of-fit and one with2015
a very low goodness-of-fit to 1D TTF, they performed four SASW surveys at each site. They2016
found that the site with high goodness-of-fit had low variability in VS (laterally and vertically)2017
between the four locations, compared to the site with low goodness-of-fit which had much2018
higher variability in VS. Their conclusion is that sites with high vertical and lateral variability in2019
soil properties can be influenced by multidimensional phenomena that make the site response2020
poorly predictable by 1D methods. Given these sentiments, the quantification and incorporation2021
of uncertainty and spatial variability of VS in site response analysis is an important step in2022
improving our forward predictive capabilities. There have been many efforts to characterize2023
how soil properties (including VS) vary spatially (e.g., Popescu, 1995; Toro, 1995; Holzer et al.,2024
2005; Wills and Clahan, 2006), estimate the uncertainty in VS measurements (e.g., Toro, 1995;2025
Griffiths et al., 2016b,a; Stolte and Cox, 2019), and directly incorporate spatial variation of soil2026
properties into site response analyses (e.g., Toro, 1995; Thompson et al., 2009; Griffiths et al.,2027
2016a; Passeri et al., 2019; Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2021).2028
Given that a large percentage of sites have been empirically found to not behave one-2029
dimensionally, and that the spatial variability of soil properties has been found to be significantly2030
influential to site response, a logical next step is to incorporate multi-dimensional phenomena2031
and spatial variability into site response analyses. Some of the early pioneering efforts to assess2032
the influence of spatial variability of soil properties on 2D site response include Popescu (1995),2033
Nour et al. (2003), Assimaki et al. (2003), and Assimaki (2004). More recently, Thompson2034
et al. (2009), El Haber et al. (2019), Huang et al. (2019), and de la Torre et al. (2021) have2035
assessed the influence on, and quantified the variability in, transfer functions and other intensity2036
measures. These studies have found that incorporating the effects of spatial variability and2037
wave scattering in 2D or 3D site response analyses has the potential to reduce amplification2038
factors at fundamental modes for individual transfer functions (Thompson et al., 2009; Huang2039
et al., 2019) and median transfer functions (Thompson et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2019; de la2040
Torre et al., 2021), compared to 1D deterministic analyses with no variability in soil properties.2041
Other high-frequency-controlled intensity measures, such as PGA and Arias Intensity, have2042
been shown to be reduced as well (de la Torre et al., 2021). It is important to note that the2043
spatial variability in soil properties considered in these studies is not related to actual measured2044
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2D or 3D site conditions at particular sites. Rather, they are investigating effects of randomness2045
in soil properties in what would nominally be considered a 1D profile.2046
Uncertainty and spatial variability of surface intensity measures can also be estimated with2047
these 2D/3D models. While these studies have been useful to gain intuition for how various2048
random field input parameters can influence site response characteristics, they have generally2049
been limited to simple idealized single-layer profiles (e.g., El Haber et al., 2019; Huang et al.,2050
2019; de la Torre et al., 2021). Other than Thompson et al. (2009), who compared TTFs from2051
3D models with spatial variability to ETFs for 2 sites, there have been little to no efforts to2052
validate results from such analyses with observations of any kind (e.g., vertical arrays, H/V2053
data, etc.).2054
This study expands on previous work validating site response analyses by applying a2055
method for modelling soil heterogeneity and wave scattering in 2D site response analyses to2056
a database of 21 vertical array sites in California. As in some prior work, the intent is not2057
to capture actual 2D or 3D variations in material properties at the respective sites, which are2058
unknown due to limited site characterization. Rather, the intent is to examine the impact of es-2059
sentially random, but realistic, variations in soil properties on computed responses. The method2060
for 2D site response was developed by and is thoroughly documented in de la Torre et al. (2021),2061
and the ground motion and site database was compiled by Afshari et al. (2019). This paper tests2062
the hypothesis that the overprediction of ground motion at the site modal frequencies is caused2063
by the disregard of soil heterogeneity and 2D/3D wave propagation effects, and that these ef-2064
fects can be appropriately captured in a 2D analysis using spatially-correlated random fields2065
to spatially vary soil properties. The 2D approach developed in de la Torre et al. (2021) for a2066
single-layer profile was extended to take any multi-layered 1D VS profile as the median profile2067
in the generation of 2D randomized VS models. In order to utilize the vertically and horizontally2068
compliant base adapted in de la Torre et al. (2021), the incident motion was computed from2069
the observed within-motion using transfer functions from 1D compliant base models. This fa-2070
cilitates investigation of different boundary condition assumptions and their relevance in site2071
response predictions.2072
This paper is organized in the following manner: first, the methods are defined for the site2073
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response model geometry and inputs, followed by an explanation of the outputs and intensity2074
measures used for validation of the approach. The results and discussion are broken into two2075
sections. The first section discusses transfer function (TF) amplitudes, comparing ETFs to2076
TTFs, and TTFs from 1D and 2D analyses. Residuals of and variability in intensity measures2077
(IMs) are also presented. The next section, includes results and discussion related to surface2078
ground motion IMs. Finally, conclusions, limitations, and ideas for future extension of the2079
method are provided in the Conclusions.2080
4.2 Methods2081
4.2.1 Site and Ground Motion Database Considered2082
VS profiles and recorded ground motions from 21 vertical array sites in California from2083
Afshari et al. (2019) (available from Afshari et al., 2018) were analyzed. The recorded ground2084
motions had been corrected and filtered using an acausual Butterworth filter. Table 4.1 identifies2085
the sites and lists relevant metadata that are discussed subsequently. VS profiles for all sites are2086
plotted in Appendix C.6. Using a similar convention to Zalachoris and Rathje (2015), sites are2087
classified into three groups as follows:2088
• Group 1: Significant impedance contrast near the downhole (DH) instrument;2089
• Group 2: No significant impedance contrast and depth to downhole instrument (zDH)2090
<= 90 m;2091
• Group 3: No significant impedance contrast and zDH >= 90 m.2092
This grouping also attempts to differentiate sites that likely have strong down-going-wave2093
effects (Group 2), from those at which these effects may be less pronounced due to the depth2094
of the instrument (Group 3) or a strong impedance contrast above the instrument (Group 1).2095
As in Tao and Rathje (2020a), the sites are further characterized by the presence of a pseudo-2096
resonance at the fundamental mode of the 1D within transfer function ( f0,within). This distinction2097
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is made by visual comparison of 1D outcrop and within TFs. If the outcrop TF does not display2098
a prominent peak at f0,within but is prominent in the within TF, then the peak is considered to be2099
a pseudo-resonance (Tao and Rathje, 2020b). Sites with a pseudo-resonance at f0 are given an2100
additional ‘P’ after the group number (e.g., Group 2P). Note that all Group 2 and 3 sites fall into2101
this category except one site in each. No Group 1 sites fall into this category as the resonance2102
at f0 is controlled by a strong impedance contrast near the DH instrument.2103
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4.2.2 Site-Response Model Geometry and Inputs2104
4.2.2.1 Model and Boundary Condition Assumptions2105
We follow the 2D site response approach outlined in de la Torre et al. (2021), with an exten-2106
sion to allow for a median VS profile that is multi-layered and arbitrarily complex as a function2107
of depth. Figure 4.1 schematically illustrates many of the features of the site-response model2108
including boundary conditions, the Subdomain of Interest (SOI), location of surface recorder2109
nodes, and an example of a 2D velocity model with anisotropic spatially correlated VS pertur-2110
bations. The total model width is 1,000 m (1-m-wide elements). The illustrated lateral and base2111
boundary conditions were selected based on a rigorous examination of different assumptions2112
(de la Torre et al., 2021). The SOI is taken as the center 30% of the model domain (i.e., 300 m)2113
to minimize boundary effects. Within the SOI, 10 equally spaced nodes at the ground surface2114
are used to record simulated motions and compute site amplification relative to the base excita-2115
tion. 1D randomized (1DRand) VS profiles extracted from the 2D model at vertical transects and2116
within transfer functions for all 10 nodes are included in Figure 4.1.2117
2D viscoelastic site response was performed in OpenSees (McKenna, 2011). The ground2118
motion database is for weak motions (Afshari et al., 2019), therefore, the elastic assumption2119
is considered appropriate (Thompson et al., 2009; Kaklamanos et al., 2015). Mass densities2120
were computed for every layer using a VS-based correlation (Boore, 2007). Poisson’s ratio of2121
0.25 was used for computation of elastic parameters in element and material definitions. Full2122
Rayleigh damping was used with a target damping ratio of 1 % at frequencies corresponding to2123
the first and fourth modes of the 1D TTF in order to approximately match laboratory-based Dmin2124
values, which typically range from 0.5 to 2 % (e.g., Darendeli, 2001; Vucetic and Dobry, 1991),2125
over that frequency range. This damping formulation is consistent with recommendations from2126
previous studies (e.g., Kwok et al., 2007; Stewart Annie On-Lei Kwok et al., 2008) for use in2127
time-domain analyses. For compliant base analyses, VS of the halfspace, VS,HS, is assumed to2128
be VS at the depth of the downhole instrument (VS,DH).2129
To reduce computational demands, single-integration-point, 4-noded quadratic SSPquad2130
elements (McGann et al., 2012) were used. The height of each element is defined such that2131
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there are 8 nodes per wavelength at f = 25 Hz (based on the median VS), however, a maximum2132
element height of 1 m was enforced so that the vertical correlation length is at least five times2133
the element height (with rV = 5 m). Analyses were parallelized over 8 CPUs using OpenSeesSP2134
to reduce computation times. Because the 2D analyses are elastic, once transfer functions are2135
computed for a given VS model realization from a time-domain analysis for a single event, these2136
same transfer functions can be used to perform frequency-domain analyses for the rest of the2137
remaining ground motions. This frequency-domain analysis is explained further and verified in2138
Appendix C.2.2139
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of compliant base site-response model illustrating a 2D shear wave
velocity model with heterogeneity, boundary conditions, surface recorder node locations, the
Subdomain of Interest (SOI), and zero variance zones. VS profiles (top left) and nodal transfer
functions (top right) are included for all 10 surface recorder nodes with the colors of curves
matching those of the symbols in the schematic. This example is for Site 9, realization 13 with
σlnV s = 0.25, rH = 50 m, and aH/V = 10. Transfer function IMs are defined in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.2.2 Modelling Soil Heterogeneity via Spatially-Correlated Random Fields2140
Soil heterogeneity is modelled using anisotropic spatially-correlated random fields to per-2141
turb the model based on its median VS at a given depth. The marginal distribution of VS at2142
a point is considered as lognormal, with a lognormal mean µlnVS,0 (or, equivalently, a median2143
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VS,0 = exp µlnV s,0), and standard deviation σlnV s. The spatial correlation for random field gener-2144
ation is represented with an Exponential correlation function (Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Sato2145
et al., 2012), which is a special case of the Matérn model (with shape parameter exponent,2146
ν = 0.5). Other input parameters of this model include the horizontal and vertical correlation2147
lengths, rH and rV , respectively.2148
Based on the parametric analysis presented in de la Torre et al. (2021), we adopted random2149
field parameters rH = 50 m and rV = 5 m (i.e., aH/V = 10) for all models and analyzed 302150
random field realizations for parameter permutation. Analyses with σlnV s = 0.15 and 0.25 were2151
performed and compared for a total of 2 random field parameter permutations. These values2152
of σlnV s were selected because they are generally representative of values reported in previous2153
studies, and values lower than this were shown to produce insignificant differences between 1D2154
and 2D analyses (see de la Torre et al., 2021, for more details). With 10 nodal outputs from2155
30 realizations (i.e., 300 simulations for every observation), the standard error in the resulting2156
simulated mean response is considered sufficiently small, allowing for robust conclusions.2157
4.2.2.3 Computation of Incident Motion for Input to Compliant Base Models2158
The theoretically correct way to model a vertical array in one-dimensional analysis, with2159
recorded within motions, is using a rigid base and applying the recorded within motion as a2160
uniform excitation (i.e., a global acceleration; Kwok et al., 2007). When extending this to 2D2161
analyses, with spatially heterogeneous deposits, the rigid base can lead to unintended reverbera-2162
tions. Thus, it was desirable to use a fully compliant base as adopted in de la Torre et al. (2021).2163
As demonstrated in Appendix C.4, the rigid base for 2D models reduces spatial variability in2164
f0, resulting in higher amplification factors of median transfer functions, and produces spurious2165
nodal transfer functions in which the various fundamental mode peaks of different nodes appear2166
to contribute to other adjacent nodes. On the contrary, nodal transfer functions from compliant2167
base models appear to have more independent peaks.2168
The appropriate input motion for use with a compliant base is the incident motion only,2169
however, the recorded downhole (DH) motions include both the upgoing incident wave and the2170
down-going wave superimposed. It is possible to approximately isolate the incident motion2171
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using a 1D incident-to-within motion transfer function. To accomplish this, 1D compliant base2172
models in OpenSees were utilized. For each ground motion, the recorded within motion (i.e.,2173
the observed upgoing wave [Ao] + the observed down-going wave [Bo]) was first assumed to be2174
the incident motion only (the modelled upgoing wave [Am]) and was applied to the compliant2175
base model of the corresponding site. The within motion was then computed at the complaint2176
base of the model (Am +Bm). It was then assumed that the ratio (in the frequency domain) of2177
the upgoing wave (A) to the within motion (A+B) is the same for the real soil deposit in which2178
the vertical array is embedded (subscript o for observed) and the 1D model (subscript m for2179
model), that is:2180
Ao
Ao +Bo
=
Am
Am +Bm
(4.1)
With this assumption, the incident motion in the soil deposit can be calculated as:2181
Ao = (Ao +Bo)
Am
Am +Bm
=
(Ao +Bo)2
Am +Bm
(4.2)
An example of the calculation of the incident motion from the within motion is illustrated in2182
Figure 4.2. It should be noted that, for an elastic system, the ratio in Equation 4.2 is indepen-2183
dent of the input motion used, therefore, the initially assumed input motion does not introduce2184
error. In a 1D context, the surface motion calculated using a rigid base model with the within2185
motion as input is identical to that calculated using a compliant base with the computed incident2186
motion (as in Kwok et al., 2007). We acknowledge that by doing this “deconvolution” in 1D2187
we are now relying on the 1D methodology that has already been found to underestimate the2188
energy dissipation or “damping”, and overpredict amplification factors from pseudo-resonances2189
in elastic analysis with typical Dmin values. This is one of the challenges in using vertical arrays2190
and 1D within TFs, which overpredict the observed destructive interference of up-going and2191
down-going waves for non-1D soil deposits, and not a problem with the 2D approach in gen-2192
eral. Nonetheless, this provides an approach for using more realistic boundary conditions for2193
2D analysis that is equivalent to the rigid base with a within motion (excluding effects attributed2194
to boundary conditions of 2D models).2195
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Figure 4.2: An example of computing the approximate incident motion using an Incident /
Within transfer function from a 1D compliant base model.
4.2.3 Validation Study Metrics2196
4.2.3.1 Empirical and Theoretical Transfer Functions (ETF and TTF)2197
The within empirical transfer function (ETF) for an individual event component is com-2198
puted as the ratio of the Fourier amplitude spectrum (FAS) for the ground surface motion by the2199
FAS for the down-hole (DH) motion. The ETF was separately computed for each ground mo-2200
tion component of a site, and then the median (ET F) and lognormal standard deviation (σlnET F )2201
as a function of frequency were calculated for all events and components (i.e, two orthogonal2202
components per event).2203
As shown in Figure 4.1, simulated accelerations are extracted at 10 nodes on the ground2204
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surface of the model. Unless otherwise stated, all theoretical transfer function (TTF) shown2205
and analyzed in this study are within transfer functions. 1D outcrop transfer functions are also2206
computed from compliant base models and are shown in some figures as reference (e.g., Ap-2207
pendix C.6). Following the notation in Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the 1D outcrop transfer function2208
is computed as:2209
T F1D,outcrop =
Surm
2A0
(4.3)
where Surm and A0 are the Fourier amplitude spectra of the computed surface motion from the2210
1D model and the incident input motion for the compliant base derived using Equation 4.2,2211
respectively.2212
For rigid base 1D and 2D models, the TTF is computed as the FAS ratio of the simulated2213
surface motion to the observed within motion (i.e., the input uniform excitation). For compliant2214
base models that use an incident input motion, the within motion is recorded at 10 nodes along2215
the compliant base directly below the surface recorder nodes to compute 10 independent within2216
transfer functions for direct comparison with rigid base analyses.2217
It is common practice to smooth FAS or transfer functions (TF) for site response validation2218
studies. To thoroughly understand the influence of the smoothing on median and standard2219
deviations of TF, ETFs were calculated in three ways using Konno-Ohmachi smoothing with2220
bandwidth coefficients (b-values) ranging from 20 to 100, as well as with no smoothing. Results2221
of this smoothing study are documented in Appendix C.3. To preserve detailed features of the2222
site response and the actual variability in ETFs and TTFs, for visual presentation we lightly2223
smooth (i.e., b = 100) only the median and standard deviations (Method 3 in Appendix C.3).2224
However, for computing transfer-function-based IMs (Section Intensity Measures (IMs)), more2225
stable estimates can be made by lightly smoothing individual FAS prior to computing TFs2226
(Method 1 in Appendix C.3)2227
4.2.3.2 Quantification of Within-Site Variability from ETF and TTF2228
Similar to Thompson et al. (2012) and Afshari and Stewart (2019), we estimate the within-2229
site variability by calculating the mean standard deviations of ETFs and TTFs (σMlnET F and2230
σMT T F,2D, respectively) over a given frequency range. For ETFs, σ
M
lnET F represents event-to-2231
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event variability, and for TTFs σMT T F,2D represents location-to-location and realization-to-realization2232
variability. For both ETF and TTF the frequency range over which the standard deviation val-2233
ues are averaged is between frequencies corresponding to the half-amplitude of the first mode2234
peak (i.e., 12 × (1+AF( f0)), and corresponds to a frequency < f0) and the fourth mode peak2235
(or 20 Hz, whichever is lower). Note that these ranges may vary between ETFs and TTFs as2236
the respective peak frequencies are used for each. This bandwidth is the same as that used by2237
Hallal and Cox (2021b), and was chosen because it includes the majority of the first-mode peak,2238
unlike the range used in many previous studies which begins at f0. For all sites, f0 is listed in2239
Table 4.1, and the frequency range is plotted in figures of Appendix C.2240
4.2.3.3 Intensity Measures (IMs)2241
The transfer function and surface ground-motion intensity measures (IMs) defined in Table2242
4.2 were computed for observed and predicted ground motions.2243
Figure 4.3 illustrates how transfer function-based IMs are computed for ETFs, by plotting2244
individual recorded ground-motion transfer functions with modal peak picks [i.e., ( f0, AF( f0))]2245
for two sites. Wildlife Liquefaction Array (left) shows relative less variability in ETFs overall,2246
and in frequencies and amplification factors of fundamental modes, compared to Borrego Valley2247
(right).2248
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Table 4.2: Definition of IMs for validation study.
IM symbol Definition
f0, f1, f2, and f3 The first to the fourth modal frequencies of the soil (i.e.,
the first four peaks in the transfer function). For 2D
analyses these are computed as the local maxima be-
tween corresponding troughs of the 1DDet TF. For ETF,
the ranges for selecting local maxima are based on 1DDet
troughs but adjusted manually to optimize peak selections
AF( f0)* The amplification factor (i.e., the value of T F) at f0
SA(T ) 5%-damped pseudo-spectral acceleration at vibration pe-
riod T for 200 logarithmically spaced periods between
0.01 and 10 s.
PGA Peak ground acceleration
PGV Peak ground velocity
Ia Arias intensity
CAV Cumulative absolute velocity
DS575 Significant duration for 5 - 75 % Ia
DS595 Significant duration for 5 - 95 % Ia
( f0, AF( f0))
The median f0 and AF( f0) from individual nodal TTFs
or individual event ETFs
( f0, AF( f0))T F f0 and AF( f0) or Median TTF of ETF
* AF( f0) and amplification factors at other frequencies represent a ratio between the motion at the
ground surface and the downhole instrument (for both observations and simulations). All other IMs are
used to compute residuals or ratios between observations and simulations at the ground surface.
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Figure 4.3: Example calculation of transfer-function-based IMs (e.g., f0 and AF( f0)) from
ETFs for two sites. Wildlife Liquefaction Array (left) shows relative less variability in ETFs
overall, and in frequencies and amplification factors of fundamental modes, compared to Bor-
rego Valley (right). Individual FAS are smoothed (i.e., Method 1 from Section C.3) with b =
100. Note that the values of σMlnET F reported here are different from those in Table 4.1 because
of the different smoothing methods adopted for computing TF IMs (Method 1) versus comput-
ing median and standard deviation of TFs (Method 3).
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4.2.3.4 Calculation of Residuals2249
To compare the predicted IM at each node to the corresponding observed IM, or median2250
predictions to median observations, log residuals (∆) are computed for all IMs. The residual is2251
expressed as:2252
∆IMes = ln(IMObs)es − ln(IMSim)es (4.4)
where ln(IMObs)es is the natural logarithm of the observed IM for a horizontal ground motion2253
component of earthquake e at site s, and ln(IMSim)es is the logarithm of the corresponding2254
predicted IM. For a given event component, a residual is computed for all pairs of that one2255
ground-motion recording at the surface and every simulated nodal result (i.e., 300 nodes).2256
The mean total site residual for a site s can then be approximated as:2257
∆IMs =
1
Ne
Ne
∑
i=1
∆IMes (4.5)
where Ne is the number of event components for site s. Using the same principles as Stewart2258
and Afshari (2021), with notation from de la Torre et al. (2020), this mean total site residual can2259
be further decomposed into an overall model bias, and a bias-corrected site term as follows:2260
∆IMs = a+ηs (4.6)
where a is the overall model bias (i.e., the average of ∆IMs for all sites), and ηs is the bias-2261
corrected site term.2262
4.2.3.5 Nodal, Realization, and Permutation IMs2263
We use the same notation developed in de la Torre et al. (2021) to differentiate between2264
nodal, realization and permutation IMs, and their respective medians and standard deviations.2265
For each ground motion component observation at the ground surface, the quantity computed2266
at an individual node i (i.e., a “nodal IM”) from VS realization j is given the subscript i, j (e.g.,2267
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T Fi, j or PGAi, j). We compute the geometric mean (i.e., the “realization median”; e.g., T Fj)2268
and lognormal standard deviation (σW, j) of all 10 nodes for realization j as in Equations 1 and2269
3 in de la Torre et al. (2021). The geometric mean of all 300 nodes (i.e., 10 nodes from 302270
realizations) is referred to as a permutation median, or simply the median IM and is written2271
with an overline (e.g., T F or PGA; Eq. 2 in de la Torre et al., 2021). The total standard2272
deviation (σT ) of all 300 nodes and the mean within-realization σW, j of all 30 realizations (σW )2273
are also computed (Eq. 5 and 6 in de la Torre et al., 2021). The median of medians and2274
standard deviations from all events are computed for all IMs except transfer functions as they2275
are independent of the input motion.2276
4.3 Results and Discussion2277
4.3.1 Transfer Functions2278
4.3.1.1 Illustrative Examples of 2D Nodal Transfer Functions (T Fi, j)2279
To build intuition for results from 2D realizations and how median TTFs (T T Fs) are com-2280
puted from the nodal TFs (T Fi, j) of all realizations, Figure 4.4 plots examples for four sites.2281
For each site, Figure 4.4 has two panels, with top panels plotting all 10 T Fi, j for a single re-2282
alization and bottom panels plotting T Fi, j for all realizations (i.e., 300 T Fi, j). Sites with low2283
f0 in Figure 4.4(a) have a low standard deviation of f0 (i.e., σ f0), and AF( f0) similar to 1D2284
analyses, i.e., little influence from heterogeneities, resulting in median TF amplitudes that are2285
not significantly different than 1D at f0. Sites with high f0 in Figure 4.4(b) have higher σ f0 and2286
reduced AF( f0), on average, compared to 1D, indicating more influence from heterogeneities,2287
and resulting in median TF amplitudes that can be significantly reduced at f0. As identified in2288
de la Torre et al. (2021), this is likely due to the relationship between correlation length and2289
frequency. That is, the wavelength corresponding to sites with low f0 are significantly longer2290
than the vertical correlation length considered here (rV = 5 m), and therefore, are not influenced2291
by the spatial variability. As frequency increases for a given site (i.e., decreasing wavelength)2292
or f0 increases between sites, more influence from the heterogeneities is observed. For the SF2293
Bay Bridge site (Site 20; Figure 4.4(a)), this reduction in AF( f0) results in a much better match2294
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to the median ETF. These trends, as well as trends in higher mode frequencies ( f1 to f3), are2295
discussed in more detail for all sites in Section 4.3.1.4.2296
Treasure Island (Site 21) displays a clear double peak in ETFs at f0 (Hallal and Cox,2297
2021b). Enough of the Treasure Island realization TTFs display this double peak (e.g., Figure2298
4.4a) that it is visible in the median TTF. This is one of the most pronounced double peaks in2299
TTFs across all sites (only 4 display any double peak) which may suggest that it is features of2300
the 1D median VS profile (e.g., the VS reversal just above the DH instrument) that cause this2301
when 2D phenomena are considered.2302
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Figure 4.4: Nodal transfer functions for one example realization and all realizations for four
sites separated into sites with (a) relatively low f0, and (b) relatively high f0. 2D results are for
σlnV s = 0.25
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4.3.1.2 f0 Ratios to Check Validity of 1D VS Profiles2303
As suggested by Pilz and Cotton (2019), an important first step when comparing ETF to2304
TTFs is to assess whether the 1D VS profile used is representative of the actual site conditions.2305
One way to test this is by comparing fundamental mode frequencies ( f0) from ETFs and TTFs.2306
Ratios of observed to predicted f0 for 1D and 2D analyses are plotted in Figure 4.5. f0 for2307
ETFs and 2D TTFs is taken as the first peak of the median TFs (i.e., f0,T F ). As shown in2308
Figure 4.5, all sites are well within the thresholds of 0.5 to 2.0 established by Pilz and Cotton2309
(2019). Most are within approximately ± 20 % of observed f0, with only Sites 12 (Vallejo)2310
and 19 (Hayward I580 W) falling significantly outside this range. Generally, there appears to2311
be a tendency for 1D velocity profiles to underpredict f0 by about 5 to 10 % (i.e., ratios of2312
about 1.05 to 1.1). This highlights that there is room for improving site response predictions2313
(especially in terms of metrics such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient) via refinement of the2314
1D VS profiles, but that the majority of profiles are reasonable for site response assessment. For2315
example, Teague et al. (2018) showed that the P-S logging VS profile used in this study may not2316
be an accurate representation of the site conditions, and that results can be improved using a VS2317
profile that accurately captures f0. It may also be that the multi-dimensionality of the wave-field2318
results on differences in f0 between observations from earthquake recording and measurements2319
from a 1D VS investigation. Previous studies (e.g., Cheng et al., 2020) have found that f0 from2320
horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratios vary with azimuth, which may support this hypothesis.2321
The 2D analyses tend to shift f0 by about 5 % to lower frequencies for most sites (points2322
moving upward from 1:1 line on Figure 4.5). A rejection criterion, such as the one in Teague2323
et al. (2018), could be implemented to exclude 2D realizations with f0 significantly different2324
than f0,1D to prevent this shift in f0. Alternatively, a VS distribution that prevents the generation2325
of such realizations could be considered.2326
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Figure 4.5: Ratios of f0 from median ETF to f0 from TTFs. Ratios from 2D TTFs are plotted
against ratios from 1D TTFs. Annotations next to certain markers represent SSNs.
4.3.1.3 Residuals of Amplification Factors from Median TFs [AF( f0)T F ]2327
To begin aggregating results for all sites and identify trends as a function of site character-2328
istics, Figure 4.6 plots residuals of amplification factors from median TFs. Residuals for the first2329
and third modes are plotted against σMlnET F (left panels) and f0,ET F (right panels). Significant2330
improvements in residuals of median TFs are observed when the 2D approach is used, albeit,2331
there is still significant bias at f0. However, the residuals for AF( f3)T F are centered around2332
zero. Residuals using AF( f0), instead of AF( f0)T F are given in Figure C.5 (Appendix C.5).2333
These show similar trends but with more modest improvements to residuals, especially for f0.2334
For f3 there is still significant improvement and residuals close to zero for many sites.2335
To further scrutinize results at individual sites, Figures 4.7 and 4.8 plot VS profiles and me-2336
dian ETFs and TTFs for two groups of sites. Figure 4.7 includes sites that generally demonstrate2337
significant improvements in prediction of median TFs and medians of TF-based IMs when 2D2338
analyses are used. The event-to-event variability in ETF (σMlnET F ) is moderate to large for these2339
sites. Very good agreement is observed between ETFs and 2D TTFs for amplification factors2340
of TF peaks, especially at f2 and f3 (as in Figure 4.6). Sites 5 and 9 (Garner Valley and LA2341
La Cienega, respectively) demonstrate this improvement for which predictions of median TFs2342
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between f3,ET F and f3,T T F (only site 19, see Section 4.3.1.2). Annotations next to certain
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and median TF IMs are very good for f1 to f3. Notable improvements are realized at f0 as2343
well, except for Site 1 (Borrego Valley; Figure 4.7a), for which the overprediction at f0 and f12344
is more severe for 2D models than 1D analyses. This exacerbated overprediction at f0 for 2D2345
models occurs only at a two sites (SSNs: 1, 7) with large impedance ratios (RV ) and low f0.2346
Borrego Valley demonstrates remarkable event-to-event variability in ETFs and ETF IMs2347
(Figure 4.3), which results in a particularly “flat” median transfer function. This variability2348
suggests that soil deposits at this site could be significantly heterogeneous or the wavefield in-2349
cidence is not 1D/vertical. The fact that f0 is so severely overpredicted could be an indication2350
that the velocity contrast may not be as abrupt as represented in the VS profile (i.e., RV = 12.2),2351
the velocity structure is oversimplified, or there are more complex 2D/3D phenomena that are2352
not captured. This site is an example of how this 2D method is generally not capable of sig-2353
nificantly scattering and influencing frequencies corresponding to such low frequencies and/or2354
long wavelengths, especially because f0 is often controlled by the depth to bedrock (or depth of2355
the sensor for pseudo-resonances) which is assumed to be constant across the 2D model. The2356
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phenomena that would influence this behaviour likely occur at length-scales much larger than2357
the length-scales of heterogeneities considered here (i.e., rH = 50 m and rV = 5 m), such as2358
phenomena attributed to the non-vertical incidence of wavefields. As discussed previously, the2359
2D models considered in this study do not capture deterministic 2D features of the site condi-2360
tions, which may be influencing the observed site response. Therefore, this 2D method with2361
randomized 2D spatial variability is not capable of resolving prediction issues related to these2362
deterministic 2D/3D site complexities.2363
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Figure 4.7: VS profiles and median TFs for sites where the 2D approach generally improves TF
predictions (except for Site 1 at low frequencies). These sites have (a) moderate to (b) high
values of σMlnET F . VS,HS = VS of the visco-elastic halfspace.
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If σMlnET F is indeed a good predictor of whether a site will behave one-dimensionally (e.g.,2364
Thompson et al., 2012; Pilz and Cotton, 2019; Afshari and Stewart, 2019), then an obvious2365
question that arises when interpreting Figure 4.6 is: why do sites 13 and 21 demonstrate nearly2366
1D response while sites 14 and 18 are better represented by 2D analyses when they all have2367
the lowest values of σMlnET F? VS profiles, and median TFs with TF IMs are plotted in Figure2368
4.8 to assess whether there are any distinct differences between these site pairs. VS profiles for2369
the “good” 1D sites (13 - Wildlife Liquefaction Array and 21 - Treasure Island; Figure 4.8a)2370
are relatively less complex, and are some of the simplest profiles of the database (see Appendix2371
C.6). Cheng et al. (2021) and Hallal and Cox (2021a,b) found relatively low values of spatial2372
and temporal variability in f0 from H/V data at Treasure Island, which is consistent with these2373
observations.2374
For Treasure Island and Wildlife Liquefaction Array, the 2D method significantly under-2375
predicts peaks of median TFs for higher modes ( f2 and f3) suggesting that the level of hetero-2376
geneity considered in this study (σlnV s = 0.25 for Figure 4.8) over-represents the actual soil2377
variability of these rather 1D and uniform sites. On the contrary, VS profiles for sites 14 and2378
18 have visibly more complexity in soil (site 14) and bedrock (site 18) conditions. These sites2379
have exceptionally flat ETFs, unlike sites 13 and 21. The lower amplitudes of ET F peaks are2380
better represented by the 2D approach. While σMlnET F is low for sites 14 and 18, they have above2381
average standard deviations σ f0 and σ f1 , respectively. In contrast, sites 13 and 21 have rather2382
low standard deviations of modal frequencies (e.g., σ f3 and σ f4 are nearly zero for Treasure2383
Island). These findings suggests that there could be complexities in soil properties that are not2384
fully represented by σMlnET F .2385
An important detail to emphasize here is that, for all sites, only results of 2D analyses with2386
σlnV s = 0.25 are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. As σlnV s approaches zero (i.e., no heterogeneity2387
is applied), the results from 2D analyses approach those from 1D analyses. The trend towards2388
1D results can be seen in Appendix C Section C.6, which plots results of analyses with σlnV s =2389
0.15 and 0.25 for all sites. The strength of the VS perturbations, σlnV s, and other random field2390
input parameters (i.e., rH and rV ) should be treated as site specific because, in reality, sites will2391
display varying degree of influence from heterogeneities. Analyses of H/V spectral ratios by2392
Hallal and Cox (2021a) (their Figure 12) indicate that σ f0 is highly site dependent, which is2393
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consistent with the sentiments described here. Whilst developing site-specific random field in-2394
put parameters is the goal of many researchers (e.g., Popescu, 1995; Bong and Stuedlein, 2017;2395
Ching et al., 2018), it is outside the scope of this study. Rigorous quantification of the level and2396
nature of heterogeneities at a particular site from in-situ testing is a challenging undertaking,2397
which could significantly improve results for these type of analyses.2398
The double f0 peak of Treasure Island (Site 21; as discussed in Section 4.3.1.1), and the2399
unusually flat ETFs for Foster City (Site 18) are both represented in TTFs to some extent,2400
although not to the extent of ETFs. Treasure Island is one of four sites that displays a double2401
peak in T T F and Foster City is the flattest of all T T Fs. This indicates that some of the 2D/3D2402
phenomena caused by the inherent velocity structures of these 1D VS profiles may actually be2403
partially represented by allowing these multidimensional phenomena to take place in the 2D2404
analyses. On the contrary, these complexities are not represented at all in 1D analyses.2405
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Figure 4.8: VS profiles and median TFs for sites with low σMlnET F that display (a) good “1D”
behaviour and (b) behaviour significantly different than the “1D” response.
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4.3.1.4 Estimates of TTF and ETF Variability2406
Event-to-event variability of ETFs are compared to within-realization and total standard2407
deviations from TTFs for all sites in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. While the sources of uncertainty2408
are different for TTFs and ETFs, it is hypothesized here that these uncertainties are related and2409
are controlled by the same phenomena of soil spatial variability. ETF variability arises because2410
different earthquakes send waves through the site in different directions, thereby sampling vari-2411
able soil properties. This mechanism is approximated in TTFs by varying the soil properties2412
and sending 1D vertically propagating waves through the variable properties.2413
Standard deviations for modal frequencies ( f0 to f3; Figure 4.9), and their respective am-2414
plification factors (AF( f0) to AF( f3); Figure 4.10) are plotted as a function of modal frequency.2415
For example, in Figure 4.9 the top panels are for standard deviations of f0, where σ f0 is plotted2416
against f0. The left column plots within-realization standard deviations (σW, f0), and the right2417
column total standard deviations (σT, f0). The data for ETF are the same for both left and right2418
columns. Each data point on the plots represents one site, and the trend lines indicate average2419
trends across all sites.2420
In interpreting Figure 4.9, it is observed that for f0 and f1, the event-to-event variability2421
in observations (ETFs) is significantly greater than σW and σT from TTFs. As discussed in2422
previous sections, Borrego Valley (Site 1) has exceptionally large variability in ETF. This is2423
shown here with it having a higher σ f0 than any other site. This exceptionally high value of2424
σ f0 is caused because the actual f0 peaks in individual ETFs are actually composed of at least2425
two distinct peaks, and therefore the location of peaks around this frequency range vary greatly.2426
This double peak and large variability in f0 are suspected to be caused by phenomena that are2427
not currently accounted for in the adopted 2D simulations (and may occur on much larger length2428
scales than what are represented by the heterogeneities in this study).2429
The large discrepancy between σ f0 of ETFs and TTFs is consistent with the fact that the2430
TTF at f0 significantly overpredicts amplification factors AF( f0). There is less influence from2431
averaging and wave scattering in the 2D models at these long wavelengths, as indicated by the2432
lower standard deviations. For higher modes ( f2 and f3), there is a good match between ETF2433
and TTF standard deviations. For both ETF and TTF, there is an increasing trend in σ f0 with2434
increasing f0 which is consistent with the discussion in Section 4.3.1.1.2435
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Figure 4.10 plots results in the same format, but for σAF( f0). There is more consistency be-2436
tween ETF and TTF standard deviations for amplification factors than was observed above for f02437
and f1. However, while a strong increasing trend in σAF( f0) with increasing f0 is seen in TTFs,2438
there is essentially no trend for ETFs (i.e., the mean trend is nearly horizontal). Comparing be-2439
tween Figures 4.9 and 4.10, the standard deviations for amplification factors are approximately2440
5 to 10 times larger than those for frequencies.2441
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of event-to-event variability in ETF IMs to within-realization (σW ; left)
and total (σT ; right) standard deviations of 2D TTF IMs. Standard deviations for f0 to f3 are
plotted versus frequency. Results include 2D analyses with σlnV s = 0.15 and 0.25.
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4.3.2 Residuals of Ground Surface IMs2442
4.3.2.1 Overall Model Bias2443
The overall model bias across all events and sites considered is plotted in Figure 4.11. The2444
figure includes results for 1D analyses, and 2D analyses of compliant base models with the2445
derived incident motion. Bias for spectral accelerations is in the left panel and on the right are2446
several other IMs (PGA, PGV, Ia, CAV, DS575, and DS575). Both 1D and 2D models overpre-2447
dict spectral accelerations over the full period range, and all other IMs (especially Ia and CAV ).2448
Stewart and Afshari (2021) also observed overprediction at T < 0.1 s when using laboratory-2449
based Dmin values. However, Stewart and Afshari (2021) have an average bias closer to zero2450
for 0.1 < T < 10 s. The frequency range of interest for most of the sites considered (i.e., fmin2451
to fmax based on f0 and f3) lie between approximately 0.1 < T < 1 s. The overprediction in2452
this frequency/period range, which would also influence SAs at periods outside this range (see2453
Bora et al., 2016), is likely due to the full Rayleigh damping formulation. The target damping2454
ratio is set to 1 % at f0 and f3, but this would lead to damping values lower than lab-based2455
Dmin estimates between f0 and f3. These results, along with those of many other studies (e.g.,2456
Zalachoris and Rathje, 2015; Kaklamanos et al., 2015; Afshari and Stewart, 2019; Stewart and2457
Afshari, 2021) show the significant influence of damping assumptions on SA predictions. Re-2458
sults in Zalachoris and Rathje (2015) and Kaklamanos et al. (2015), who used higher damping2459
values to match median ETFs, show underprediction at short periods for Japanese KiK-Net2460
databases. When Stewart and Afshari (2021) used the VS-based damping values, which were2461
comparably high, for their California database, they observed similar underprediction.2462
There is a negligible difference between the 1D rigid base analyses and 2D analyses with2463
the computed incident motion. This is because the response in this 2D model is dominated by2464
the input motion which used a 1D model to “deconvolve” the observed within motion into its2465
corresponding incident motion. As Stewart and Afshari (2021) pointed out, further insights can2466
be gained when vibration periods are normalized by each site’s respective fundamental period.2467
Conclusions based on biases averaged across all sites do not precisely reflect the actual trends2468
for individual sites or the severity of bias at T0. However, they can reflect overall trends in2469
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prediction capability, such as the fact that there is clearly insufficient damping in these models.2470
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Figure 4.11: Overall model bias from 1D and 2D analyses for SA(T ) (left) and other IMs (right).
Input motions for 2D compliant base analyses are: (1) the computed incident motion from DH
motion (red) and (2) the DH motion used as incident motion (magenta).
4.3.2.2 Total Residuals for Individual Sites and Groups2471
In Figure 4.12, individual site total residuals are plotted versus normalized period (i.e.,2472
vibration period normalized by the site’s T0 based on its within TTF). The sites are subdivided2473
into three groups (Table 4.1), and both individual site residuals and group medians are plotted.2474
It becomes clear that the overpredicting bias discussed above (Section 4.3.2.1) was caused by2475
severe overprediction at T0 at most sites, which is consistent with the results of Stewart and Af-2476
shari (2021). As observed in the previous section, the differences between 1D and 2D analyses2477
are minor, likely because the 2D analyses still rely on the 1D assumption, as 1D models were2478
used to derive the input incident motions. Another reason for this negligible difference could be2479
the inconsistency in f0 between ETF and TTF (see Figure 4.5). This would result in slightly dif-2480
ferent positions (i.e., periods) of the peaks in response spectra of observed and predicted surface2481
motions. This is one of the reasons for evaluating amplification factor residuals, independent of2482
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the frequency at which they occur, in previous discussion sections related to Transfer Functions2483
(Section 4.3.1).2484
For sites with pseudo-resonances at T0,within, (i.e., Group 2 and 3 sites), the overprediction2485
at T0 is even stronger. One of the key identifying features of a pseudo-resonance is that an out-2486
crop transfer function displays essentially no amplification at f = 1/T0,within, while the within2487
transfer function may display large amplification at this frequency (see Tao and Rathje, 2020a,b,2488
for further details). This effect is clearly visible in the transfer functions plotted in Appendix2489
C.6 for Group 2 and 3 sites (e.g., Figure C.28). The reason for this difference between outcrop2490
and within transfer functions is that this frequency does not actually correspond to any particu-2491
lar impedance contrast in the soil profile, and therefore, the soil profile does not amplify these2492
frequencies. The “amplification” at T0 observed in within transfer functions is purely due to2493
the destructive interference of up-going and down-going waves. While this large amplification2494
observed at pseudo-resonances in within transfer functions may not be attributed to a significant2495
velocity contrast, peaks are still generally observed in ETFs at f0,within. This suggests that the2496
destructive interference of up-going and down-going waves is a real phenomenon that occurs in2497
the field, albeit not to the extent predicted by a 1D model. Tao and Rathje (2020a) developed a2498
taxonomy to differentiate pseudo-resonances from true-resonances, and provide a more detailed2499
discussion on this topic than is provided here.2500
For Group 1 sites (top panels in Figure 4.12) T0 is controlled by a strong impedance and2501
not a pseudo-resonance. For these sites we would also expect less down-going wave effects as2502
down-going waves will reflect back up to the surface from these abrupt interfaces (e.g., Bonilla2503
et al., 2002). Less bias is observed for these sites across the full period range, with significantly2504
less bias at T0,within. Much better agreement is also observed between the outcrop and within2505
TTFs, due to the fact that the amplification at f0 is controlled by an actual velocity contrast. In2506
fact, it would appear that as the conditions become more favourable for destructive interference2507
between up-going and down-going waves (from Group 1 to 3 to 2), there is more discrepancy2508
between the outcrop and within TTFs. The 1D rigid base and within input motion combination2509
appear to be more reasonable for sites with large impedance contrasts (i.e., Group 1) at which2510
f0,within is controlled by a true-resonance and not a psuedo-resonance.2511
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These destructive interference effects, which are much more exaggerated in 1D analyses2512
than in observed ground motions, present a great challenge in the interpretation of vertical array2513
observations and simulations. As alluded to previously, while the residuals in Figure 4.12 sug-2514
gest large overprediction at T0 for Groups 2 and 3, in forward analyses, which typically utilize2515
a compliant base with an incident input motion, the pseudo-resonant frequencies will generally2516
experience no amplification as they propagate through the soil column. Based on these results,2517
it appears it is the rigid base assumption, or the method of computing input motions which relies2518
on a 1D within TF, that produces excessive bias at T0. This does not necessarily mean that the2519
1D method is unfit for modelling the site response at these sites, especially when the majority2520
of practical site response applications use the compliant base and incident motion conditions.2521
Previous studies of vertical array sites have generally ignored this and proceeded to compute2522
goodness-of-fit parameters (e.g., Pearson correlation coefficient) between the ETFs and within2523
TTF, even for sites that have a pseudo-resonance at f0,within. This approach is justifiable given2524
that the within boundary condition is theoretically the correct assumption for the vertical array2525
conditions, however, the discrepancy between sites that have a pseudo-resonance at f0 versus2526
those that have a true resonance should be considered when judging the performance of site2527
response techniques. Perhaps one way to account for this, while maintaining fidelity to the cor-2528
rect boundary condition assumptions (i.e., the within condition), is to ignore or exclude these2529
pseudo-resonances when calculating goodness-of-fit parameters.2530
Additional insights into the performance of these site response models can be made by2531
removing the overall model bias, a, from the mean total site residual (see Equation 4.6). Figure2532
C.4, in Appendix C, plots these bias-corrected site terms in the same format as Figure 4.12.2533
As discussed in Section 4.3.2.1, this overall model bias is likely significantly contributed to by2534
underdamping from the Rayleigh damping formulation with a low Dmin value of 1 % based on2535
laboratory data. Once this bias effect is removed, some interesting trends are observed.2536
For Group 1, which was shown to have less down-going wave effects and not be controlled2537
by a pseudo-resonance at T0 (due to large a large impedance contrast), the site terms (top panels2538
of Figure C.4) are close to zero at T0. This suggests that the amplifications across these large2539
impedance contrasts are actually captured relatively well when effects such as the underesti-2540
mation of damping are removed. For forward predictions, this is perhaps the most significant2541
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aspect to critique about these models. For Groups 2 and 3, which are generally controlled by a2542
pseudo-resonance at T0, there is still significant overprediction at T0, which is expected based2543
on interpretation of median ETFs and the previous discussion in this section. For all groups, the2544
bias-corrected site terms indicate little prediction error for T < T0, suggesting that predictions2545
in this period range can be improved by correcting issues such as the low values of Dmin.2546
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4.3.2.3 Estimates of Surface IM Uncertainty from 2D Models2547
Within-realization (σW ) and total (σT ) standard deviations for all IMs are plotted against2548
impedance ratio (RV ) in Figure 4.13. All sites are included in each panel, with the left panels2549
being for σW and the right panels for σT . These results quantify the spatial variability of IMs2550
along the ground surface, and the epistemic uncertainty from VS site characterization. As ex-2551
pected from previous studies (e.g., de la Torre et al., 2021), σW and σT increase with increasing2552
strength of the heterogeneities (i.e., σlnV s). Note the different y-axis scales for each IM. The2553
standard deviations for Ia, which range from about 0.2 to 0.4, are significantly greater than for2554
other IMs which are closer to 0.1 to 0.2. In this study there are now many different site condi-2555
tions, so results can be plotted as a function of various site parameters. A trend of increasing2556
σW and σT as a function of RV is visible in Figure 4.13. This may be because the reflections of2557
down-going waves, off of bedrock or a large impedance contrast, back toward the surface may2558
be complicating the response at the surface. No notable trend as a function of f0 was predicted2559
(See Fig C.8 in Appendix C).2560
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4.4 Conclusions2561
In this study, a method for modelling soil heterogeneity in 2D site response analyses via2562
spatially-correlated random fields was applied to a database of 21 vertical array sites in Cal-2563
ifornia. Results were compared to those from conventional 1D analyses, and to observations2564
recorded at the vertical arrays. The 2D method significantly improves predictions of median2565
ETF peaks, especially for sites with a high f0 and/or high variability in ETFs (i.e., high σMlnET F2566
or σ f0). This improvement is attributed to scattering of energy in time and space, as well as2567
the spatial averaging of TTFs. The improvements to individual transfer functions (i.e., the aver-2568
age amplification factor at peaks of individual TFs, not the amplification factors of median TF2569
peaks) is more modest. However, a reduction in amplification factors compared to 1D analyses2570
is still realized. For sites that are especially-well modelled by a 1D approach, and appear to2571
have relatively uniform and simple velocity structures (e.g., Wildlife Liquefaction Array and2572
Treasure Island), 2D methods with generic levels of spatial variability may over-represent the2573
heterogeneity and consequently underpredict amplifications at higher mode frequencies. This2574
highlights the importance of developing site-specific random-field input parameters in future2575
work, which was outside the scope of this paper.2576
The 2D analyses are capable of partially capturing some of the complexities, presumably2577
attributed to multidimensional wave propagation, visible in ETFs. Examples of this are the2578
double f0 peak of Treasure Island (Site 21; as discussed in Section 4.3.1.1), and the unusually2579
flat ETFs for Foster City (Site 18), which are both represented in TTFs to some extent, although2580
not to the extent of ETFs. Treasure Island is one of four sites that displays a double peak in2581
T T F and Foster City is the flattest of all T T Fs. Some of these effects visible in ETFs may be2582
caused by the inherent velocity structures of these 1D VS profiles, which may or may not be2583
properly represented at all sites. On the contrary, these complexities are not represented at all2584
in 1D analyses.2585
There are, however, complexities in ETFs at several sites that are not captured by this 2D2586
method (e.g., the extremely high variability in f0 at Site 1 - Borrego Valley). This has three2587
implications regarding phenomena that are not adequately modelled. First, the 1D VS profile2588
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does not sufficiently represent the actual site velocity structure. Second, additional phenomena2589
are not currently represented in these models (e.g., non-vertical incidence of wavefield). Third,2590
other scattering phenomena are occurring at length-scales larger than what is modelled by the2591
heterogeneities and domain extent of these 2D analyses. It is consistently observed that the 2D2592
method has less influence on f0 compared to higher modes. Interestingly, the opposite trend2593
is observed in ETF, which have a higher standard deviation for f0 than higher modes. This2594
is likely because f0 is often controlled or influenced by the depth to bedrock or the depth of2595
the sensor. The disregard for fluctuations in bedrock depth or incidence-angle of the wavefield2596
creates this limitation in modelling the observed variability in f0.2597
Within-realization and total standard deviations of TTF IMs were compared to event-to-2598
event standard deviations of ETF IMs. The former represents spatial variability (in the models),2599
and the latter represents event-to-event variability (in the observations). However, it is likely2600
that both are influenced by the phenomenon of waves propagating through complex and hetero-2601
geneous near-surface geologic structure. The observed and predicted standard deviations are2602
generally consistent, except for σ f0 which is greatly underestimated by 2D models. This again2603
highlights that the 2D analyses do not greatly influence the phenomena that affects f0 and that2604
future work should consider these effects.2605
Residuals of surface ground motion IMs (including spectral accelerations) were also com-2606
puted. Negligible differences were observed between 1D rigid base analyses and 2D analyses2607
that use the derived incident motion. Most significantly, this is due to the reliance of comput-2608
ing the incident motion on a 1D transfer function, which greatly overpredicts the destructive2609
interference of up- and down-going waves. Another reason could be the inconsistency in f02610
between ETF and TTF (see Figure 4.5). This would result in slightly different positions (i.e.,2611
periods) of the peaks in response spectra of observed and predicted surface motions. This is2612
one of the reasons for evaluating amplification factor residuals, independent of the frequency at2613
which they occur, in previous discussion sections related to Transfer Functions (Section 4.3.1).2614
The overall modal bias for spectral accelerations indicates a tendency for 1D and 2D mod-2615
els to overpredict over the full period range. This is consistent with previous studies that have2616
found that using laboratory-based estimates of Dmin underestimates the observed attenuation,2617
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resulting in overprediction of the surface ground motion. Further investigation into total resid-2618
uals for individual sites clearly shows that another significant contribution to the overpredicting2619
bias is the overprediction at f0 from the within TTF. This overprediction at f0,within is espe-2620
cially true for sites where this frequency corresponds to a pseudo-resonance (i.e., Groups 2 and2621
3 where the peak in the within TTF is due to destructive interference between up-going and2622
down-going waves as opposed to impedance amplification from a large velocity contrast). As2623
pointed out by Tao and Rathje (2020a), this overprediction at pseudo-resonances will not gen-2624
erally persist in practical applications of forward analyses, in which typically a compliant base2625
with an incident input motion is used. This issue presents a challenge in interpreting vertical2626
array observations and simulations, and should be considered when judging the performance of2627
1D and 2D site response modelling techniques.2628
4.5 Data and resources2629
The Afshari et al. (2018) database was downloaded from the DesignSafe-CI Data Depot.2630
New Zealand eScience Infrastructure’s (NeSI) high performance computing facilities and con-2631
sulting support were used for all analyses and post-processing. More information is available at2632
URL https://www.nesi.org.nz. All figures were generated in Python.2633
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Conclusions2640
In this dissertation, two distinct studies have been performed, both with the overarching2641
goal of validating and improving site response predictions. The first (Chapter 2) relates to2642
combining the results of 3D physics-based ground motion simulations with 1D nonlinear site2643
response analyses. The objective was to incorporate 3D regional-scale wave-propagation phe-2644
nomena in site response predictions, or, alternatively, to incorporate more rigorous site-specific2645
effects into large scale 3D simulations. The second study (Chapters 3 and 4) was to incorpo-2646
rate the influence of soil heterogeneity and wave scattering on 2D site response. The following2647
sections summarize the key contributions of this work and the implications for the field of site2648
response analysis. Limitations of the studies and recommendations for future work to continue2649
improving the methods are also provided.2650
5.1 Key contributions2651
5.1.1 Modeling Nonlinear Site Effects in Physics-Based Ground Motion2652
Simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence2653
Perhaps the most significant finding of Chapter 2 is that ground motion predictions using2654
physics-based ground motion simulations rival those of conventional empirically-based ground2655
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motion models (GMM). The overall model bias and uncertainty for a database of 11 events2656
from the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence at 20 strong motion stations are compa-2657
rable between these two prediction methods, albeit, the GMM results in significantly more bias2658
at periods longer than 5 seconds. Another benefit of the physics-based simulation method is2659
that event- and site-specific time series for subsequent time history analyses are output, unlike2660
predictions with a GMM which require a ground-motion selection process to identify candidate2661
motions from historic events of other regions.2662
When comparing the wave-propagation site response method to the simpler empirical site2663
amplification model for modelling site effects of simulated ground motions, significant im-2664
provements are only realized for a small number of sites that exhibit exceptionally strong site2665
effects (e.g., sites HVSC and REHS). HVSC has a large impedance contrast close to the surface2666
(Jeong and Bradley, 2017a), and REHS has a very soft organic silt layer approximately 8 m2667
thick (Wotherspoon et al., 2014). For the remainder of the sites, the site response predictions2668
are comparable and/or the improvements are clouded by uncertainty in the input motion (i.e.,2669
the simulated ground motions).2670
5.1.2 2D Geotechnical Site-Response Analysis including Soil Heterogene-2671
ity and Wave Scattering2672
This chapter developed a method for modelling soil heterogeneity in 2D site response anal-2673
yses using spatially correlated random fields. A detailed parametric analysis was performed to2674
understand the influence on the predicted site response from various random field input pa-2675
rameters, including standard deviation of VS (σlnV s), vertical and horizontal correlation lengths2676
(rV and rH), and the anisotropy factor (aH/V = rH/rV ). 1D randomized VS profiles were also2677
extracted from 2D VS models and analysed in a 1D framework. By comparing results from2678
2D and 1D randomized analyses, the effects of 1D vertical heterogeneities, and smoothing of2679
the median transfer function due to averaging can be isolated from those caused by 2D wave-2680
propagation phenomena.2681
This method was found capable of scattering seismic waves and producing spatially vary-2682
ing ground motions along the ground surface. The effects of the heterogeneities increase with2683
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increasing σlnV s as the heterogeneities become stronger. A clear relationship was observed2684
between wavelength, length scale of the heterogeneities, and the potential for waves to be scat-2685
tered. In the context of idealized single-layer soil profiles, for lower median VS values and2686
high frequencies (i.e., shorter wavelengths), and larger values of rV (i.e., larger heterogeneity2687
length scales) the influence of wave scattering becomes more pronounced and the variability in2688
surface ground-motion increases. Given this relationship, IMs controlled by high frequencies2689
(e.g., PGA and Arias intensity) were most influenced by the heterogeneities, and were generally2690
reduced due to the energy of the ground motion being scattered in time and space.2691
While 1D randomized analyses (1DRand) were able to produce results that match 2D analy-2692
ses for some lower frequency IMs (e.g., median transfer functions at f < 10 Hz, f0, and SA(T0)),2693
medians and standard deviations of high-frequency IMs (e.g., transfer function at f > 10 Hz,2694
PGA, and Arias intensity) were not appropriately captured. This is because these higher fre-2695
quencies are influenced by 2D wave-propagation phenomena, such as wave-scattering, which2696
are not accounted for in a 1D framework. The 1DRand models produce higher median values of2697
PGA and Arias intensity, but underpredict their total standard deviations.2698
Overall, this method was considered a viable way to consider more complex multi-2699
dimensional phenomena and improve site response predictions. Therefore, the method was2700
extended to the validation study of Chapter 4.2701
5.1.3 Can Modelling Soil Heterogeneity in 2D Site Response Analyses Im-2702
prove Predictions at Vertical Array Sites?2703
Chapter 4 extended the 2D site response approach developed in Chapter 3 to vertical ar-2704
ray sites. A database of 21 sites in California was chosen to use for validation of the elastic2705
behaviour of 2D site response including soil heterogeneities. Clear improvements in the predic-2706
tion of median empirical transfer functions (ETF) were observed with the 2D method, especially2707
for sites with high f0 and/or high event-to-event variability in ETFs (i.e., high σMlnET F or σ f0).2708
For two sites that display exceptionally good 1D behaviour (Treasure Island and WLA), the2709
2D method actually performs worse than the 1D method. For these sites, higher modes (i.e.,2710
f2 and f3 are significantly underpredicted when the 2D approach is used, suggesting that the2711
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level of heterogeneity considered in the models may overrepresent the spatial variability of soil2712
properties in these more uniform sites. Event-to-event standard deviations of ETFs and ETF2713
IMs are comparable to within-realization and total standard deviations of theoretical transfer2714
functions (TTFs) and TTF IMs, except for σ f0 which is greatly underestimated in 2D models.2715
f0 is typically controlled by the depth to bedrock or a large impedance contrast, and corresponds2716
to larger wavelengths than what is modelled in 2D heterogeneities. The 2D models have less2717
influence at f0 than at higher modes because the depth to bedrock is maintained constant across2718
the width of the model. For this reason, generally greater improvements are observed at higher2719
mode frequencies.2720
To better understand down-going wave effects, such as the destructive interference ob-2721
served in 1D within motions and pseudo-resonances, surface ground motions and IMs for 2D2722
models were calculated using two input motion assumptions. The first used a 1D incident/within2723
transfer function to approximate the observed incident motion, and the second assumes that the2724
observed DH motion is the incident motion. The former input motion (which is equivalent to a2725
1D rigid base analyses without the presence of heterogeneities) severely overpredicts SA at T0,2726
especially for sites controlled by a pseudo-resonances. On the contrary, the later input motion2727
results in essentially no bias at T0. This highlights the great sensitivity of results to boundary2728
condition assumptions, and the severity of the overprediction of the destructive interference in2729
the within motion from 1D analyses. As suggested by Tao and Rathje (2020b), it is important to2730
consider these differences and identify pseudo-resonances when interpreting the ability for site2731
response methods to predict the surface motion. This is especially true because forward predic-2732
tions of site response using outcrop motions generally do not rely on a rigid base or a 1D within2733
TF, both of which predict near-perfect destructive cancellation of the up- and down-going waves2734
resulting in severe over-amplification in a forward analysis.2735
The overall model bias indicates overprediction of spectral accelerations across the full2736
period range and all other IMs. As many other previous studies have shown (e.g., Thompson2737
et al., 2012; Kaklamanos et al., 2015; Kokusho, 2017; Afshari and Stewart, 2019; Tao and2738
Rathje, 2019), laboratory-based minimum damping values (Dmin), underestimate the attenuation2739
observed in vertical arrays, even for weak elastic ground motions. The use of slightly higher2740
Dmin would undoubtedly improve predictions, but the aim of this study was to model such2741
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energy dissipation or attenuation mechanisms explicitly by incorporating soil heterogeneity.2742
Reductions in amplification factors of transfer functions are observed through modelling these2743
heterogeneities, especially when averaging spatially across many locations. However, there2744
is room for improvement through future work, such as accounting for fluctuations in bedrock2745
depth and layer thickness, and the non-vertical incidence angle and spatial variability of the2746
incident wavefield.2747
5.2 Recommendations for future work2748
5.2.1 Modelling Pore Pressure Generation at Liquefiable Christchurch2749
Strong Motion Stations2750
As discussed in Chapter 2, only total-stress site response was considered in this study,2751
that is, the influence of pore pressure generation and liquefaction was neglected. An obvious2752
extension is to use effective-stress site response analyses to model these effects. While the2753
large majority of sites did not display any manifestation of liquefaction in most events, there2754
are sites that had minor to severe liquefaction manifestation in the Christchurch, 2011 MW 6.22755
earthquake (Bradley, 2012; Wotherspoon et al., 2014). These sites were CHHC, CMHS, HPSC2756
(severe in both Darfield and Christchurch earthquakes), PRPC, and SHLC. While the generation2757
of pore pressure at these sites does not significantly influence the overall model bias (for all site2758
and events considered), there may be room for considerable improvements at these sites by2759
considering effective-stress site response. Phrased in a slightly different way: the question of2760
whether the use of 3D simulated ground motions can improve effective-stress site response2761
predictions at liquefiable sites is a topic that is definitely worth exploring.2762
5.2.2 Refinement of 3D Simulations and Extension to Other Regions2763
In Chapter 2, it was also found that the uncertainty in the input motions (i.e., the simulated2764
motions) is large enough that it is difficult to truly perceive improvements from the specific2765
method used to predict site effects at the majority of sites considered. Since the time the simu-2766
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lations for this study were run, improvements and refinements have been made to the simulation2767
methodology (e.g., Lee et al., 2020, 2021). It would be interesting to re-assess the results of this2768
study using refined simulations, ideally with less bias and uncertainty, and considering the ef-2769
fects of pore pressure generation. Additionally, this study can be extended to other regions of2770
interest, such as in Wellington, where the complex basin geometry and variable near-surface2771
soils create highly spatially varying motions across the city.2772
5.2.3 Incorporating the Effects of Variable Bedrock Depth and Actual 2D2773
Soil Layering in 2D Analyses2774
The 2D method implemented in Chapters 3 and 4 does not account for any lateral vari-2775
ations in the depth of each layer boundary, including the depth to bedrock. Hallal and Cox2776
(2021a,b) have highlighted that the depth to bedrock has a significant influence on the average2777
response of a site. These effects are especially pronounced at f0, which is intuitive given that2778
f0 is often controlled by the depth to bedrock or a major impedance contrast. As discussed2779
in Chapters 3 and 4, this 2D approach does not significantly influence the response at f0 be-2780
cause the lengthscales of heterogeneities considered here are not large enough to influence the2781
long wavelengths corresponding to f0. Accounting for variability in bedrock depth in these 2D2782
models is a relatively trivial extension, assuming that a 2D/3D velocity model, such as those in2783
Hallal and Cox (2021a,b), is available for the site. It should be noted that developing such a2784
2D/3D VS model is far from trivial, and requires significant experience and field data. However,2785
a systematic study to understand the extend to which this may improve predictions would be2786
valuable.2787
5.2.4 Incorporating the Effects of Non-Vertically Incident Wave-Fields2788
and the Spatial Variability of Input Motion on 2D Site Response2789
While the extension discussed above to consider fluctuations in bedrock depth is a large2790
undertaking, as it requires an accurate 2D VS model, there are simpler ways to account for these2791
large scale wave propagation phenomena in a 1D or 2D context. As in Thompson et al. (2009,2792
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2012), the assumed incidence angle of the wavefield can be modified in a 1D or 2D framework2793
to be non-vertical. Conventional site response analyses, including the 2D analyses performed2794
in this dissertation, consider the incidence angle of the wavefield to be vertical. Thompson2795
et al. (2009, 2012) have observed improvements in predictions by considering modifications in2796
the incidence angle. The idea is that the incidence angle of the wavefield will not necessarily2797
be perfectly vertical for all events and that slight variations in the incidence angle may help2798
improve predictions at certain sites.2799
In a similar manner, the incident ground motion at the depth of the bottom of the model2800
will not be perfectly uniform along a distance of 1 km (i.e., the width of the 2D models), as is2801
assumed in these 2D models. Just like the ground motion varies along the surface of the 2D2802
models analysed here, the incident motion at depth, in reality, would vary spatially. The spatial2803
variability of the incident motion can be accounted for by modelling the incoherence of ground2804
motions using a simplified model such as that presented in Ancheta et al. (2011).2805
5.2.5 Site-Specific Quantification of Soil Heterogeneity for Random Field2806
Generation2807
As explained in Section 4.3.1.3, the level of heterogeneity varies from site to site, therefore,2808
the random field input parameters (including the strength of the heterogeneity) should ideally2809
be site-specific. This study only considers generic values of σlnV s = 0.15 and 0.25 for all2810
sites. While developing site-specific random field input parameters was outside of the scope2811
of this study, it is the goal of many research studies (e.g., Popescu, 1995; Bong and Stuedlein,2812
2017; Ching et al., 2018). Rigorous quantification of the level and nature of heterogeneities2813
at a particular site from in-situ testing is a challenging undertaking, which could significantly2814
improve results for these type of analyses.2815
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Appendix A2817
Appendix to Chapter 22818
A.1 Summary2819
This section presents the appendix to Chapter 2: Modeling Nonlinear Site Effects in2820
Physics-Based Ground Motion Simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence.2821
A.2 Earthquakes and Sites Considered Supplementary Ta-2822
bles and Figures2823
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Table A.1: Earthquake events considered from the 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence.
Event Date MW Event ID
4 September 2010 7.1 1
19 October 2010 4.8 2
26 December 2010 4.7 3
22 February 2011 6.2 4
16 April 2011 5.0 5
13 June 2011 (1:01 p.m.) 5.3 6
13 June 2011 (2:20 p.m.) 6.0 7
21 June 2011 5.2 8
23 December 2011 (12:58 p.m.) 5.8 9
23 December 2011 (2:18 p.m.) 5.9 10
14 February 2016 5.8 11
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Figure A.1: Shear wave velocity profiles for the 20 sites considered separated by group as:
(a) Central Business District (CBD), (b) Eastern suburbs, (c) Western stiff gravel sites, and (d)
other sites. Locations of the sites are given in Figure 2.2
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Table A.2: Geometric mean horizontal PGA observed at all strong motion stations from the 11
events considered. Event IDs listed in Table A.1, and SMS locations shown in Figure 2.2. The
symbol “–” means the event was not recorded at that station.
Geometric mean PGA for each event ID (g)
SMS ID T∗1 (s)
* VS30 (m/s)** 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
CACS 0.16 435 0.20 0.03 0.02 0.19 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.03
CBGS 0.51 197 0.16 0.07 0.27 0.51 0.07 0.18 0.17 0.08 0.16 0.21 0.10
CCCC 0.60 182 0.21 0.10 0.22 0.41 – – – – 0.14 0.17 0.15
CHHC 0.54 196 0.17 0.09 0.16 0.37 0.15 0.19 0.21 0.11 0.17 0.22 –
CMHS 0.58 213 0.24 0.17 0.14 0.37 0.13 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.16 0.17 –
HPSC 0.55 206 0.15 0.04 0.05 0.20 0.14 0.18 0.26 0.07 0.21 0.26 0.20
HVSC 0.39 350 0.61 0.10 0.11 1.36 0.73 0.43 0.83 0.28 0.26 0.51 0.15
KPOC 0.32 257 0.32 0.01 0.01 0.20 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.07 – 0.29 –
LINC 0.24 300 0.47 0.03 0.02 0.12 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.11 0.05 0.07 0.03
NBLC 0.77 189 – 0.04 0.02 – 0.14 0.23 0.21 0.04 0.20 – 0.20
NNBS 0.66 204 0.20 0.04 0.04 0.61 0.16 0.22 0.18 0.06 – – –
PPHS 0.48 180 0.22 0.05 0.09 0.20 0.05 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.10 0.14 –
PRPC 0.57 196 0.21 0.05 0.09 0.62 0.22 0.31 0.34 0.09 0.29 – –
REHS 0.59 155 0.25 0.08 0.25 0.52 0.10 0.19 0.26 0.09 0.20 0.26 0.16
RHSC 0.29 286 0.22 0.28 – 0.28 0.08 0.09 0.20 0.20 0.16 0.16 0.06
ROLC 0.19 350 0.40 0.01 0.02 0.17 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.02
SHLC 0.51 207 0.19 0.09 0.14 0.32 0.12 0.26 0.21 0.08 0.21 0.25 0.17
SMTC 0.41 219 0.17 0.02 0.03 0.17 0.03 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.15 –
SWNC 0.15 400 0.22 0.02 0.01 0.20 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.16 –
TPLC 0.22 350 0.28 0.06 0.03 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.23 0.07 0.08 0.02
* T ∗1 = “profile period”, the fundamental period of the pressure independent 1D VS profile.
** VS30 values used to compute empirical site amplification.
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A.3 Between-event residuals, δBe2824
The between-event residual represents the event-specific deviation in residuals from the2825
total model bias discussed in the previous section. Figure A.2 plots the between-event residual2826
for all events, and the standard deviation in between-event residuals for all three methods as a2827
function of vibration period. From Figure A.2(a, b, and c) it is evident that, for a given event,2828
the between-event residual is nearly constant for T < 1 s. By contrast, in the LF component2829
(i.e., T > 1 s), there is significant variability in the between-event residual across periods. A2830
hypothesis for this observation is related to the modeling of event stress drop parameter. For2831
simplicity, the high frequency simulations all use a constant stress drop in the source model-2832
ing. Although research has shown that there is variation in stress drop across events of the2833
Canterbury Earthquake Sequence (Oth and Kaiser, 2014), there does not exist a non-constant2834
predictive model for this parameter. A change in the adopted stress parameter value results in a2835
near-uniform shift of acceleration response spectral amplitudes across the full period range (i.e.,2836
T < 1 s for the HF simulation). This suggests that the approximately constant imprecision for2837
T < 1 s of an individual event seen in Figure A.2a may be a result of the assumption of constant2838
stress drop across all events.2839
Because the mean of all δBe is zero, a meaningful comparison between analysis meth-2840
ods is made by comparing the uncertainty or standard deviation in δBe, or τ (Fig A.2d). For2841
T > 1 s, there is little difference in uncertainty between the three analysis methods, which is2842
reasonable as the shallow site amplification (especially for the 1D wave propagation analysis)2843
is negligible at periods longer than the profile period (T ∗1 = 0.15−0.77 s). A modest reduction2844
in uncertainty is observed when nonlinear site effects are modeled in simulations using either2845
site response method for T < 1 s. The reduction in total uncertainty, σ , in this period range can2846
be predominately attributed to this reduction in between-event uncertainty, τ . In this context, a2847
reduction in τ suggest that, on average, the spectral acceleration amplitudes are more precisely2848
predicted across all stations and events when site response is considered.2849
Further investigation into the residuals reveals there is no statistically significant depen-2850
dence on magnitude in these between-event residuals. Particularly high residuals (large un-2851
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derprediction) are observed for the offshore MW 5.9 earthquake from 23 Decemeber 2011 (i.e.,2852
event 10), which may suggest imprecision or incompleteness in the source modeling for this2853
event. Although these unusually large residuals could also be influenced by source-to-site path2854
effects (i.e., the velocity model in this region), there are two other events in this general offshore2855
region (i.e., events 9 and 11; see Fig 2.1), for which this effect is not evident.2856
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Figure A.2: Between-event residuals, δBe, for all 11 events from (a) the wave propagation site
response, (b) empirical site response and (c) reference viscoelastic simulations, and (d) standard
deviation of between-event residuals, τ , for all three cases as a function of vibration period.
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A.4 Systematic residuals for different sub-regions of2857
Christchurch2858
To further illustrate potential reasons for systematic departures of predictions relative to ob-2859
servations, and determine possible avenues for improvement, the sites are divided into groups2860
based on geographic region and site response characteristics as noted in Figure 2.2. The system-2861
atic residual for sites in three different regions of Christchurch (i.e., Central Business District,2862
Eastern Suburbs, and Western Stiff Gravel sites) are in Figure A.3(a, c, and e) for the wave2863
propagation analysis and in Figure A.3(b, d, and f) for the empirical method.2864
Figure A.3 (b, d, and f) clearly show the influence of the model bias (a; Figure 2.5a),2865
in the systematic residual for all sites, which is especially pronounced at T = 1− 3 s in the2866
empirical method. As discussed in Section 2.5.1, the empirical method greatly overpredicts2867
long periods. On the contrary, this systematic overprediction across all sites is not visible in2868
the wave propagation results [i.e., Fig A.3 (a, c, and e)]. It is also apparent that for all regions2869
there is a slight overprediction for T < 0.2 s which is greater for the wave propagation analysis2870
and most pronounced at T = 0.1 s. This is likely attributed to overprediction from the reference2871
input motions and insufficient damping of high frequencies in 1D wave propagation analyses2872
(refer to Section 2.5.1 for further discussion).2873
Stiff gravel sites (Fig A.3e and f) at which shallow site response is expected to be trivial,2874
can provide insight into the bias in the simulated input motions used for site response analyses.2875
For these sites, as expected, all three analysis methods result in similar overall systematic bias2876
(e.g., Fig 2.8d). Because site amplification quantified using conventional methods is negligible2877
at these site, the reference viscoelastic simulations should closely reproduce observed ground2878
motions if the underlying simulations were “perfect”. The fact that there is bias in the reference2879
simulations for a stiff site, suggests that there is imprecision in the input ground motions (i.e.,2880
the deconvolved reference simulations). This uncertainty is further analyzed in Section A.4.0.12881
of this appendix in terms of within-event single-station standard deviations.2882
Another notable observation from Figure A.3c is that the overprediction at short periods2883
is most pronounced for the wave propagation analysis at the Eastern Suburbs sites, some of2884
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which are liquefiable and liquefied during some of the events considered (Bradley and Cubri-2885
novski, 2011; Wotherspoon et al., 2014). It is important to consider what effect, if any, pore-2886
water-pressure generation may have had on the short period spectral acceleration intensities2887
and residuals for these sites. Stations HPSC, NNBS, and SHLC are considered liquefiable and2888
had liquefaction manifestation (either by surface manifestation or in ground motion records)2889
in one to three events of the 11 events considered. Further investigation into residuals shows2890
that at HPSC and SHLC, four out of five of the strongest events (i.e., largest observed PGAs)2891
were overpredicted at short periods. It is possible that consideration of pore-pressure generation2892
with an effective stress analysis would result in deamplification at short periods and improve2893
simulations for these particular cases by better capturing the near-surface response of lique-2894
fiable deposits. However, the number of ground motions for which pore-pressure generation2895
was significant is small relative to the total number of ground motions used to generate Fig-2896
ure A.3c, and therefore, they would likely not greatly influence the mean systematic residual2897
for the region. Additionally, another site in this region that did not manifest liquefaction (i.e.,2898
NBLC) also displays this overprediction of short periods, implying that this may be a regional2899
effect in the reference input ground motions in combination with the limitations of the 1D wave2900
propagation analysis discussed in Section 2.5.1.2901
To elaborate on the comparison between wave propagation and empirical systematic resid-2902
uals made in Figure A.3, the systematic residuals from both analysis methods at the profile2903
period, T ∗1 , of each site are directly compared in Figure A.4. Points that fall on the 1:1 diago-2904
nals are sites for which the wave propagation and empirical methods have the same systematic2905
residual. Points that plot in the left and right quadrants (i.e., green-colored regions in the color2906
print) of the figure suggest that the wave propagation method improved the simulations when2907
compared to simulations with VS30-based site response, and the opposite is true for the top and2908
bottom quadrants (i.e., red-colored regions in the color print). It is evident that the major-2909
ity of points plot on or near the diagonals, suggesting that either (1) VS30-based site response2910
appropriately captures the response of these “standard” sites, (2) the uncertainty in the input2911
motion is such that the models cannot effectively capture the site response and realize benefits2912
from explicit modeling of site response, or (3) the assumptions in the 1D wave propagation2913
model (including site characterization and constitutive model inputs) are not providing addi-2914
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tional value.2915
It is, however, evident that three sites (i.e., REHS, HVSC, and RHSC) plot well off the2916
1:1 line into the right quadrant meaning that the residual from the wave propagation analysis is2917
significantly smaller than from the empirical VS30-based method. As discussed in the previous2918
section (i.e., Sec 2.5.3) and shown in Figure 2.7, these sites exhibit strong site amplification2919
at the profile period that is not captured using VS30-based site amplification. On the contrary,2920
there are only two sites (i.e., SWNC and CACS) that notably plot off the 1:1 lines into the2921
top and bottom quadrant (i.e., the VS30-based residual is smaller than the wave propagation2922
residual). These two sites are Western Stiff Gravel sites for which the modeled site response is2923
less pronounced than the remaining sites, suggesting that the imprecision may be in the input2924
motions and not the site response for these two cases.2925
The results in Figure A.4 agree with recommendations from Campbell and Bozorgnia2926
(2014) who suggest not using the generic VS30-based nonlinear site response function for soft or2927
atypical sites. It is indeed evident that using the simplified empirical VS30-based site response is2928
not appropriate for very soft sites or sites with large near-surface impedance contrasts. About2929
15% of the sites considered are substantially better represented by explicitly modeling site re-2930
sponse using the wave propagation analysis while for the remaining sites there is no notable2931
improvement from using wave propagation analysis.2932
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Figure A.3: Systematic portion of the spectral acceleration residual (i.e., a+δS2S) from wave
propagation (left) and empirical (right) methods for sites in (a, b) Christchurch Central Business
District, (c, d) Eastern suburbs, and (e, f) Western stiff gravel sites.
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Figure A.4: Direct comparison of systematic effect at the profile period, T ∗1 , of each site between
wave propagation and empirical methods colored by group. The left and right axis quadrants
(colored in green in the color print) represent smaller magnitude of residuals for the wave prop-
agation site response analysis method than the VS30-based empirical method.
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A.4.0.1 Inference of uncertainty in input motion with analysis of reference stiff soil sites2933
To better understand the uncertainty in the simulated input motion and its potential in-2934
fluence on the results of the wave propagation site response analysis, the within-event single-2935
station standard deviation with site and event term corrections for individual sites (i.e., φSS,s;2936
the standard deviation of δWes) are compared. Figure A.5 plots φSS,s from the wave propagation2937
analysis for all sites in the CBD, Eastern suburbs, and Western stiff gravel sites groups. One2938
would anticipate that for stiff sites, for which near-surface site effects via impedance contrast2939
are conventially considered negligible, the ground motion could be predicted with less uncer-2940
tainty than for sites that include moderate to strong site amplification and uncertainty in the site2941
response. However, Figure A.5 shows that for the Western stiff gravel sites (i.e., the stiffest2942
sites with the least site amplification), the single-station uncertainty is generally similar to that2943
for sites in other groups, and the mean across all sites in the group is larger for T < 1 s. This2944
provides insight regarding the imprecision in the deconvolved reference simulations used as2945
input motions which may be limiting the potential for the site-specific ground response analy-2946
sis to improve simulations. Other research also provides insight to the outcomes in this study.2947
For example, while there is certainly imprecision in the site characterization, development of2948
shear wave velocity profiles, and determination of input parameters for site response modeling,2949
Bazzurro and Cornell (2004) also found that the prediction of nonlinear site amplification is2950
controlled more by the uncertainty or variability in input motions than the uncertainty in soil2951
parameters. The results of previous studies along with the individual site φSS,s presented in this2952
section suggest that imprecision in the simulated input motion may be a notable reason for not2953
observing appreciable reduction in the overall event-corrected single-station standard deviations2954
(φSS) when site response is modeled explicitly.2955
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Figure A.5: Single-station standard deviations, φSS,s, from wave propagation analysis for indi-
vidual sites grouped into (a) Central Business District, (b) Eastern suburbs, and (c) Western stiff
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A.5 Components of standard deviation compared with pub-2956
lished empirical models2957
Elaborating on Section 2.6, Figure A.6 compares the components of standard deviation2958
from the three physics-based simulation approaches to those from ground motion prediction2959
by an empirical GMM (Bradley, 2013) for the same dataset of earthquakes and strong motion2960
stations. The figure shows that the GMM generally has lower between-event uncertainty, τ , for2961
the entire period range, and higher site-to-site uncertainty, φS2S for T > 5 s.2962
To further scrutinize the magnitude of standard deviations from the physics-based simu-2963
lations, Figure A.7 compares all components of standard deviation for PGA prediction from2964
this study to those from other empirical models that use different datasets (presented in Lin2965
et al., 2011). The results from this study include the wave propagation and empirical methods2966
for modeling site response in simulated ground motions, the reference viscoelastic simulations2967
without site response, and the purely empirical GMM prediction. The other studies presented2968
include Lin et al. (2011), Chen and Tsai (2002), Atkinson (2006), and Chiou and Youngs (2008).2969
The values of standard deviation from physics-based simulations (i.e., this study) are quite com-2970
parable to, and often slightly lower than, those of other published empirical models. The pro-2971
portion of individual components of uncertainty to the total uncertainty for this study are also2972
within expected ranges from other studies. This gives confidence that ground motion predic-2973
tion can be achieved via physics-based simulations with comparable uncertainty to that of the2974
standard of practice using empirical models.2975
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Figure A.6: Four components of standard deviation (σ , τ , φS2S, and φSS) as a function of vibra-
tion period for all four analysis methods.
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Figure A.7: Components of standard deviation from this study and other published empiri-
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A.6 Miscellaneous Supplementary Figures2976
Figure A.8 shows site-to-site residuals as a function of vibration period for simulations2977
with empirical VS30-based site response (Fig A.8a) and for viscoelastic reference simulations2978
(Fig A.8b) with curves color-coded by VS30 of each site. Figure A.9 plots systematic residu-2979
als (i.e., bias + δS2S) from all four analysis methods (wave propagation, empirical, reference2980
viscoelastic, and GMM) for all 20 sites.2981
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Figure A.8: Site-to-site residuals as a function of vibration period for (a) simulations with
empirical VS30-based site response and (b) viscoelastic reference simulations with curves color-
coded by V S30 of each site.
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Figure A.9: Systematic residuals (i.e., bias + δS2S) as a function of period from all four analysis
methods (wave propagation, empirical, reference viscoelastic, and GMM) for all 20 sites.
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Appendix to Chapter 32984
B.1 Summary2985
This section presents the appendices to Chapter 3: 2D Geotechnical Site-Response Analysis2986
including Soil Heterogeneity and Wave Scattering.2987
The appendices contain additional figures, with interpretation, to supplement the discussion2988
in the paper, and are referenced throughout the main paper. Appendix B.2 compares differ-2989
ent boundary conditions in OpenSees and describes the implications of using each model as-2990
sumption in the context of heterogeneous deposits, Appendix B.3 examines the influence of2991
the covariance model used for random field generation on intensity measures (IMs), Appendix2992
B.4 determines the number of random field realizations required for convergence of IMs, and2993
Appendix B.5 provides additional figures to supplement the discussion throughout the text.2994
– COMPARISON OF VARIOUS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR 2D SITE-2995
RESPONSE ANALYSIS IN OPENSEES2996
– INFLUENCE OF COVARIANCE MODEL FOR RANDOM FIELD GENERA-2997
TION ON SITE-RESPONSE RESULTS2998
– CONVERGENCE OF IMs2999
– ADDITIONAL FIGURES TO SUPPLEMENT DISCUSSION3000
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B.2 Comparison of Various Boundary Conditions for 2D3001
Site-Response Analysis in OpenSees3002
The standard boundary conditions for 1D site-response analysis using the finite element3003
method with a purely horizontal input are periodic lateral boundary conditions (i.e., a node on3004
the left boundary is tied to the corresponding node at the same elevation on the right boundary)3005
and a base that is fixed in the vertical (Y) direction. As OpenSees does not have these boundary3006
conditions included by default, the analyst is required to implement them, therefore, when 2D3007
problems are analyzed, these simplifications that apply to 1D problems are often adopted. In3008
particular, it is common for 2D dynamic models in OpenSees to be used with periodic boundary3009
conditions (‘tiedBoundaries’), a base that is fixed in the vertical direction (‘fixedY’), and a base3010
with nodes that are tied in the horizontal (X) direction (i.e., the entire base moves in unison;3011
‘tiedX’). This was the ‘control’ case that was initially used for this study. Examples of previous3012
studies that have adopted one or all of these boundary condition simplifications are Zhang et al.3013
(2003), Karimi and Dashti (2016), Jeong and Bradley (2017c), Gobbi et al. (2017), and Ramirez3014
et al. (2018)3015
Using this ‘control’ case with standard boundary conditions from 1D site response for 2D3016
site response with soil heterogeneity resulted in strange behaviour observed in the frequency3017
domain at the fundamental frequency of the soil deposit ( f0). Transfer functions appeared to be3018
distorted (compared to 1D analyses) and showed significantly higher peak amplification at f03019
(AF( f0)). This behaviour can be observed directly in nodal and realization transfer functions of3020
Figures B.1, B.2, and B.3. To test whether this response was artificially introduced by the model3021
configuration, a thorough study was launched to identify the cause of this behaviour. Initially,3022
simple things were tested such as: increasing the width of the model (up to 3,000 elements),3023
developing the zero-variance zones, introducing high viscous damping on boundary elements,3024
increasing the duration of the analysis to 100 seconds, changing the fundamental frequency of3025
the Ricker wavelet, increasing the total depth of the model, increasing the minimum damping3026
ratio, and modifying how Fourier spectra were computed (e.g, adding more padding and not3027
applying a smoothing function). None of these solutions solved the problem, they all still3028
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displayed this odd behaviour in the transfer function, therefore, more significant changes to the3029
boundary conditions were investigated.3030
In this appendix, five different model configurations are compared by making incremen-3031
tal modifications to the boundary conditions. This includes two variations on lateral boundary3032
conditions (periodic versus massive free field columns) and four variations on base conditions3033
(nodes fixed in vertical direction and tied to move horizontally uniformly). The most influential3034
modification was releasing the base nodes so that they can each act independently in the hori-3035
zontal direction and are not all tied to displace uniformly. A direct comparison between methods3036
is made by running the different model configurations with the same random field seeds such3037
that the resulting differences in ground response are only attributed to the boundary conditions3038
and not the wave speed of the heterogeneous material. Ten random field seeds were analyzed3039
(with Seed = 1, 2, 3, ..., 10) for all variations of the model. The features of the model that were3040
varied incrementally are described in the following subsections.3041
B.2.1 Periodic lateral boundary conditions3042
The first significant modification to the model configuration was to change the lateral peri-3043
odic boundary conditions. Rather than tying the lateral boundaries to each other (‘tiedBound-3044
aries’), a free field column was approximated on each side by including a massive column (the3045
mass of each element was assigned a mass 10,000 times greater than a standard element by3046
defining the thickness into the page as 10,000 m). These massive columns are within the zero-3047
variance zone, therefore, they have a 1D deterministic velocity profile. The columns enforce3048
this homogeneous “free-field” response on the main model by being significantly more mas-3049
sive than the elements within the main domain. This 2D configuration was verified using a3050
homogeneous velocity model to ensure the response was identical to the control case with pe-3051
riodic boundary conditions. McGann and Arduino (2015), Chin et al. (2016) and de la Maza3052
et al. (2017) are examples of studies that have implemented these massive free field columns in3053
OpenSees.3054
Figures B.1 and B.2 compare results between the two lateral boundary conditions for 2D3055
analyses with velocity perturbations. Figure B.1 plots nodal transfer functions (T Fi, j) for one3056
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random field seed while Figure B.2 directly compares the resulting realization median transfer3057
functions (T Fj) from two random field seeds. While there are slight differences between the3058
two lateral boundary conditions (i.e, the control with periodic boundaries versus the massive3059
free field columns), the response is similar and the strange behaviour around f0 is still visible.3060
Constraints on the base nodes were analyzed next.3061
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Figure B.1: Comparison of nodal transfer functions, T Fi, j, from one random field seed for
two lateral boundary conditions: the control case (‘control tiedBoundaries’) and the proposed
modification (‘massiveFreeFieldColumns’). Seed = 5, VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50
m and aH/V = 10.
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Figure B.2: Comparison of realization mean transfer functions, T Fj, from two random field
seeds for two lateral boundary conditions: the control case (‘control tiedBoundaries’) and the
proposed modification (‘massiveFreeFieldColumns’). VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50
m and aH/V = 10.
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B.2.2 Vertical fixity of base nodes3062
It is convenient to fix base nodes in the vertical Y direction (‘fixedY’), and this idealization3063
is reasonable when only horizontal motion is present in the model. However, the presence of3064
soil heterogeneity generates parasitic vertical motion, including surface waves with a vertical3065
component. In order to create a base that is compliant in the vertical direction, to prevent all3066
vertical motion from being trapped in the model, the base nodes cannot be fixed in Y. This also3067
allows for a vertical input motion which was not considered in this study. Releasing the fixity3068
of base nodes (‘freeY’) requires a multi-step approach in OpenSees. First, the nodes must be3069
fixed in Y and a gravity analysis must be performed to compute the vertical reactions on base3070
nodes. Then the nodes are released, and a force equal to that of the vertical reaction is applied3071
at each node and another gravity analysis is performed for the model to reach equilibrium.3072
Next, dashpots are created at every base node by adding two nodes at the location of each base3073
node. One of these two additional nodes is fully fixed and one is fully free. These dashpot3074
nodes are connected using a zeroLengthElement with a linear viscous material and a dashpot3075
coefficient equal to ρVPAtrib, where ρ = mass density, VP = compression wave velocity, and3076
Atrib = tributary area o f column base (i.e., generally 1− element wide). The free dashpot3077
node is then tied to the corresponding main model node using the equalDOF command. Finally,3078
the dynamic analysis can be performed. Note that in OpenSeesSP, when a model is parallelized,3079
incorrect reactions may be recorded at nodes on the boundary of parallel partitions. This is3080
because the nodes exist in two partitions and the reactions are stored as the correct value in3081
one, and as zero on the other. Therefore, the first gravity analysis to record reactions should3082
be performed on a single processor. The heterogeneity in soil stiffness creates non-uniform3083
reactions along the base, therefore, the gravity analysis to record reactions must be performed3084
for every random field realization.3085
Figures B.3 and B.4 plot nodal and realization transfer functions, respectively, for four3086
model base node conditions. Figure B.5 plots other normalized (by 1DDet) nodal IMs as a3087
function of node position. Comparing the ‘fixedY tiedX’ and ‘freeY tiedX’ cases allows for3088
assessment of the influence of vertical fixity of base nodes on the response. Releasing the verti-3089
cal fixities of base nodes has a negligible effect on horizontal IMs, such as transfer functions, the3090
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fundamental frequency f0 and amplification at f0 (AF( f0)), peak ground acceleration (PGA),3091
spectral acceleration at 1/ f0 (SA(T0)), and Arias intensity (Ia,Hor). This is not unexpected as3092
these measures are controlled by the horizontal component of motion. Changes are only vis-3093
ible in vertical IMs such as Arias intensity of the vertical component of accelerations (Ia,Vert ;3094
bottom panels of Fig B.5) which shows a notable decrease when the base is free. This effect3095
would be even more pronounced with profiles that have a smaller impedance contrast at the3096
base (currently 150 m/s over 760 m/s). This highlights the significance of considering a verti-3097
cally compliant base when a 2D profile is not horizontally homogeneous and generates vertical3098
motion.3099
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Figure B.3: Comparison of nodal transfer functions, T Fi, j, from one random field seed for
four base conditions with massive lateral free field columns for lateral boundaries. Seed = 5,
VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10.
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Figure B.4: Comparison of realization mean transfer functions, T Fj, from four random field
seeds for four variations on base conditions. VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50 m and
aH/V = 10.
B.2.3 Uniformity of horizontal displacements along base nodes3100
Another simplification is to tie all base nodes together so that their response is uniform,3101
and the input motion need only be applied at one location (the master or retained node). By3102
far, this is the most influential assumption analyzed in this study. In order to release the base3103
nodes so that they respond independently, each node must have its own horizontal dashpot. In3104
the same manner as the vertical dashpots were created to make the base vertically compliant, a3105
linear viscous material is applied to the zeroLengthElement connecting the dashpot nodes using3106
a dashpot coefficient of ρVSAtrib. The input motion is then applied separately at each node as a3107
dynamic force proportional to ρVSAtrib. Studies that have implemented model base conditions3108
with individual horizontal dashpots on every base node to allow better base compliance include3109
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rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10.
Zhang et al. (2003), Assimaki (2004), Elgamal et al. (2008), Zhang et al. (2008), Chavan et al.3110
(2017), and Vytiniotis et al. (2019).3111
While the simplification that all base nodes move horizontally uniformly is appropriate for3112
a homogeneous and level deposit, this assumption is not appropriate for 2D models with ran-3113
domized properties or other heterogeneities. The effect of this simplification is very visible in3114
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the frequency domain when comparing the amplification at f0 in transfer functions between3115
the ‘tiedX’ and ‘notTiedX’ cases. AF( f0) is significantly larger for the model with a base tied3116
horizontally (see Figs B.3 and B.4). This effect is also clearly visible in the time domain by3117
directly comparing acceleration waveforms between the ‘fixedY tiedX’ and ‘freeY notTiedX’3118
cases in Figure B.6. Higher horizontal accelerations occur in second arrivals (i.e., reflections3119
off base) and subsequent coda when the base nodes are tied to each other, however the first3120
arrival amplitudes are not affected. Similar behaviour is observed in a comparison of base and3121
boundary conditions by Zhang et al. (2003). Waves that are reflected back down from the sur-3122
face will arrive at the halfspace at different times due to the heterogeneities. This non-uniform3123
wavefield observes a base that behaves more as a rigid base because any force applied to the3124
base must move the entire soil column (1,000 elements wide). This causes more energy to be3125
reflected back into the model than is expected for a compliant base. Higher horizontal Arias3126
intensity (Ia,Hor) for the ‘tiedX’ models, shown in Figure B.5, confirms the increase in total3127
energy trapped within the model. Peak intensity measures that are controlled by the first ar-3128
rival (e.g., PGA and SA(T0)) are not sensitive to the modifications of vertical and horizontal3129
constraint analyzed in this study (Fig. B.5).3130
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Figure B.6: Comparison of normalized acceleration time series from one random field seed
for the final proposed model configuration (‘freeY notTiedX’), and the original fixedY tiedX
model. Time series from 1D randomized (1DRand) profiles are also plotted for reference. Seed =
5, VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10.
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B.2.4 Width of massive free field columns3131
Initially, free field columns were only one-element-wide (i.e., 1-m-wide). This narrow col-3132
umn was insufficient to completely hold back soil pressures from the inner domain which caused3133
bulging at the base of the columns and sagging of the base near the lateral extents. Widening the3134
columns to encompass 10 elements significantly reduced the bulging and sagging that was ob-3135
served. Figure B.7 plots horizontal and vertical (X and Y, respectively) displacements along all3136
base nodes for the 1-m- and 10-m-wide free field columns. Gravity and dynamic displacements3137
are superimposed, and every tenth time step is plotted with time increasing on the color scale3138
from 0 (dark blue) to 30 s (dark red). These displacements show that the 1-m-wide columns3139
were experiencing more horizontal displacements, indicating bulging, during the gravity analy-3140
sis (time 0: dark blue), which continued to increase during the dynamic analysis. This bulging3141
behaviour is not observed in 10-m-wide columns (right side of figure), however, some distortion3142
along the base during the gravity analysis is unavoidable due to heterogeneities in soil stiffness3143
which cause non-zero X-reactions in base nodes. The bulging and sagging of narrow columns3144
was also influencing the response at low frequencies as observed in nodal transfer functions in3145
the bottom left panel of Figure B.3.3146
B.2.5 Final proposed model3147
The final proposed model including all modifications discussed was verified with a 1D anal-3148
ysis using standard boundary conditions by running a 2D homogeneous profile (i.e., σlnV s = 0).3149
As shown in Figure B.8, the 1DDet model with periodic boundary conditions, the 2D ‘control’3150
case with periodic boundary conditions, and the final model with massive free field columns,3151
and vertically and horizontally unconstrained base nodes all produce identical results for a ho-3152
mogeneous profile.3153
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Figure B.7: X and Y displacements as a function of X position for all nodes along the base of the
model for the final proposed model configuration (‘freeY notTiedX’). Left and right panels are
for 1-m-wide and 10-m-wide massive columns, respectively. Every tenth time step is plotted,
with the color scale representing time increasing from dark blue at 0.0 seconds and to dark
red at 30 seconds (end of record). Note that dynamic and ‘static’ gravity displacements are
superimposed. VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10.
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Figure B.8: Verification of the final proposed model configuration (‘freeY notTiedX’; right)
with 1D model using a 2D homogeneous profile (i.e., σlnV s = 0). The control case (left) is shown
for reference and utilizes identical model boundaries as 1DDet albeit with 1,000 elements in the
Y direction as opposed to 1 element. VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.0, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10.
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B.3 Influence of Covariance Model for Random Field Gener-3154
ation on Site-Response Results3155
In order to gain an understanding of how the covariance model used for generation of the3156
random field influences site-response results, 30 realizations of one permutation of random field3157
parameters (i.e, VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10) were analyzed using3158
three covariance models: Gaussian, Exponential, and Matérn (also know as Whittle-Matérn or3159
Von Kármán). The Exponential model is a special case of the Matérn model with shape parame-3160
ter exponent, ν = 0.5. The Matérn model was run with the lowest available value in the Python3161
package GSTools (Müller and Schüler, 2020), ν = 0.2. As the shape parameter decreases,3162
the roughness of the random field increases, particularly at small length scales (Frankel and3163
Clayton, 1986; Chemingui, 2001; Diggle and Ribeiro, 2007). Others have shown that Matérn3164
models are more appropriate for modeling real velocity heterogeneities and scatter waves more3165
realistically than the Gaussian model (Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Sato et al., 2012).3166
Figure B.9 plots normalized autocorrelation functions for these three covariance models3167
generated with rH = 50 m. The correlation decreases at short lags from Gaussian to Exponen-3168
tial to Matérn, increasing the roughness at these small length scales. The implementation of3169
the Matérn model in GSTools is such that the shape-parameter (ν) will rescale the input length3170
scale (i.e., rH), so that the limit case for ν to infinity results in the Gaussian model with a finite3171
length scale (GSTools, 2020 - pers. comm.). For this reason, as shown in Figure B.9, when3172
rH = 50 m is specified as the length scale, the model is scaled such that the integral scale is 563173
m (unless the an integral scale = 50 m is specified). Figure B.10 plots one realization of the3174
random field (with Seed = 1) for all three covariance models. Note that due to the particular nu-3175
merical method used by GSTools to generate the random field (i.e., the Randomization Method;3176
Heße et al., 2014) it is not possible to generate the ‘same’ random field with different small3177
scale roughness (corresponding to different Covariance models) using a seed; for this reason,3178
sufficient realizations were analyzed, and mean and standard deviation of IMs were computed.3179
As discussed in Appendix B.4, 30 realizations are sufficient for these IMs to converge. Fig-3180
ure B.10 clearly illustrates that the Exponential and Matérn models produce significantly more3181
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roughness at small length scales in the randomized velocity model. While the difference in3182
small-scale roughness between the Exponential and Matérn models is visible, it is subtle.3183
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Figure B.9: Normalized Auto-Correlation functions for three different covariance models:
Gaussian, Exponential, and Matérn (ν = 0.2). rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10.
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Figure B.10: Example of VS random fields generated using three different covariance models:
Gaussian, Exponential, and Matérn (ν = 0.2). Seed = 1, VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50
m and aH/V = 10.
Median and standard deviation of transfer functions are plotted in Figure B.11. For all three3184
covariance models, the amplification and standard deviation at f0 are approximately equal, and3185
slightly less than the 1DDet amplification. Most notably, high frequencies are scattered more3186
for the Exponential and Matérn models, resulting in an increase in the variance and decrease3187
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in the median of transfer functions for f > 8 Hz. This is reasonable as these models exhibit3188
increasingly more roughness at smaller length scales (see Fig. B.10), and, therefore, would3189
be expected to scatter high frequencies more effectively. On the contrary, the Gaussian model3190
reduces peak amplifications at the second and third mode frequencies.3191
Results can be further scrutinized by looking at median and standard deviation of other IMs3192
in Figure B.12. The fundamental frequency ( f0) and amplification at f0 (AF( f0)), peak ground3193
acceleration (PGA), spectral acceleration at 1/ f0 (SA(T0)), and Arias intensity in horizontal3194
(Ia,Hor) and vertical components (Ia,Vert) are plotted for all three covariance models. These IM3195
are normalized by the respective value from 1DDet analysis, except for (Ia,Vert) which does not3196
exist for 1DDet and so it is normalized by the value for the Gaussian model. Consistent with3197
observations from median transfer function in Figure B.11, f0 and AF( f0) are not significantly3198
influenced by the choice of covariance model. Peak ground acceleration is reduced for Expo-3199
nential and Matérn models which is expected due to the reduction in high-frequency content3200
observed in T F . Interestingly, Ia,Vert is significantly higher (60% higher) for the Matérn models3201
suggesting that the scattering of waves induced by these models generates more vertical motion3202
than the Gaussian model.3203
Based on these results, the Matérn model with ν = 0.5 (i.e., the Exponential model) was3204
chosen for final production analyses as it is more effective in scattering high frequencies. The3205
difference between ν = 0.2 and ν = 0.5 is insignificant for this application and likely well3206
within the uncertainty in identifying random field input parameters for real geologic deposits.3207
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Figure B.11: Mean and standard deviation of transfer functions for 30 realizations comparing
between different covariance models for random field generation. VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s =
0.175, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10.
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Figure B.12: Median and standard deviation of IMs from 30 realizations comparing between
different covariance models for random field generation. VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50
m and aH/V = 10. * Note: Vertical Arias intensity (Ia,Vert) is not normalized by 1DDet as the 1D
analysis does not have a vertical component of motion, therefore, the values are normalized by
Ia,Vert of the Gaussian model.
B.4 Convergence of IMs3208
Bootstrap sampling was used to test that the main IMs investigated in this study converge3209
within the number of random field realizations analyzed for each parameter permutation. For3210
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a permutation with VS,0 = 150 m/s, σlnV s = 0.175, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10, 500 realizations3211
of the random field were generated and used for site-response analysis. From these 500 re-3212
alizations, 1,000 bootstrap samples, allowing replacement, of N number of realizations were3213
randomly selected. N was increased incrementally from 1 realization up to 100 realizations in3214
each bootstrap sample. Median and standard deviation of IMs (e.g, f0 and σT, f0) are computed3215
for each bootstrap sample of N realizations. std[ln(IM)] and std[ln(σT )] are then taken as the3216
standard deviations of these values across all 1,000 bootstrap samples.3217
The results of this convergence study are summarized in Figure B.13, which plot the varia-3218
tion in std[ln(IM)] as the size of each bootstrap sample (i.e., number of realizations) increases.3219
As expected, as the number of realizations in each sample increases, the standard deviation3220
of each IM and σT across all bootstrap samples decreases. This variability decreases rapidly3221
initially and then stabilizes, nearly asymptotically. Median IMs (e.g., f0 and PGA), especially3222
those corresponding to modal frequencies, converge quickly, nearly reaching their asymptotic3223
value within 10 realizations. Total standard deviations of IMs (e.g., σT, f0 and σT,PGA) take more3224
realizations to converge and converge to a higher value. Based on these results, the use of 303225
realizations appears to give a stable estimate of medians and standard deviations of IMs. All3226
final production analyses are based on 30 realizations.3227
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Figure B.13: Convergence of various IMs tested using bootstrap sampling with 1,000 bootstrap
samples. This plots the standard deviation of each IM and σT across all bootstrap samples as
the number of random field realizations increases.
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B.5 Additional Figures to Supplement Discussion3228
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Figure B.14: Normalized IMs as a function of SOI node location for all realizations of permu-
tations with σlnV s = 0.175 (left) and 0.325 (right). The median for all nodes and realizations
(i.e., the permutation median) is compared to the median for all realizations at each individual
node. For both permutations, VS,0 = 150 m/s, rH = 50 m and aH/V = 10
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Figure B.15: Comparison of 2D and 1DRand median transfer functions and total standard de-
viations for various values of σlnV s with VS,0 = 150, 250, and 400 m/s. Other random field
parameters are rH = 50 m, and aH/V = 10.
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Figure B.16: Normalized median IMs for all permutations plotted as a function of k0rV and
color-coded by VS,0. Note that Ia,vert is not normalized as there is no vertical component to
1DDet analysis.
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2D and 1DRand analyses for all permutations..
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Appendix C3229
Appendix to Chapter 43230
C.1 Summary3231
These appendices contain additional figures, with interpretation, to supplement the discus-3232
sion in Chapter 4, and are referenced throughout the chapter. Appendix C.2 explains in detail3233
and verifies the frequency domain analyses for 2D models, Appendix C.3 checks the sensitivy3234
of ETFs to smoothing, Appendix C.4 briefly compares results from 2D models with rigid and3235
compliant bases, and Appendix C.5 provides additional figures to supplement the discussion3236
throughout the text. Finally, VS profiles, and median transfer functions and spectral acceleration3237
residuals are provided in Appendix C.6.3238
– VERIFICATION OF FREQUENCY-DOMAIN 2D ANALYSES3239
– SENSITIVITY OF MEDIAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF ETFS TO3240
SMOOTHING3241
– COMPARISON OF 2D TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FROM RIGID AND COMPLI-3242
ANT BASE MODELS3243
– ADDITIONAL FIGURES TO SUPPLEMENT DISCUSSION3244
– SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY PROFILES, TRANSFER FUNCTIONS, AND ADDI-3245
TIONAL METADATA FOR ALL SITES3246
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C.2 Verification of Frequency-Domain 2D Analyses3247
The computational demand of running 30 realizations for every permutation of random field3248
parameters (e.g., σlnV s = 0.15 and 0.25, rigid and compliant base) is large, therefore, running3249
each of these models for every ground motion in the database becomes very computationally3250
expensive. For this reason, the fidelity of frequency domain analyses for 2D models with wave3251
scattering was assessed. To evaluate this, all ground motions were run in the time domain3252
for one realization of one site. Then, a reference ground motion, with the highest Tmax, was3253
chosen to compute a transfer function (surface motion over incident motion at the base) for3254
frequency domain analyses of all remaining ground motions. Surface accelerations and IMs3255
were compared between the frequency domain solution and the time domain calculations. An3256
example of this comparison for one ground motion is in Figure C.1. As shown in Figure C.1, the3257
resulting surface acceleration and IMs are essentially the same for time domain and frequency3258
domain calculations, with IMs generally being within 1-2% of each other at all recorder nodes.3259
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Figure C.1: Example verification of the 2D frequency domain analysis with time domain anal-
ysis by comparing within transfer functions, and surface ground accelerations and spectral ac-
celerations for Node 1. Ratios of other surface IMs for all 10 nodes are also shown. (Site 1 -
Event 6)
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C.3 Sensitivity of median and standard devations of ETFs to3260
smoothing3261
To thoroughly understand the influence of the smoothing on median and standard deviations3262
of TF, ETFs were calculated in various ways using Konno-Ohmachi smoothing with bandwidth3263
coefficients (b-values) ranging from 20 to 100, as well as with no smoothing. ETFs were com-3264
puted in three ways, by: Method (1) smoothing each FAS before computing TF, Method (2)3265
smoothing each GM component TF, and Method (3) only smoothing the median and standard3266
deviations for “visual presentation”. It was found that all three methods produce equivalent me-3267
dians, provided that FAS and TFs are smooth in log space of Fourier amplitudes or amplifica-3268
tion factors, respectively. However, the standard deviations can be significantly underpredicted3269
if smoothing is applied to FAS or individual TFs (i.e., Methods 1 and 2).3270
Figure C.2 compares methods 1 and 3, described directly above for computing smoothed3271
median and standard deviations of ETFs with many different b-values for the smoothing model.3272
It shows that low b-values can result in excessive smoothing which can obscure details of the3273
site response, such as the double peak amplification observed at f0 for Site 21 - Treasure Island3274
(Fig. C.2). With heavy smoothing, the peaks are significantly reduced and can even be “out3275
of phase” with non-smoothed curves at higher modes. Based on these results, this study has3276
adopted smoothing only the median and standard deviation values (Method 3) with a b-value of3277
100 for both ETF and theoretical transfer functions (TTF). For calculation of intensity measures3278
(IMs) related to transfer functions, such as f0 and AF( f0), transfer functions were computed by3279
smoothing individual FAS (Method 1) with b = 100.3280
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Figure C.2: Example of computing ETF median and standard deviation using different smooth-
ing coefficient (b-values) by smoothing each individual FAS (left) and smoothing only the me-
dian and standard deviations (right). Site 21: Treasure Island
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C.4 Comparison of 2D Transfer Functions from Rigid and3281
Compliant Base Models3282
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Figure C.3: Comparison of ETF to TTF from 1D and 2D analyses using a rigid base with the
recorded DH motion and a compliant base with the computed incident motion.
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Figure C.3: Continued.
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C.5 Additional Figures to Supplement Discussion3283
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Figure C.4: Bias-corrected site terms of spectral accelerations versus normalized period
T/T0,1Dwithin for 1D and 2D analyses. The 1D analyses are rigid-base models with the recorded
within (i.e., downhole) input motion, and 2D analyses are compliant-base models with the de-
rived incident motion. All sites are divided by groups (Table 4.1) and group averages are plotted
along with individual site residuals.
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Figure C.5: Total residuals of AF( f0) (top) and AF( f3) (bottom) for 1D and 2D analyses as
a function of σMET F (left) and f0,ET F (right). 2D analysis is for a compliant base with σlnV s =
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a function of RV
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AF( f3) as a function of RV
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C.6 Shear Wave Velocity Profiles, Transfer Functions, SA3284
Residuals, and Additional Metadata for All Sites3285
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